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Abstract

South Africa has shown an increased interest and awareness of Open Source
Software (OSS) in the past decade. One of the reasons for this was the support
from the Shuttleworth Foundation for Open Source initiatives. Migrating to
OSS is a difficult and time consuming activity that should not be underesti-
mated by the migration team. Careful planning and roll-out procedures should
be in place before one commence on this journey.

Process reference models are used in different fields to capture the generic pro-
cess flow of activities. For the OSS domain, no process reference models could be
found for migration purposes. Therefore, this study has as aim the suggestion
of an initial set of process reference models for an organisational OSS migration.
These process reference models were identified by capturing the process models
for a case study that entailed the migration of the CSIR software systems and
desktops from proprietary to OSS. From this set of process models, the migra-
tion processes were identified and refined to a set of suggested process reference
models for organisational OSS migrations. This set of process reference models
are useful to determine the processes necessary for organisations considering
migrating to OSS.

The study is divided into four research questions, where the first focusses on use
and value of process reference models and the second on what is already known
about OSS migration processes. The third deals with key processes within an
organisational open source migration (OOSM) and the last with process refer-
ence models for an OOSM.

For the first research question, the use and value of process reference mod-
els and the usefulness of utilising process reference models is discussed as well
as using process models as a modelling tool to identify and capture processes.
For the second research question, a summary is provided of what we know about
OSS migration processes and a description about what the researcher and others
have learnt about OSS, OSS migrations, process reference models, the process
and its structure. For the third research question, the key processes within an
OOSM is discussed as well as all the processes that took place during the OSS
migration project from basic administrative processes to complex processes,
from the beginning of the project until its completion. Lastly, for the fourth
research question, process reference models that are essential for an OOSM and
possible generic migration process models bound to reoccur are identified by the
researcher and validated using a focus group discussion.

Keywords: process reference model, open source software, migration, process
models, process, case study, generic
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This study suggests a set of process reference models for an organisational Open
Source Software (OSS) migration that can assist with the planning and execu-
tion of future OSS migration projects.

OSS is software that is freely available at no cost for use and that can be mod-
ified to meet a user’s computing needs (go opensource.org, 2005). This type of
software emerged worldwide with cost savings and security advantages as some
of the driving factors (Ahmed, 2005; oss.gov.za, 2006). The rise of OSS brought
a tremendous change in the Information Technology sector all over the globe.
Numerous government departments, the private (business) sector and educa-
tional and non-governmental organisations (Horstmann, 2005) have migrated
from proprietary software and operating systems 1 on desktop computers to
OSS. The problem with OSS is that organisations want to adopt it, but strug-
gle to plan and implement OSS migration projects. Many organisations must
design their own migration processes from scratch when planning such a project.
Process reference models can be a solution to this problem. Process reference
models make it easier for people involved in OSS migration projects to plan and
execute projects. According to Rosa et al. (2005), process reference models are
used to capture the common activities, roles and resources of any process in a
certain environment and thereafter adapt them in another.

Anyone that wants to use process reference models for an OSS migration project,
needs to identify the key generic process models that are repeatable in each mi-
gration process. The goal is to specifically look at a case study where an OSS
migration project is conducted, then identify the key processes that will result
in a set of process reference models for an OSS migration project. The people
for whom this set of process reference models can be useful to are those involved
in the OSS migration project itself such as project managers and their teams.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows:

In this first chapter a background of the study is provided in section 1.1, fol-
lowed by the problem statement and purpose of the study in section 1.2. The

1The term operating system refers to the operating environment for the desktop
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research questions explored in this study are defined in section 1.3. An overview
of the research methods used is given in section 1.4, followed by the scope and
limitations of the study discussed in section 1.5 and definitions of terms is pro-
vided in section 1.6. The chapter concludes with the outline of the dissertation
in section 1.7.

1.1 BACKGROUND

South Africa has shown an increased interest and awareness in OSS, because
of financial reasons and due to the great work of The Shuttleworth Foundation
(Belle et al., 2003) founded by Mark Shuttleworth. The Shuttleworth Founda-
tion continues to promote the adoption and use of OSS in government depart-
ments, the private sector, and educational and non-governmental organisations
worldwide (ubuntu.com, 2004). South Africa is not alone in recognising the so-
cioeconomic benefits and technological advancement OSS brings; other nations
supporting OSS include China, Chile, Spain, Thailand, India, Brazil, France,
the United Kingdom and large portions of Germany (Martinez, 2005; van Rei-
jswoud and Topi, 2003). All these countries have been more and more active
in proposing OSS-based solutions because they believe it is a way for them to
become competitive in the worldwide marketplace, it will reduce the cost of IT
purchases, it will inform society about the uses of OSS and it will encourage the
growth of OSS industries (RedHat Inc., 2007; van Reijswoud and Topi, 2003).

As a way to show their support for OSS, South African delegates gathered
for the Go Open Source Conference held 22-23 August 2005 in Johannesburg to
declare, document and sign a national Open Source policy and strategy for the
implementation of Free and Open Source Software in government (Mokhema,
2005). This document was then presented to former President Thabo Mbeki
and members of the Cabinet after the conference. On the 22nd of February
2007 the national open source policy and strategy was ultimately approved by
the Cabinet (Barnard, 2007; go opensource.org, 2005; Mokhema, 2005).

The adoption of the national open source policy and strategy paved way for
projects such as Vula2 led by Meraka Open Source Centre at the CSIR. With
this project, the CSIR prioritised OSS as a key programme with the aim to
lead by example and inspire other governmental organisations, private and ed-
ucational sectors to also become involved in OSS migration projects (VulaWiki,
2006a) and adopt the use of OSS applications. Other leading examples of gov-
ernment organisations that have accepted the adoption of OSS in South Africa
and are using OSS-based e-government applications, include the State Infor-
mation Technology Agency (SITA), the Department of Science and Technology
(DST), the Department of Communications (DOC), the Water Research Coun-
cil (WRC) and the Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI). SITA is the
main driving force in promoting the adoption of OSS nationally, ensuring that
emerging OSS projects become a success in South Africa while formulating its
own migration plan (dst.gov.za, 2006; oss.gov.za, 2006; Sharma, 2003; sita.co.za,
2006).

2The brand name of the CSIR’s migration project to OSS. Vula is a verb from the Nguni
language, meaning “to open” (VulaWiki, 2006a).
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Migrating to a new technology can be very challenging and OSS migrations are
not in any way different (Astor and Rosenberg, 2005). OSS migrations require a
good knowledge of the OSS environment and it can take a long time, sometimes
even years, to complete the planning and implementation of the strategy (Astor
and Rosenberg, 2005). The inspiration behind the CSIR’s migration to OSS
was motivated by the following reasons (Dudley et al., 2006):

1. Lower or free license costs

2. Easy access to source code

3. Total cost of ownership3

4. Security

5. Reliability

6. Stability.

Driven by these advantages the CSIR migration to OSS aims to present an op-
portunity where everyone in the organisation as well as external organisations
can learn from this experience (Fogwill et al., 2007). Numerous technologically
minded individuals, from beginners to experts, exist within the CSIR (such as
software developers, computer programmers or even users) and they may also
benefit from this migration. Some employees can learn from developing, cus-
tomising and testing the CSIR’s Vula desktop, while users can adapt to using
the OSS desktop environment instead of the proprietary desktop (Fogwill et al.,
2008).

Although recent studies have shown that OSS migrations are on the rise in
South Africa, there is a lack of published documentation with regards to pro-
cess reference models showing how to go about migrating from a proprietary
software platform to an OSS environment (Belle et al., 2003; Pawlak et al.,
2004). The reason for this is that previously these types of projects were not as
widely conducted and supported as they are now. This lack of documentation
was one of the inspirations for this research, enabling the suggestion of process
reference models for the OSS migration project done by the CSIR, focusing
on the planning and implementation of moving desktops to an OSS environ-
ment. Process reference models outlining generic organisational OSS migration
processes (Pawlak et al., 2004), will hopefully assist other organisations and
companies migrating to OSS in future to do so successfully. The suggested
process reference models intends to make life easier for OSS migration project
managers and their teams, to plan and execute these types of projects better in
future (Ahmed, 2005).

The term ’process reference models’ is used in this study to refer to a generic
process model structure (Rosa et al., 2005). One of the major advantages that
process reference models provide is “Design by Reuse”, which promotes repli-
cation of existing processes that enables companies to practise their business

3Refers to the total cost of money, time and resources associated with using and owning
the software (Kok, 2005).
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functions well without having to design any of the available processes from
scratch (van der Aalst et al., 2003). In this research study, process models were
captured from the CSIR’s migration project, followed by the suggestion of pro-
cess reference models extracted from the process models to assess the reusability
of OSS migration processes. Process reference models were envisioned to save
time and money for large, small and medium sized organisations considering the
adoption of OSS once adapted and reutilised. However, an organisation must
have the resources in place in order to conduct this type of a migration. Theo-
retically, it is widely accepted that the application of process reference models
must go hand in hand with the use of a process notation, to allow users to
understand the modelling configuration and master the notation used to cap-
ture the processes (Rosa et al., 2005). The process notation which is used in
this study for modelling the processes of the CSIR’s OSS migration is IDEF0
(KBSI, 2006). The IDEF0 notation is a standard component widely used for
the creation of process models (or process mapping). It is one of the serial set
of standard reference methods for process modelling that the IDEF family of
methods comprises of, created by Wisnosky and Shunk (Sun, 2006).

Apart from the fact that there is no documentation about OSS migration pro-
cess reference models, the majority of interesting published information that is
available about migrating to OSS is about which mistakes to avoid (Astor and
Rosenberg, 2005), and some of the typical obstacles that needs to be overcome
(Belle et al., 2003). Both of these articles provide useful information that can
be used by organisations planning to conduct an OSS migration.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PURPOSE
OF THIS STUDY

The problem investigated by this research is the lack of documentation of process
reference models of an organisational OSS migration. There is no knowledge
repository or database outlining generic migration process models relevant to
OSS that an individual or organisation can follow when migrating from propri-
etary software to OSS. Pawlak and co-authors said that “some effort has been
put for integrating them in a common tool or model, however there is no so-
lution nor model providing a global view of the F/OSS environment” (Pawlak
et al., 2004).

This study will contribute by suggesting a set of process reference models suit-
able for an OSS migration project. In this instance the capturing of all processes
was performed during the CSIR migration to OSS via the process modelling no-
tation IDEF0. The aim is to ensure that the resulting process reference models
are unique, to inspire and serve as a guide to other organisations planning to
migrate from a proprietary environment to an OSS environment. The process
models must be generic so that when the second or third person replicates the
same migration project he/she will get the same results. The process reference
models must guarantee the reduction of the risks associated with OSS migra-
tions projects and stop similar problems from re-occurring in other organisations
during the process of migration.
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1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The thesis statement is “There exists a set of process reference models to cap-
ture organisational OSS migration activities”.

The following research questions (RQs) supports the argument of the thesis
statement.

1.3 (a) Sub-questions

• RQ1: What is the use and value of process reference models?

• RQ2: What do we know about open source migration processes?

• RQ3: What are the key processes within organisational open source mi-
gration?

• RQ4: What are the process reference models that are essential for an or-
ganisational OSS migration?

1.3 (b) Research Objectives

The following research objectives act as a guide or response to the above
mentioned research sub-questions (RQs):

• The purpose of RQ1 is to provide an understanding of what a process
reference model structure is and the importance of using the process model
as a modelling tool (or data gathering tool).

• RQ2 intends to investigate the process of OSS migration in detail, i.e. the
steps that an organisation can perform when migrating users from one
technological environment to another.

• RQ3 seeks to identify the main processes that takes place during an OSS
migration and will require more attention from the beginning of the mi-
gration project until the completion of it.

• The aim of RQ4 is to reveal the possible generic migration processes that
are bound to reoccur when it comes to OSS migration projects of other
organisations.

1.4 RESEARCH DESIGN

This research is a qualitative study. Myers (2004) describes qualitative research
as the study that “involves the collection, study, interpretation and drawing of
conclusions from qualitative data”. By qualitative data he meant interviews,
documents, data obtained through observations, field notes and other (typi-
cally) non-numerical data. The qualitative research approach was chosen as
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appropriate for this dissertation to enable the researcher to make sense of the
OSS migration situation and gain a much richer understanding of the processes
involved when migrating to an OSS environment, via the analysis of interviews
and documents.

1.4.1 Research approach

The case study approach was suitable for data collection for this study and the
environment used was the CSIR.

1.4.2 Data collection and analysis

The data gathering method most used for this research was interviewing. A
focus group discussion and interviews were conducted with Vula project team
members and users who had migrated to the CSIR’s OSS desktop software (Vula
desktop). Other methods included participant observation and non-participant
observation and review of the existing literature, migration guides and publi-
cations (or previous researches) that featured organisational OSS migrations.
Also, the systematic research approach by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008)
and IDEF0 notation were used for the design of process models for the OSS
migration project.

1.4.3 Contribution and validation

This study makes at least two contributions. Firstly, it identifies and captures
OSS migration process models. Secondly it provides a suggested set of process
reference models extracted from those captured OSS migration process models.
This set of process reference models is a generic process model structure which
hopefully can assist project managers and teams involved in OSS migration
projects to plan and execute this type of project. The process that was used to
identify generic process models was a focus group discussion.

A focus group discussion was conducted with several Vula project experts (or
representatives) to assess the validity of captured OSS migration process mod-
els. The Vula project experts were brought together to provide information and
opinions on identifying OSS migration process reference models. The project
experts were chosen based on their ability to provide specialised knowledge or
insight (University of Texas, 2007). The validation was done to ensure that the
process reference models were a representation of what happened during the
CSIR’s OSS migration project. However, to prove their validity these process
reference models have to be tested against other case studies of the same nature
in future.

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

1.5.1 Scope of the study

This study is intended for organisations and companies migrating to OSS only.
Due to the lack of documented process reference models for OSS migration
projects (Pawlak et al., 2004), this study only captured and investigated generic
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process models for an OSS migration project. These generic process models
were identified during the CSIR’s OSS migration, resulting in a library of pro-
cess reference models that can be reused by other organisations and companies
embarking on the same type of project, without having to develop their own
processes from scratch.

The CSIR’s migration to OSS was chosen as the appropriate case study for
this study, as it is one of the largest organisations to adopt OSS. Because the
researcher is part of the organisation it made it easier to get access to the
resources needed for the completion of this study. Suitable participants and
project Vula team members could be interviewed within the organisation re-
garding their migration experiences.

1.5.2 Limitations of the study

This study is limited to modelling generic process models (or process reference
models) of the CSIR OSS migration only and does not propose a model nor in-
troduce the development of a new model for OSS migrations (Belle et al., 2003).

Before the process reference models can be adapted by organisations and com-
panies migrating to OSS, they have to be tested for reusability against a similar
kind of an environment at about 4 to 5 companies. However, this is outside
the scope of the study and it is something that can be considered for future
research; given sufficient time and resources.

1.6 DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

The most important definitions covered in this dissertation are explained:

Activity is an action intended to achieve a result (JISC-InfoNet, 2007).

Generic process model is a sub-set of the original set of process models
reflecting the generic and repeatable processes for a specific domain (Browne
and O’Sullivan, 1995; van der Merwe, 2005).

Model can be anything that can be used to bring clarity, consistency and
technology independence to any process (Kulandaisamy, 2004).

Open Source Software or Open Source (OSS) refers to software appli-
cations that are freely available for use and can be modified or improved freely
to meet users’ computing needs. The software is available at no cost (go open-
source.org, 2005).

OSS community a group of people consisting of developers, users and IT
vendors that comes together in a central place to participate in developing and
improving OSS (Munro et al., 2003).
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Process Reference Models (or Reference Process Models) refers to
a library of individualised process models showing the graphical flow of pro-
cesses and subprocesses (activities and sub-activities) as well as their relation-
ship within a certain environment that are documented, managed and can be
reused by different organisations and companies to perform their business func-
tions without having to design their own from scratch (Rosa et al., 2005). The
term process reference model is also used in this study to refer to a generic
process model structure.

Process Modelling is the procedure of developing the process model using
a defined standard notation (van der Merwe, 2005).

Process Model is a tool used to show how processes (or activities) flow
together in a certain business environment (van der Merwe, 2005). One can
say it shows how a process is working somewhere else or one can say it is a
diagrammatic tool used for representation of what is happening with a set of
processes.

Process is a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a spec-
ified output for a particular customer or market (Davenport and Short, 1990)
cited by (Malhotra, 2006).

Proprietary software is a software program that is not freely available for
use and cannot be adapted like OSS. It comes at a cost whereby license fees are
paid to those that develop and controls the software (UNESCO, 2007).

Total cost of ownership refers to the total cost of money, time and resources
associated with using and owning the software (Kok, 2005).

Vula desktop is the CSIR’s version of the Linux system, modified to suit
users’ computing needs within the CSIR and outside the organisation (VulaWiki,
2006b).

1.7 OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS

Chapter 1, the introduction, provides a background to the study and gives
an overview of the research problem, research objectives, research questions,
research methodology, as well as its scope and limitations. Chapter 2 addresses
the theory related to the study, that is a historical (or theoretical) overview of
the OSS environment and process reference models. Chapter 3 describes the
research design as well as data gathering tools and techniques used during the
study to collect OSS migration process models and to suggest process reference
models for an OSS migration project, including the context of a case study
environment. Chapter 4 analyses the detailed factors which have led to the
adoption of the OSS migration project at the CSIR and the whole process of
the migration. Chapter 5 discusses the contribution made by the study, as well
as the summary of generic process models. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes with
recommendations for future research identified during the study. Figure 1.1
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demonstrates the Dissertation Map, graphically depicting the above specified
chapters of the dissertation.

Figure 1.1: Dissertation Map
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

Figure 2.1: Chapter 2 Outline
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the theory or literature related to the study, as a response
to the first and second research questions (RQ1 and RQ2 in Chapter 1, see
Section 1.3) and has been organised into the following sections. Section 2.2
discusses the literature on OSS and the part it continues to play in South Africa
is covered in Section 2.2.2. Section 2.2.3 provides a brief summary of the CSIR;
briefly about its history as one of the leading research and scientific organisations
in South Africa that develops highly recognised software. Section 2.2.5 discusses
the importance of documenting activities for projects or businesses, with the
focus on process reference models’ structure. An overview of open standards is
discussed in Section 2.3 and open formats in Section 2.4, including their relation
to OSS. An overview of process reference models structure is also provided in
Section 2.5. Section 2.6 addresses what has already been written about OSS (or
what is already known about OSS), that means the literature on OSS and its
usefulness. The chapter is outlined in the Figure 2.1 above.

2.2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION: OSS

OSS is produced by a self-organised community that engages online and dis-
cusses different ideas about how open source software can be further improved
upon to meet users’ needs (Foster, 2008; go opensource.org, 2005). As pointed
out in the previous chapter, it is software that comes at little or no financial
cost and has been licensed in a manner that allows users to study, edit, improve
and redistribute it without having to pay any royalties to those that developed
the software in the first place (Ahmed, 2005). This suggests that with OSS
no licence fee is required for using the software, the software has been publicly
published to be used and shared among users as many times they want. OSS
has become very popular worldwide and it is currently used and adopted in
most private companies, governmental organisations and academic institutions
for variety of reasons. These are the reasons: (1) it is free to use, copy and share;
(2) the OS operating systems are more reliable than other operating systems;
(3) the OS operating systems are more secure than other operating systems; (4)
it can be customised to suit specific business functions or users’ needs; and (5)
it even works on old personal computers1 (Dudley et al., 2006).

The most popular OS operating system used is Linux, which was developed
by Linus Torvalds in 1991 who at the time was a student at Helsinki University
(Peeling and Satchell, 2001). The introduction of Linux brought competition to
Microsoft Windows and is regarded as the replacement to Microsoft Windows
and other commercially produced operating systems (van Reijswoud and Topi,
2003). Microsoft Windows is referred to as proprietary software where one has
to pay for license fees for using the software (Ahmed, 2005; Dudley et al., 2006).
Linux was produced as OSS that is freely distributed to compete with propri-
etary software that is offered at monetary value. Like Microsoft Windows, Linux
is used and adapted by several companies and organisations for desktops and
server environments (Peeling and Satchell, 2001). Figure 2.2 depicts different

1Small desktop computer designed to be used by one person at a time.
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types of open source operating systems, while Table 2.1 shows common pro-
prietary software programs together with their OSS alternatives (Peeling and
Satchell, 2001).

Figure 2.2: Examples of open source operating systems

Purpose Proprietary Software Open Source Soft-
ware

Operating
system

Microsoft Windows Linux

Web browser Internet Explorer Mozilla Firefox

Office suite Microsoft Office OpenOffice.org

Image editor Adobe Photoshop GIMP

Table 2.1: Examples of proprietary software and their OSS alter-
natives

2.2.1 OSS and its components

OSS is considered somewhat equivalent to free software2 and can be distin-
guished by three key components, as described by Simon (2005):

1. The first component that defines OSS is the community, which com-
prises of developers, users, and IT vendors playing a key role of coding,
testing, and providing support for OSS projects (Simon, 2005). Munro
et al. (2003) defined OSS community as consisting of those who partici-
pate in developing and improving OSS, while Dibben (2004) observed it
as a group of people, usually like minded-people, who come together on-
line to participate, debate and share information. This community uses a
range of online tools like discussion forums, chatrooms, discussion email
lists, and Information Management Systems (WebCT) to work or chat.

2. The next component defined by Simon (2005) is the development method-
ology which uses a community and peer review approach to develop soft-

2Free software is software that is freely available to the general public for redistribution,
modification, examination or any other conceivable purpose without restrictions (Allison, 2009;
fsfe.org, 2009).
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ware. The code is openly published for everyone to see or review, to decide
whether it is good or bad and to then offer feedback on how to improve
it.

3. A licensing approach is the third component that provides free access
to source code and conforms to one of about 60 licenses authorised by
OSI3 (Simon, 2005). All of these licenses allow users to view and modify
the source code but the conditions that specify code modifications and
extensions vary greatly.

OSS does not only comprise of these three components. OSS offers much
more and numerous articles were published on OSS, about its advantages and
disadvantages by Ahmed (2005), Dudley et al. (2006), Foster (2008), Simon
(2005) and Dalziel (2003) and many more.

Cerri and Fuggetta (2006), Dalziel (2003) and Simon (2005) also identified the
characteristics of OSS which include those shown in Table 2.2.

OSS characteristic Description
1. Transparency Transparency means that nothing is kept confidential,

in this case OSS workings are exposed to the public
and can be modified by anyone.

2. Open standards Open standards is a standard not owned by a single
company. It allows anyone to use the standards as well
as contribute to its further development (Simon, 2005;
Texas Department of Information Resources, 2008).
It is publicly available rather than being kept con-
fidential. Open standards promote interoperability
between systems; that means sharing of information
among systems. Both proprietary software and OSS
can use open standards, as long as their products con-
form to those standards.

3. Interoperability Interoperability defined by Dalziel (2003) and Simon
(2005) as the ability of different systems to share infor-
mation in such a way that both can act in an equiv-
alent manner on the information that will result in
equivalent user outcomes. It emphasises the impor-
tance of openness among systems when exchanging in-
formation with the considerations of security, privacy
and business rules in place to enable this effective in-
teraction.

4. Customisability Customisability allows the modification and improve-
ment of the source code in an OSS environment. This
implies that the source code together with its tech-
nological specifications can be altered to meet users’
needs. This characteristic of OSS allows many soft-
ware applications to be customised and redistributed
in their modified form.

3OSI is a non-profit corporation dedicated to managing and promoting open source software
(opensource.org, 2009).
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5. Open licensing Open licensing in general terms means that users do
not own software; rather they obtain a license to use
it (Cerri and Fuggetta, 2006). The licence defines the
terms and conditions for using the software. For in-
stance, OSS is not unlicensed but rather specifically
licensed to allow and encourage wider use, distribution
and modification of its non-confidential source code.

Table 2.2: The characteristics of OSS

Not only Cerri and Fuggetta (2006), Dalziel (2003) and Simon (2005) reported
on these characteristics of OSS. Hoe (2007), Opensourceafrica.org (2007) and
GoOpenSourceTaskTeam (2003) also stipulated the technical and financial ben-
efits brought forth by OSS, impacting positively on the economic development of
nations. It is these benefits in Table 2.3 (that Hoe (2007), Opensourceafrica.org
(2007) and GoOpenSourceTaskTeam (2003) observed and reported on) that
persuaded organisations and companies to consider the adoption of OSS.

Direct benefits Description
1. Cost savings Due to costs of proprietary software licensing, which

are often hidden, OSS adoption can assist with cost
savings as it is freely available to all.

2. Application mix When it comes to OSS, many useful OSS add-on pro-
grammes are available for free. These add-on pro-
grammes can expand or improve the operations of a
small organisation. These useful add-on programmes
include amongst others, project management utilities,
graphic design programmes for creating stationary,
product packaging and signage, and sophisticated mul-
timedia tools.

3. Recycle old desktops With OSS the productive life of an older desktop can
be extended, because OSS comes in many varieties and
some of its installations can even run on 10 year old
desktops.

4. Business-to-business
transactions

For those organisations needing to connect directly to
the computing systems of their partners or other or-
ganisations they are collaborating with, OSS offers an
open platform, compatible with all major interconnec-
tion standard protocols and middle-wares.

5. More robust and reli-
able software

OSS’s robustness and reliability provides less vulnera-
bility to viruses. To prevent a loss of information from
occuring, OSS gives confidence that users’ information
is free of security threats such as viruses and software
bugs, that can become costly to fix (Hoe, 2007).

6. Learn, redistribute and
enhance

As specified previously OSS provides everyone with
the ability to modify and customise source code freely.
It promotes an environment for positive competition,
self-learning, exploring and cooperation (GoOpen-
SourceTaskTeam, 2003; Hoe, 2007).
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7. Prevent single vendor
and technology lock-in

Not everyone is technologically oriented, some users
depend on software vendors to provide them with
products that will meet their needs, while others pre-
fer developing and modifying applications suitable to
their own needs. OSS provides this support by re-
ducing vendor dependence and lock-in of proprietary
software into less costly, securable, customisable soft-
ware that can be designed to meet users needs (Hoe,
2007; Simon, 2005).

8. Promote and preserve
open standards

Stated as one of the OSS characteristics, open stan-
dards is associated with various principles or rules that
products and vendors need to conform to when using
the software. They are published rather than kept
confidential and can be accessed by anyone following
the standard.

9. OSS benefits poorer so-
ciety

OSS provides affordable and accessible software to run
on old and new desktops (Hoe, 2007). Not everyone
can afford commercial software that sometimes come
with hidden costs and OSS is therefore an alternative
(Martinez, 2005).

Table 2.3: Direct benefits of adopting OSS in organisations

After realising that many authors only focus on reporting about OSS’s financial
and technical-oriented benefits, the GoOpenSourceTaskTeam (2003), Martinez
(2005) and others further identified socioeconomic (or developmental) benefits.
These socioeconomic benefits are important to consider when evaluating the
proper place for OSS adoption in the developing world. The suggested socioe-
conomic benefits that OSS provide is listed in the following summary:

1. OSS puts users’ needs first.
OSS puts users’ needs first, by having in place a community that un-
derstands users’ needs and knows that not all commercialised software
meets every user’s needs or can be afforded by everyone. By being free
(or publicly available), secure and customisable the software meets users’
computing needs (GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003).

2. OSS promotes transparency and accountable government.
Governments are utilising OSS not only because they will be saving costs
on paying software licenses, but because they understand that OSS solu-
tions are the best in terms of stability, scalability, flexibility and efficiency
Martinez (2005). Therefore the usage of open technologies such as OSS
and open standards promote a culture of openness and transparency in
government as well as in society. OSS facilitates sharing of information
(interoperability) among government systems, its stakeholders and the so-
ciety as a whole (Fuggetta, 2004; Simon, 2005).

3. OSS supports the local IT industry and digital self-sufficiency.
OSS is concerned with ICT spending in local companies, which is why it
provides several ways of minimising the costs (see Table 2.3). The main
reason why OSS is encouraged in local companies, is to educate and train
company workers about OSS. This training will produce valued, employ-
able and skilled workers with OSS knowledge, at the same time ensur-
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ing that the knowledge is shared from the young to the older generation
(GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003).

4. OSS supports entrepreneurship and business formation.
The shift from proprietary software to OSS “brings technology to every-
body and empowers people, communities, governments and companies”
(Martinez, 2005). It furthers the success of small, medium and micro-
enterprises, by creating opportunities for the entrepreneurial success of
SMMEs as well as jobs for those wanting to learn more about OSS, at the
same time leading to economic empowerment.

5. OSS supports innovation, local solutions and learning.
OSS encourages hands-on, self-directed, experimental learning of source
code, resulting in software solutions that are particularly suited to meet
users’ computing needs. This an empowering way of teaching people na-
tionwide or around the globe (Fogwill et al., 2007).

6. OSS promotes collaboration and open standards.
OSS encourages and self-supports open standards. As previously specified
in Table 2.2 open standards are a set of standards, not controlled by a
single company, that any interested party can access, use and contribute
to (Dalziel, 2003; Fuggetta, 2004). Examples of open standards are HTTP,
HTML, TCP/IP, XML and SQL, just to name a few (Cerri and Fuggetta,
2006; Texas Department of Information Resources, 2008; West, 2004).

7. OSS reduces vendor dependence and lock-in.
OSS aims to prevent the single vendor and technology lock-in users have
with proprietary software. OSS provides this support by encouraging users
to have a clear understanding of the OSS environment and utilise the
benefits it brings (Krechmer, 2005; Simon, 2005).

8. OSS allows market entry for firms that cannot withstand corporate com-
petition.
The support for OSS by emerging companies in the ICT industry balances
the culture of market competition. Many of these emerging companies
choose to go the OSS route because its less costly and it is customisable
and securable. This culture helps with social upliftment and economic
development (GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003; Martinez, 2005).

9. OSS raises the profile of South Africa in the global economy and narrows
the digital divide.
Any country besides South Africa participating in OSS raises the profile
of the developing world. This particular country helps to “demonstrate
its capabilities and its desirability as a progressive, technologically literate
and knowledge-savvy nation” (GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003).

OSS does not only consist of these positive benefits, it has been identified that
there are also some disadvantages that come with this type of software such as
the lack of support by vendors, difficult installation instructions, hardware com-
patability problems, lack of technical skills, user resistance and warranty issues
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(Thomas, 2005). However, none of these disadvantages have discouraged organ-
isations and companies within South Africa and other countries from adopting
OSS (GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003).

2.2.2 The impact of OSS in South Africa

Not only is OSS finding a place in South Africa, it has also gained prominence
in other nations world-wide (Martinez, 2005; RedHat Inc., 2007). With the ex-
pertise that is made available by the OSS community, all the nations that have
begun to take advantage of the opportunities offered by OSS, including South
Africa, are greatly benefiting from using and adopting OSS (van Reijswoud and
Topi, 2003). After realising the benefits that OSS brings, South Africa took the
initiative of introducing OSS migration projects within its governmental depart-
ments with the aim of cutting costs. The adoption of the National Open Source
Policy and Strategy was introduced by Cabinet earlier in 2007. This decision
was supported by numerous governmental organisations, including the CSIR,
SITA, DST, WRC and CSPI. All these organisations embarked on the planning
and implementation of using OSS on their desktops and servers4.

According to Dudley et al. (2006), using OSS within any organisation needs a
thorough evaluation because experience in the IT sector has shown that every-
thing that is free is not necessarily good. Sometimes there are hidden obstacles
and costs involved when shifting from one technology to another, in this instance
to OSS (Astor and Rosenberg, 2005; Dudley et al., 2006). No one can guarantee
that the movement to OSS will be easy. Not everyone likes change. Therefore
migrating from a proprietary software desktop to an OSS desktop (or Microsoft
Windows to Linux) can potentially bring disruption to every user in your organ-
isation (Astor and Rosenberg, 2005). Despite this, many organisations including
the CSIR are still committed to making this move because they believe that like
any other form of migration, OSS migration has its challenges but is still doable.

Previous web searches reported an increase in the number of government depart-
ments, private sector, academia and non-governmental organisations in South
Africa that are leaving proprietary software for OSS due to high costs of license
fees associated with proprietary software (Dudley et al., 2006). The CSIR mi-
gration to OSS was motivated by several factors: (i) to be one of the largest
organisations to have adopted OSS in South Africa, (ii) to share the knowledge
of the migration process acquired (or data collected) during the project with
the public instead of keeping it confidential, (iii) to prepare other organisations
to plan and execute better OSS migration projects, (iv) to remove the fear and
uncertainty associated with the adoption and usage of OSS, (v) to empower
users and scientists, (vi) to foster local ICT skills development and (vii) to fur-
ther socioeconomic development (Mokhema, 2005). The factors above are what
makes the CSIR migration to OSS unique when compared to other organisa-
tional OSS migrations. The completion of the CSIR OSS migration will provide
other organisations with the knowledge repository or relevant database of mi-
gration process models. These process models will be used for the extraction of

4A server is a computer or a program that provides services to other programs or users, in
terms of having access to files and printers as shared resources on a computer network
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process reference models, which aims to assist organisations to plan and execute
their OSS migration projects better in future.

2.2.3 Migration projects

A Web search for articles on the migration from proprietary software to OSS
was conducted with regards to reviewing some work already done by migrated
organisations. The results of that web search were several case studies found
on general migration projects involving organisations that had moved from a
proprietary distribution to an OSS one. The results are depicted in Table 6.1
in Appendix B.

Soon after the CSIR’s migration project was launched in June 2006 after the
CSIR President Dr Sibisi made the decision of migrating the majority of the
organisation’s desktops to OSS (Linux in this case), it turned out that the CSIR
was the largest firm to have ever embarked on this kind of a project citepOSS-
DeclarationConference. It was envisioned that this project will not only benefit
the CSIR, but it will also act as an opportunity to educate emerging young
software developers in this field. The OSS route offers many software develop-
ers the flexibility to develop and experiment with innovative new functionalities
and the opportunity to collaborate with other open source communities while
at the same time encouraging them to create their own open source communi-
ties in alignment with their projects (Ahmed, 2005). Another motivation was
saving the increases of annual licensing fees (Fogwill et al., 2007). Other reasons
can be viewed in section 2.2.1. The decision made by Dr Sibisi received sup-
port from the CSIR Executive Committee and the rest of the CSIR employees
and external stakeholders that CSIR collaborates with, such as SITA and DST
citepOSSstandardsTalk.

According to the team that was appointed to lead the CSIR migration project
’Vula’, the CSIR embarked on this project because it believed that through this
project it will “continue to provide better support for the core science and tech-
nology activities of the organisation” (Fogwill et al., 2007; VulaWiki, 2006b).
The aim is to provide insight to the planning and implementation that project
leaders and teams can use to set up and execute OSS migration projects in
future. The incorporation of these insights into other migration projects will
help project teams to reduce costly mistakes and wasted time (Ahmed, 2005).

Dudley et al. (2006) described the rationale behind the decision made by several
organisations for making the shift from the proprietary to an OSS environment.
They outlined the plan, benefits and challenges faced by these organisations
when deploying the open source distribution. They also explained that the de-
ployment of the OSS in these organisations were aligned with cost considerations
and the freedom of learning and adopting effective new technologies which were
open source related.

Ranganathan et al. cited by Ahmed (2005) identified four main challenges
that can be encountered by organisations when shifting to new distributions in
desktops. They said that using a new distribution in desktops, be it an OSS or
proprietary one, can bring about: (i) changes to processes; (ii) adjustment to
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new systems, which will involve more human interaction (e.g. data entry), (iii)
involve training staff, and (iv) shifting users mindsets towards the distribution
installed in new computers. These are some of the challenges that are bound
to be experienced by organisations when migrating to an OSS environment,
because the migration project can be a quite challenging process (Belle et al.,
2003). Not everyone within the organisation will be supportive of the migration
or support the project. Therefore it has been reported by Ahmed (2005) and
the Novell-Versora-Linux-Team (2005) that users can be a bit unsettled when it
comes to migration. Meeting their technological demands and preparing them
by making them comfortable and skilled for that specific distribution can be the
most problematic aspect of migration. Ahmed (2005) went further to say that
“training may help but it may not increase the user level of comfort or skills”.

Fitzgerald and Kenny (2003) learned two main obstacles during the course of
migrating to an OSS: (i) changing users’ mind-sets when adopting the usage of
OSS solutions (this is similar to what Ranganathan et al. mentioned above);
(ii) resistance from users who feared the discomfort of becoming less skilled by
moving away from a popular proprietary system. They reported all these ob-
stacles as being related to human behaviour. This can indeed be one of the
most critical challenges that could be experienced by project leaders and teams
during the migration from proprietary to OSS.

Ranganathan et al. (2004) as cited by Ahmed (2005) continued to report on the
six lessons learned about bringing transformation within an organisation. He
explained that in order to allow transformation to take place within the organ-
isation the top management, that is executives, managers or project managers,
must first be the architects of change and lead by example to allow individ-
ual transformation to precede organisational transformation. Without that in
place, Ranganathan et al. (2004) as cited by Ahmed (2005) and Novell-Versora-
Linux-Team (2005) believed that the rate of change will not match the rate of
acceptance of the new technology. There must be diverse change agents such
as organisational leaders (or top management) placed to first sense, recognise
and respond to transformation themselves. The same goes for OSS migration
projects, they bring about transformation within an organisation, but such a
transition must first be consumed and adapted by organisational leaders.

Migration projects can be huge and expensive (Belle et al., 2003), especially
when one is not familiar with the process to make it a success. Therefore, the
costs of migrating should be given as much consideration as the cost of develop-
ment and maintenance, especially when it is difficult to develop new applications
that will meet users’ needs. Sometimes even to migrate data can be difficult
(Ahmed, 2005).

Kovács and Kochis (2005) explained that the responsibility of organisational
leaders such as OSS project managers is to calculate and evaluate risks associ-
ated with the migration to OSS within their organisation. They identified the
three sources of risk as: security, cost and users. These three sources were con-
sidered a major risk in a proprietary environment due to various reasons. One
reason is that security threats such as viruses and software bugs can become
costly to fix if experienced. Another reason is that these risks may affect users’
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productivity within the organisation. With OSS users are less likely to expe-
rience security threats and viruses. Lineweaver (2003) together with Kovács
and Kochis (2005) as cited by Ahmed (2005) emphasised the need for adopting
OSS, as a way to assist organisations with handling these risks and with finding
opportunities that will allow them to save money through the usage of OSS.

In summary, Weiss (2005) and KBSt (2003) cited by Ahmed (2005) reported
on the substantial key factors that leads to the success of several migration
projects. KBSt (2003) as cited by Ahmed (2005) defined the success of the
migration project as when the “desired aims and results for all stakeholders are
achieved within the planned and agreed time and budget frames”. Horstmann
(2005) agrees, but explained that at other times it is possible to realise at a later
stage that one has forgotten some of the important migration steps (or another
order for the migration steps) that would have been necessary for successful
results of the migration project. Sometimes, this might be because of lack of
information or skills which should have been acquired earlier in the migration
project. Hence it is important to provide suitable training for everyone within
the organisation that is involved in the OSS migration project. According to
Horstmann (2005) “when following the proposed migration workflow, one can be
sure that every aspect of the task is being taken care of and that dependencies
are observed”. The above mentioned provide the motivation for this research
which is to suggest process reference models for an OSS migration project. To
guarantee project leaders and their teams of all the necessary steps to follow
when making a shift from proprietary to OSS, a good leadership style, time
and effort are required from the project leaders and the team to make critical
decisions regarding the project and to implement them. Weiss (2005) reported
on traditional factors that had nothing to do with OSS migrations that deter-
mines the success of open source projects. His main focus was on open source
communities and not migrations. He said that what makes an open source
project successful is the number of active community members in that specific
open source project and the number of downloads made from that project will
measure the popularity of the project on the internet.

2.2.4 Factors to consider regarding migration to OSS

Leading companies and organisations confirms the fact that OSS lowers the to-
tal cost of ownership and outperforms proprietary software Microsoft Windows
(Kok, 2005). Therefore, ICT project managers and practitioners planning an
OSS migration for an organisation must consider the following types of fac-
tors and questions suggested by van Reijswoud and Topi (2003) before planning
for the migration can occur. These are similar types of questions that the Vula
project team members asked themselves when preparing for the CSIR migration
project to OSS. Those factors are:

1. Examine true benefits.
It is highly recommended that top management and ICT technical staff
take a look at the benefits that comes with the move to OSS. Certain
questions must be asked when considering the move to OSS, such as the
following: What are the business benefits? What are the financial re-
turns? What are the hidden costs? One recommended practice is to first
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look into the cost of proprietary licensing and analyse it over time, and
possibly get the software vendor to explain it.

2. Infrastructure audit.
In this instance the question that will arise is: What are our core business
practices? It is recommended that organisations do a quick audit (or sur-
vey) of the most common tasks performed on desktops. This quick survey
is sometimes done by means of a questionnaire and includes the number
of desktops, software utilised by users on the desktops, network servers
and peripherals (printers, scanners etc.) used in the organisation. This
information will help skilled ICT technical staff to better identify OSS
alternatives for the currently used proprietary software and choose open
source equivalent applications fit for the scale of the migration.

3. Phased approach.
Many companies, when migrating to OSS start with network servers before
moving to desktops. It is therefore critical to first identify key workgroups
(or power users) within different departments such as sales or accounting
that can easily be migrated. This way the project team will be able to
determine a running order for the migration of users.

4. Staff buy-in.
Not all staff members will be equally accepting of change, some might
resist. Hence the importance of openly discussing the migration to OSS
and the cost savings and security advantages that will be achieved by this
move. This is an effective way of exposing the potential resistance ahead
of time and addressing everyone’s expectations. It is ideal that the organ-
isation appoints one or more OSS champions to hear users’ grievances and
at the same time effectively promoting the advantages of moving to OSS.

5. Change management.
Change management is also in line with the open communication channel
among the staff members and top management. It is possible that dur-
ing the migration project downtime can be experienced (users not being
able to utilise their desktops due to certain errors they will be getting on
their desktops). This can gradually cause a loss of productivity for users
and the organisation as a whole. To balance this, an open communication
channel is required. Staff training is also essential to ensure no loss of
productivity (see the point below for more on training staff).

6. Support for organisation.
It is important to upgrade the skills of current ICT technical staff and
users to keep up with the business needs of an organisation. Even though
sometimes it is technically possible for relatively unskilled staff to install
OSS applications on their desktops, staff training is required and should
be planned and costed ahead of time. It is possible to find an OSS support
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firm that can assist with the support, but bear in mind that outsourced
technical support may become costly over a long period of time.

2.2.5 Capturing OSS structures

Documentation of processes are efficient for reference purposes (Barn, 2007;
Childe et al., 1997). Therefore every organisation or business that has business
needs, functions and goals, must capture its processes at the initial stage of its
operation (Dortch, 2009). Any type of business or project which operates with
nonexistent processes or undocumented common practices may eperience a loss
or failure of that business or project. This was observed by Tyrrell (2000) as one
of the greatest problems facing most organisations, even emerging ones, hence
the importance of documenting (or capturing) processes is often emphasised.

It is necessary for businesses to document the processes which are commonly
done in a repeatable manner, particularly those that are of benefit to the or-
ganisation. Documenting repeatable processes (or ways of doing things), for
an open source project or any other form of business will help people because
they can refer to saved records (archives) that will allow them to learn from the
experiences of those who have already gone the same route.

To capture a process simply means to write down various activities that need
to be produced and the order in which they have to be planned or organised,
produced, tested and documented to ensure that they meet the requirements
(Tyrrell, 2000). Once a process is defined and captured, there is less of a chance
of repeating mistakes if the process is done the same way every time. The more
a process is repeated, the bigger the chance that it will be refined constantly.
Again it is easier to train people if the process is documented and consistently
performed each time (Turbit, 2005). Doing things the same way each time,
makes the process more efficient and easier to reuse (SmartDraw.com, 2009;
Tyrrell, 2000).

The same rules apply to the documentation of the OSS migration activities.
The CSIR and its Vula project team saw the importance of documentation
because they realised that with the documentation of their organisational mi-
gration activities (or experiences), they can assist other organisations with the
knowledge of conducting these types of projects. The research outcomes of this
study are to be of help to ICT project managers and their teams when they con-
sider the adoption of OSS. Process reference model structure will play a role in
ensuring that generic process models of an OSS migration project are identified
and captured (Refer to the detailed Section 2.5 about process reference models).

Still about OSS, the next section will focus on open standards because OSS
and open standards are connected. More will be revealed during the discussion
in the next section.
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2.3 OPEN STANDARDS

Open standards are relevant to this study because like OSS they are used both
in a proprietary and an OSS environment. They both have similar benefits such
as transparency and interoperability and can be used by everyone (Cerri and
Fuggetta, 2006; Texas Department of Information Resources, 2008).

According to Fuggetta (2004) and Perens (2007), an open standard is a stan-
dard that is not controlled by a single company. It is a standard that is publicly
available and has various rights to use associated with it. He further reported
that open standards can be adopted in both environments, the OSS and the
proprietary software one. In practice, this means that open standards can be
implemented by both commercial systems and open source systems, provided
that all systems conform to the standards (Dalziel, 2003).

In the report generated by the Centre for Ecological Sciences (2009) and Ghuha
as cited by Shewale (2009), the terms ’open’ and ’standard’ have different mean-
ings associated with their usage. The term ’open’ is restricted to royalty-free
technologies while the term ’standard’ is restricted to technologies approved
by formalised committees that are open to participation by all interested par-
ties and operate on a consensus basis. IBM (2006) identified several examples
of open standards which include file formats such as HTTP, HTML, TCP/IP,
XML and SQL. These sets of file formats (or open standard examples) are avail-
able both in proprietary and open source operating systems such as Linux and
Microsoft Windows (Fuggetta, 2004). A user can run them both on a Linux
desktop or even on a Microsoft Windows desktop without experiencing any
compatability issues. For example, the benefits of using HTTP or HTML have
been demonstrated on a large scale, the same applies for other open standards
(Simon, 2005).

Dalziel (2003) explained that it may be natural to think that open source would
be preferable to open standards if you were forced to choose between them.
However, Shewale (2009) reported that an open standard is sometimes coupled
with open source with the idea that a standard is not truly open (or free) if
it does not have a complete open source reference implementation available.
This is because in an open source software development environment, all of the
source code is freely available and if it does not correspond to open standards,
it can be modified to solve these standard-compliant issues (Dalziel, 2003). He
went further to say that in the case of commercial systems which support open
standards, these commercial systems rarely provide access to their source code,
so external developers are not able to change the software as desired. Thus the
open source alternative appears to be a more secure and customisable option.

Because open standards are used to specify formats, they are sometimes re-
ferred to as open formats (Shewale, 2009). It must be encouraged that propri-
etary software interacts with the rest of world by using open standards and open
formats (open formats are discussed in more detail in Section 3). Again, this is
not the same as requiring proprietary software to be open source, it means that
open standards can be utilised both in a proprietary and OSS environment, as
open formats.
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2.3.1 How open standards have emerged from OSS

Open standards is a popular topic of discussion among governments and other
organisations (Simon, 2005). Many studies by governments and by IT analysts
indicate that OSS and open standards are inherently valuable (Dalziel, 2003).
For example, the CEO of the CSIR Dr Sibisi and others have presented talks on
open standards at Govtech (VulaWiki, 2006b). This goes to show that South
Africa is not alone in recognising the benefits that comes with OSS and open
standards.

According to Krechmer (2005) and Simon (2005) many software capabilities
began as OSS solutions, but with time these OSS solutions evolved into open
standards which are positively affecting governments and organisations world-
wide today. He suggested that to realise the advantages brought forth by OSS
development, one must understand how open standards have emerged from OSS
and evidence has shown that open standards have emerged due to the following
three significant reasons:

1. Development of a high-quality product that became trusted by many users

2. Competition of vendors

3. Demand from users.

Simon (2005) explains that the example that supports the above is SEND-
MAIL which is a standard program for Internet mail transfer. He says “SEND-
MAIL was developed by Eric Allman in 1981 at the University of California,
Berkeley during a period of proliferation of networks and e-mail protocols.
SENDMAIL was the first software of its kind used to complete mail transfers,
it did not reject incompatible mail from different networks, instead it modified
the mail so that it could be transported to its destination” (Simon, 2005). With
interest in SENDMAIL growing rapidly, in 1986 Eric Allman decided to cease
his development of SENDMAIL, giving vendors and other developers an oppor-
tunity to enhance his work regarding SENDMAIL capabilities. This led to the
release of two additional versions of SENDMAIL with special features.

In 1989, Eric Allman continued his development of his SENDMAIL version. The
existing competition by vendors and developers enabled Allman to incorporate
some excellent features from the released versions (Simon, 2005). Because many
users trusted and used the capabilities of SENDMAIL, they began to demand
from vendors and developers that specific features be added similar to those
of Allman’s software. As a result of this trust, competition, user demand and
facilitation by the development technique, OSS emerged and SENDMAIL was
declared the standard for mail transfer. This means the needs of customers and
the abilities of developers, and not solely the output of proprietary vendors,
shaped the Internet into its current success, explains Simon (2005).

Besides SENDMAIL, there are other several OSS solutions that have been as
successful as SENDMAIL such as Linux, the Apache Web server, Berkeley In-
ternet Name Domain (BIND) and Mozilla. All these OSS solutions have become
open standards with the help of the superior OSS development technique and
through the support of the significant reasons mentioned above by Simon (2005).
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2.3.2 Open standards vs OSS

The difference between OSS and open standards is as follows:

• The term open standards means “standards that are created and main-
tained in an open manner, using a democratic approach, where no single
individual or company controls the standard” (Bulusu, 2003). The most
important qualities of open standards are that they are publicly available
to all and generally no royalty fees or fees for creating an implementation
conforming to the standard is payable (Bulusu, 2003; Fuggetta, 2004).
With open standards, vendors are allowed to create either OSS or pro-
prietary software, as long as it conforms to the standards (Bulusu, 2003;
Dalziel, 2003).

According to Cerri and Fuggetta (2006) open standards are released by
bodies that have the power to control the definition of a standard. While
Fremantle (2003) argued that in his experience, “open standards groups
are not always effective at creating new stuff instead they excel at tight-
ening up already created stuff”. He went further to say that many open
standards groups consist of companies who are in strong competition and
that open standards creates an open environment for such competition
among these companies. The aim is “to allow them to agree to con-
formance, open up the market and grow the potential business through
standardisation of software products” (Fremantle, 2003). The web site
openstandards.org was created to hold a number of web pages for groups
producing open standards and also to serve as a repository for standards
relevant to the open source community (open std.org, 2002).

• OSS is used to refer to “software whose source code is freely available
to be shared by anyone and can be modified, subject to the terms of
a licensing agreement” (Bulusu, 2003). It is developed by like-minded
people who want to share the effort of developing code and share the
results (Fremantle, 2003). In his experiences Fremantle (2003) reported
that the result with OSS are usually much more creative and expansive
than those of open standards.

2.3.3 Prominent open standards

As previously mentioned, some of the well-known open standards valued by
organisations and goverments today, includes the ones demonstrated in Figure
2.3, which are HTML, HTTP, TCP/IP, SQL and J2EE (open std.org, 2002;
Shewale, 2009; Simon, 2005).

These are open standards that have been utilised by the IT industry, organ-
isations and governments since the widespread adoption of OSS. According to
Simon (2005) these particular open standards provide organisations and govern-
ments with solutions that range from interchanging vocabularies via the Web
to defining strategies for business.

HTML is among many other open standards recognised by organisations, gov-
ernments and the IT industry as a whole. It is used practically everywhere on
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Figure 2.3: Open standards valued by organisations and governments

the World Wide Web. Using an open standard such as HTML guarantees that
the IT industry, organisations and governments will no longer suffer from a lack
of flexible Web services (open std.org, 2002; Simon, 2005). The Internet itself
is indeed a prime example illustrating the value of open standards. It simply
would not function in the absence of documented standards, such as HTML
(Simon, 2005). XML is also a promising open standard utilised for seamless
sharing of information among governments, reports Simon (2005). He also ex-
plains that the more accepted open standards like HTML and XML become,
the more clear it will be that organisations and governments can benefit as they
move toward OSS adoption (or adopt more e-government services).

2.3.4 The benefits of using open standards

As a standard used both in OSS and proprietary software, open standards have
similar benefits to those of OSS. Openness, transparency, interoperability, ven-
dor lock-in, choice, flexibility and support are the key benefits identified by
Perens (2007), Simon (2005), Krechmer (2005) and Ghuha as cited by Shewale
(2009), Cerri and Fuggetta (2006) for utilising open standards in organisations
and governments, and are as follows:

1. Openness.
Perens (2007) and Ghuha as cited by Shewale (2009) explained that open
standards are open to anyone (or any interested party) that wants to
participate during its development and at a final stage. ’Anyone’ refers
to any industry, individual, the public, government bodies or academia
worldwide. According to Cerri and Fuggetta (2006) once the standard
has been published it is available either freely or at a nominal charge.
This means that it can be copied, distributed and used at a nominal fee,
sometimes at no fee at all.

2. Transparency.
Open standards are usually made public instead of being kept confidential.
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This means that all their design, processes, all the technical discussions
and meeting minutes are public, archived and made referenceable when
it comes to decision making (Ghuha as cited by Shewale 2009). “The
standards are adopted and maintained by a non-profit organisation, and
its ongoing development is open for discussion even the decision-making
procedure is publicly made available to all interested parties” (Cerri and
Fuggetta, 2006) .

3. Interoperability.
This is the term that was previously mentioned as one of OSS charac-
teristics in Section 2.2.2 The term interoperability is defined by Dalziel
(2003) as the ability of different software systems to exchange information
in such a way that they can both act in equivalent ways on the informa-
tion, leading to equivalent user outcomes. In practice he meant that, with
interoperability users are not locked to one software system, they can sub-
stitute one standards compliant system for another standards compliant
system. A good example, that highlights the importance of interoper-
ability, are e-government services that have to work together independent
of whether OSS or proprietary software is used to implement them. By
using e-government services, Simon (2005) explains that citizens and en-
terprises can seamlessly exchange information electronically both within
and beyond local boundaries.

4. Vendor lock-in.
Krechmer (2005) and Simon (2005) report that governments are turning
to open standards to alleviate the problems of vendor lock-in. There have
been situations where government IT buyers and commercial suppliers
misuse government systems when governments do not use open standards
for their systems. The supplier chosen for the initial system will fre-
quently change prices of software solutions for profit. It is inherently clear
that competition will always exist among implementations of interopera-
ble products or services no matter what the cost. Governments cannot
operate on a limited budget which means they can simply not afford to
pay inflated prices for these software solutions. Hence government now
prefers to use open standards to store files that are not supported only
by a single company or a handful of vendors. Therefore, open standards
were introduced in governments to increase choice when it comes to data
formats that are accessible to every citizen and enterprise within govern-
ments, reducing vendor lock-in (Simon, 2005).

5. Choice.
This refers to the choice of running open standards in different environ-
ments; proprietary or OSS. Often OSS is obtained from multiple suppliers,
Perens (2007) and Simon (2005) explains, and it can run on multiple hard-
ware architectures (e.g. Linux, Microsoft Windows). The same applies to
open standards; they can be used in any environment and with these kinds
of combined options available it leads to freedom of choice and flexibility.
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6. Flexibility.
The environment in which governments are operating nowadays is chang-
ing more frequently than ever before, reports Simon (2005). Therefore, to
succeed in this kind of environment, governments must be more flexible in
handling events such as natural disasters or terrorist attacks which may
occur, putting governments in the position of loosing data. To avoid con-
flicts during disasters like these, governments must start now to integrate
all its information, databases and information systems. The unpredictable
nature of these emergencies requires flexibility, interoperability and trans-
parency of government systems, explains Simon (2005).

7. Support.
On-going support and maintainance for open standards are provided over
a long period of time, explains Ghuha as cited by Shewale (2009). This
support includes among other things multiple implementations, ongoing
processes for testing, errata revision and permanent access.

The next topic will address open formats, which is more aligned with open stan-
dards as they can both be implemented in proprietary and OSS environments.

2.4 OPEN FORMATS

Open formats are relevant to this research study because of the relationship with
OSS. In summary Simon (2005) explains that an open format is a subset of an
open standard. Taraborelli (2004) defined it as a published specification for
storing digital data, usually maintained by a non-proprietary standards organ-
isation and free of legal restrictions on use. “The primary goal of open formats
is to guarantee long-term access to data without current or future uncertainty
with regard to legal rights or technical specification. A common secondary goal
of open formats is to enable competition, instead of allowing a vendor’s control
over a proprietary format to inhibit use of competing products” (Simon, 2005).
As much as goverment has bought into the idea of open standards, they have
increasingly shown an interest in open format issues as well (epractice.eu, 2007).

2.4.1 Open formats vs OSS

The difference or the relationship between open formats and OSS is often misun-
derstood, explains Simon (2005). He says many proprietary software products
use open formats and OSS sometimes utilises proprietary formats. For example,
“HTML, the well recognised open format markup language of the World Wide
Web, can be utilised in both proprietary web browsers such as Microsoft’s In-
ternet Explorer and in an OSS browser such as Mozilla Firefox” (Simon, 2005).
Other examples include OpenOffice.org, which is an office suite for desktops
and can be used both in a proprietary and OSS environment, as well as Adobe’s
PDF (BusinessTimesOnline, 2005; opendocumentfellowship.com, 2009). How-
ever, “some proprietary formats are covered by some form of patent restrictions
that may forbid OSS implementations” (Simon, 2005), except if it is under Gen-
eral Public License (GNU). Further examples below demonstrate some open
formats as described by NETC.org (2003) and Simon (2005).
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2.4.2 Examples of open formats

• ODF (for office documents and suites)

• PDF (for documents)

• LaTeX (a document markup language)

• DVI (a page description language)

• TXT (an unformatted text format)

• HTML/XHTML (a markup language)

• OpenEXR (an image format)

• PNG (a raster image format)

• SVG (a vector image format)

• VRML/X3D (realtime 3D data formats)

• FLAC (an audio format)

• OGG (audio formats & a video format)

• XML (a markup language)

• ZIP and 7Z (data compression formats)

In summary, it is essential that open standards and formats be utilised both
in an OSS and proprietary environment, to ensure that the released software
products conform to the outlined standards and are fit to be applied in both
environments. Without open standards and formats, OSS is incomplete.

2.5 OVERVIEW: PROCESS REFERENCE MODEL
STRUCTURE

After the discussion about the general importance of OSS and its adoption,
as well as open standards and formats the next topic will be process refer-
ence models. The purpose of this section is to provide a theoretical overview
on the usefulness of process reference models, as well as the role they play in
an organisational context. By definition a process reference model (sometimes
known as the generic model, knowledge model, universal model or model pat-
terns) is informative material consisting of a library or knowledge repository
of processes discovered during a certain activity within a specific environment,
then classified into a process model diagram to graphically give an overview of
the flow between the processes and their sub-processes (US Homeland Security,
2008; van der Merwe, 2005). As a set of generic process models, process refer-
ence models are used to promote reuse of processes (van der Merwe and Kotzé,
2008). The main objective of a process reference model is to assist enterprises
that perform similar practices with reutilisation of proven processes, without
having to develop their own from scratch (Rosa et al., 2005). Also, a process
reference model reduces the risks and costs associated with repetitive errors
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of the same nature that tend to happen during the operation of a particular
business or project (Jensen and Scacchi, 2003). The disadvantage of using un-
captured common practices in a given domain (or enterprise) is that it may
lead to errors during operation, which may come at high cost and without any
guarantee that they will not take place again. Therefore documenting practices
of the same nature in a given domain will provide consistent and satisfactory
results for that particular enterprise and for other companies when adapted in
multiple projects (Jensen and Scacchi, 2003; Rosa et al., 2005).

van der Aalst et al. (2005) reckons that process reference models are like ’plug
and play’, they get developed and often require further improvement to reach
perfection. Addressing this issue also is Tyrrell (2000), who indicated that a
working process needs to be monitored and improved from time to time to en-
sure that it meets the requirements and possible predictions that it was initially
intended for.

Process reference models are represented in various modelling languages and
standard notations (Fettke et al., 2005). Therefore a defined standard notation
is required for the configuration of a process reference model and the notation in
which process reference model is captured must be widely accepted and be eas-
ily understood by any individual without any modelling expertise (Rosa et al.,
2005). Notations like Integration DEfinition for Function modelling (IDEF0)
which is widely used for the creation of process models (FIPS PUBS, 1993), has
been selected for this study as the preferred notation to be used for modelling
the generic processes captured during the CSIR’s migration to OSS. IDEF0 is
one of the serial set of standard reference methods for process modelling that
the IDEF family of methods comprises of, created by Wisnosky and Shunk. It is
a standard component that can be found and used both in Microsoft Windows
and Linux for process mapping (Sun, 2006). Other commonly accepted process
modelling notations used to present business processes or any other form of a
process include amongst others Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN),
Enhanced Line of Visibility Enterprise Modelling (LOVEM-E) and Architecture
of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS) (Brain et al., 2005), and are discussed
in detail in Section 2.5.6. Other modelling languages that are used for specify-
ing notations include Unified Modelling Language (UML) and Ericsson-Penker
business extensions (Havey, 2005) and are also discussed briefly in Section 2.5.6.

Fettke et al. (2005) described a framework consisting of criteria used to ad-
dress the construction of process reference models. The phases of the frame-
work consisted of these stages, namely: the familiarisation with the application
domain, identifying the process modelling languages to use during the construc-
tion of the process model, size of a model, evaluation and application of process
reference models. Similarly, Schreiber and Wielinga distinguished three stages
in more detail that involve the construction of a knowledge model, known as
the process reference model. Also, a systematic approach that can be used by
model developers to identify a process reference model structure was suggested
by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008) describing five phases that can be followed
during the identification of process reference models (more details in Chapter
3). When applying these approaches, process reference model developers may
become aware of the fact that modelling can be carried out in many different
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ways and not just in a single optimal path because no single correct solution
exists for this constructive activity. Also, support is given through a number of
guidelines that exist and that have proven to work well in practice (Schreiber
and Wielinga, 2005).

A number of process reference models have been proposed in publicly avail-
able sources, where some of the well-known process reference models have been
identified and investigated, among others, by Fettke et al. (Fettke et al., 2005).
For example, Supply-Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR) was “devel-
oped and endorsed by the Supply-Chain Council as the cross-industry standard
diagnostic tool for supply-chain management. SCOR enables users to address,
improve, and communicate supply-chain management practices within and be-
tween all interested parties” (Stanford-Medical-Informatics, 1996). Another one
is a comprehensive SAP software process reference model developed by SAP
AG and IDS Scheer which covers more than 1000 business processes and inter-
organisational business scenarios (Pesic and van der Aalst, 2005);(van der Merwe
and Kotzé, 2008).

Jensen and Scacchi (2003) developed a process reference model for OSS commu-
nity processes and but not necessarily for OSS migration. It served as a guide
to different open source communities and their various OSS project artifacts to
help them code and model OSS processes taking place within their communities.
The aim of this process reference model was to enable these communities to suc-
ceed in terms of receiving consistent and proper contribution and also to grow.
The process reference model enables the project founders and the team to clearly
think of how to make the community work, be it as a new community created
from scratch or an existing one that needs revival (Jensen and Scacchi, 2003). A
dictionary definition of project artifacts refers to documented outputs and work
products specific to a project implementation (Reference.com, 2006). Examples
of common project artifacts in OSS include webpages, chat transcripts, defect re-
ports, source repositories, development and community infrastructure tools and
development resources (Jensen and Scacchi, 2003). To prove the effectiveness
of the process reference model, the modelling of processes were applied to seven
case studies and among the list were NetBeans IDE, Apache HTTPD server and
Mozilla projects. Due to the various project’s processes the resulting process
models produced an overwhelming amount of data to examine. The resulting
process models were then tested against other case studies of the same nature
to further prove its validity. Similar processes was followed for the identification
and capturing of CSIR OSS migration process models for the scope of this study.

Over the years process reference models were used by organisations to provide
them with generic solutions. It is apparent that these solutions enabled differ-
ent application domains to improve their business performance. Ideally process
reference models often require some customisation or configuration to enhance
and extend the way business operates (van der Aalst et al., 2003). From the ex-
periences of other organisations, it is evident that process reference models are
the most powerful means for transforming business performance (Childe et al.,
1997). To understand the whole view of a process reference model structure,
one needs to know what process modelling is all about, as well as all the con-
cepts that are potentially related to process modelling. See the below section
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for detailed discussions on process modelling concepts.

2.5.1 Process Modelling

The concept of process modelling is viewed differently by various authors, Pe-
rumpalath (2005) and van der Merwe (2005) defines process modelling as “the
procedure of constructing the process model using a standard notation”. At the
other end of the spectrum, BusinessRanks.com (2006) refer to it as “a graphical
representation of the business processes, activities, actions, and operations that
capture, manipulate, store, and distribute data between a system and its en-
vironment and among components within a system”, while Uvium Inc. (2005)
views it as “the use of information and graphics to represent processes in a
consistent way”. For the context of this study the definition provided by Pe-
rumpalath (2005) and van der Merwe (2005) for process modelling will be the
one that will be used, as it can be easily comprehended by readers.

There are several purposes for which process modelling can be done, the most
important one being documentation (Michael, 2009). Documenting activities of
a process contributes to the success of many projects. It can be in the form
of documenting already existing processes that are currently running or some-
times documenting newly emerging processes designed from scratch. It does not
matter how it is done, the most important thing is to have it written down and
stored in a repository. Other reasons that businesses use process modelling are:
process reorganisation, process monitoring and controlling, continuous improve-
ment, quality management (ISO 9000), benchmarking (to compare with best),
practice and knowledge management (Barn, 2007).

2.5.2 Intended use of process models

According to Holland (1996), a process model on its own is a tool. That means
it provides a means of communicating complex business functions in a form that
will be easily understood by people. Process models are used to capture and
track an organisation’s practices; how it currently operates and what actually
happens during a process (Childe et al., 1997). This suggests that process
models enables humans to determine how the process is working somewhere
else. Furthermore, process models can be used to describe the structure and
process perspective of the organisation at the highest level and on the lower
levels (van der Merwe, 2005). Childe et al. (1997) states that before striving
to build process models, one needs to first identify what a process is and by
doing so one will be able to understand the way in which a process must be
constructed. Furthermore, van der Merwe et al. (2007) goes on to specify that
a process must first be available before it can be used, as it can be time-wasting
to work on a process that does not exist. According to Bider (2002, revised in
2003), process modelling is becoming increasingly popular and is applied on a
large scale for various purposes, which are:

1. To be Descriptive, that means to:
a) track what actually happens during a process.
b) take a look at the way a process has been performed and determine the
improvements that have to be made to make it perform more efficiently.
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2. To be Prescriptive, that means to:
a) define the desired processes and how they should be performed.
b) lay down rules, guidelines and behavior patterns which, if followed,
would lead to the desired process performance.

3. And to be Explanatory, that means to:
a) provide explanations about the rationale of processes.
b) explore and evaluate the several possible courses of action based on
rational arguments.
c) establish an explicit link between processes and the requirements that
the model needs to fulfill.

These purposes for process modelling enabled the CSIR migration project to
achieve its aims with process modelling by capturing the project’s processes
that was observed during the movement from a proprietary (Microsoft Win-
dows) platform to an OSS one (Linux) and developing a process reference mod-
els structure based on the results of those captured processes.

van der Merwe et al. (2007) found that building a process model structure
can be complex and costly. This problem may only be overcome by reutilising a
set of generic models which may be adapted to fit a specific environment of the
organisation (Childe et al., 1997). Generic process models allow humans to learn
from the designs of other projects (Tyrrell, 2000), which have underwent the
same route, enabling them to apply similar processes without having to build
their own from scratch. Childe et al. (1997) reckons that the construction of
process models is a resource intensive activity, and such resources can come in
very handy when used for reference purposes. As pointed out earlier in Section
2.2.5, documentation of processes are efficient for reference purposes.

The construction of process models for the OSS migration during the study was
contextualised by a five stage approach (or methodology) by van der Merwe
and Kotzé (2008) called the systematic research approach for educational insti-
tutions. Among those stages is:

Phase 1 - Defining the scope (application domain or scenario)
Phase 2 - Identifying a procedure that will be used to develop the process model
structure
Phase 3 - Gathering data
Phase 4 - Comparing results
Phase 5 - Verifying the obtained results.
Detailed descriptions of these phases are provided in Chapter 3 (see Section
3.2.3.1)

It is essential for process model developers to consider the idea of this hier-
archy when building a generic process model structure that will benefit other
application domains (or other businesses and projects). For each stage a num-
ber of techniques (or processes) exist, which can be decomposed further into
subprocesses.
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2.5.3 Generic process models

Generic process models are used as the intervention tool that “encourages or
enables the process developer to reuse what has already been identified pre-
viously and extend only if needed” (van der Merwe et al., 2007). A generic
process model usually comprises of reusable processes intended for represent-
ing the business process perspective of an organisation (Browne and O’Sullivan,
1995).

Generic process models are carried out for a number of reasons:

• to provide pointers to solution patterns and designs (Sutcliffe, 2002).

• to allow participants (or others) to learn from previous project’s designs
(Tyrrell, 2000).

• to provide continuous improvements that fit specific company scenarios
(Tyrrell, 2000).

• to re-engineer a business / re-think the way business operates currently
(Childe et al., 1997; Tyrrell, 2000).

• to meet customer expectations and changing market needs (Tyrrell, 2000).

Generic process models are constructed using notations and methodologies to
facilitate the connection of activities taking place within an organisation from
the high-level to the lower-level (Sotirios Koussouris, 2007). Childe et al. (1997)
proposed that the application of generic process models in a specific domain can
be used for process transformation.

2.5.4 Process

A process on its own is regarded as an action. Furthermore, processes are
referred to a set of related actions (sometimes called tasks) performed to achieve
a specific goal (Barn, 2007), (Jensen and Scacchi, 2003). There are many varying
definitions stating what a process is, see below.

The term “process” as defined by others:

• Silva (2006) describes a process as a “manual or computerised activity or
function that is performed for some specific business reason”.

• Davenport and Short (1990) as cited by (Malhotra, 2006) defines a process
as “a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specified
output for a particular customer or market”.

• A definition provided by JISC infoNet that best describes a process is that
“it is a particular course of action intended to achieve a result” (JISC-
InfoNet, 2007).

According to Tyrrell (2000) there are a number of significant goals that a pro-
cess intends to achieve namely: effectiveness, maintainability, predictability,
repeatability, quality, improvement and tracking.
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1. Effectiveness: The more effective the process is, the better. An effective
process helps to produce the right product or software. It doesnt matter
how well-written it is, as long as the process determines the customer’s
requirements, produces and verifies what the customer needs then it is of
use.

2. Maintainability : Every now and then a product or software requires main-
tenance. At times versions or customers’ requirements might change.
With a written process in place it will help in such cases “to expose the
designers and programmers thought processes in such a way that their
intention is clear. That way developers can quickly find faults and work
out the solution of where to make changes” (Tyrrell, 2000).

3. Predictability : When developing a product it is often required to predict
(or estimate) accurately the time it will take to develop the product and
nothing but a useful consistent process can help to do that. Therefore, by
laying out a hierarchy of steps (or useful consistent process) it will help
to develop and produce a good product that will fully meet users’ needs.

4. Repeatability : This refers to a replication of the process. Once a process
is discovered to work then there is a possibility that it can be repeated in
future projects, this procedure is also referred to as process reuse.

5. Quality : The quality of the process is as important as the quality of the
product or software. The intention is to ensure that the product fits the
customer’s desires and it is of good quality for assurance purposes.

6. Improvement : Often a process must improvement further to reach perfec-
tion and reflect all possible changes that might come along.

7. Tracking : This means to keep track of the process, ensuring that it does
meet customers’ requirements. If it doesn’t then it must be improved
upon until it satisfies the objective of having been implemented in the
first place.

Not only can these process goals be applied in a single project, they all com-
prises of a set of instructions describing what activities must be performed and
what documents must be produced (Tyrrell, 2000).

A group of effective processes as a whole, make up a process model, modelled
using a process mapping tool. Therefore it is of importance to reuse processes
that have been discovered to work consistently, to ensure that these processes
support the plans that were clearly stated upon the initial execution of the
project. As specified earlier in Section 2.5.3, without a notation it can be a
challenge to capture processes. Section 2.5.6 outlines more the different kinds
of existing process notations.
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2.5.5 Process Structure

As specified previously processes are event-driven (Holland, 1996), that means
they comprise of an activity or event that will trigger it to produce a result.
Below is process structure by Holland (1996) diagrammatically revealing the
key aspects of a process.

Figure 2.4: Design structure of a process

An event in this instance is the ’trigger’ for a process, that is it causes work
or an action to take place (Holland, 1996). Sometimes the term event could
refer to the execution of data or update of data as per organisation’s process. If
there is no event conducted, then it means no work was done. Holland (1996)
further suggested that each event on a process model must decompose into other
processes or elementary processes; without a corresponding elementary process
major events will make up a process model. The concept discussed is simple:
without an event it means no work was done (no elementary process equals
no event or work done). In a few cases, events will comprise of an elementary
process and in such cases it means that no work was done to produce results.

2.5.6 Process notation

According to Havey (2005) one way to present a process, be it for a business
or project, is by making use of notations. One of the most important parts
of the process modelling phase is choosing an appropriate modelling notation.
Because the selection of a right notation can increase chances of producing po-
tential generic process models (Bider, 2002, revised in 2003) and may also be
“critical to the success of the process analysis to be performed, if all the elements
that influence process development are represented by the modelling notation”
(Brain et al., 2005). According to van der Merwe (2005), these elements of the
modelling notation includes “symbols used in the models and rules that govern
the use of the symbols”.

Dozens of notations exist, some have been designed to suit specific needs or
company scenarios. As pointed out the most popular types of notations that are
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commonly used to model processes include, IDEF, BPMN and the UML. Fur-
thermore, there is also Ericsson-Penker business modelling profile extensions,
which are notational languages that includes amongst others UML, BPMN,
Ericsson-Penker business extensions, BPEL and ER. A bit of each notational
language will be discussed in this section.

2.3.5.1 Notational languages

IDEF0 originally created by Wisnosky and Shunk as part of the IDEF family
of methods for process modelling. It is a standard component that represents
Function Modelling and can be found and used both in Microsoft Windows and
Linux for process mapping (Sun, 2006). It is also a standard notation widely
used for the creation of process models and was selected as the preferred nota-
tion for this study to model OSS migration processes for the CSIR project.

UML it is simply a graphical modelling language (de Paula, 2006), used for
visualising, specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a soft-
ware intensive system (SparxSystems, 2007). It is associated more with software
engineering and systems’ design than with analysis and modelling of business
processes. As said UML is a ’language’, therefore it has a very particular char-
acteristic with diagrams as its notation as reported by de Paula (2006). Further-
more it is used for specifying, but in itself it does not specify the methodology
or process or procedure.

BPEL formerly known as Business Process Execution Language for Web Ser-
vices (BPEL4WS8), defines a notation for specifying business process behavior
based on Web Services. It is used for modelling the behavior of both executable
and abstract processes. That means modelling of process activities, especially
of Web Service interactions, Web Service based relationships between process
roles and correlation of messages and process instances (Barry, 2000).

BPMN its a standard workflow notation that is easily understood by all busi-
ness users. It can be used with BPEL and other business process languages.
Over the last couple of years BPMN became the most popular process modelling
technique used by many businesses and organisations motivating them to make
significant investments in process modelling initiatives (Rosemann et al., 2007).
This statement implies that BPMN is the popular process modelling technique
used by organisations for their process modelling activities.

ER is a modelling notation originally proposed by Peter Chen in 1976. As
Chen’s original notation, ER uses rectangles for entity types, diamonds for rela-
tionships, and ellipses for attributes. It views the application domain in terms
of entities that have attributes and participate in relationships. In spite of the
recent rise of a UML, ER is still the most popular data modelling approach for
database applications (Halpin, 2006).

Similar to BPMN, Ericsson-Penker profile is a UML extension that exists to
further enhance the capturing of business processes (SparxSystems, 2007). The
extensions for this profile are simply called the Eriksson-Penker Business Ex-
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tensions and they provide symbols for modelling the processes, resources, rules,
and goals of a business system (Eriksson and Penker, 2000). The extensions
merge UML with process modelling, so that it is easier to use UML for business
modelling. Anyone familiar with UML should be comfortable with these exten-
sions, as will those who are knowledgeable in business process modelling.

Brain et al. (2005) have identified notation requirements which were established
by reviewing an extensive amount of the existing literature.

2.6 MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH

Dudley et al. (2006), van Reijswoud and Topi (2003), Simon (2005), Cerri and
Fuggetta (2006), Hoe (2007), Opensourceafrica.org (2007) and GoOpenSourc-
eTaskTeam (2003) reported on the importance of adopting OSS within organ-
isations and government departments worldwide. While Bulusu (2003), open
std.org (2002), Fremantle (2003), NETC.org (2003), Taraborelli (2004), Krech-
mer (2005), Perens (2007) and others emphasised on the usefulness of open
standards and open formats in relation to OSS.

This study first focussed on providing theory about OSS and process reference
models in Section 2.2 and 2.5. The background on the CSIR as the environment
of study, as well as all concepts known about OSS migration, open standards,
open formats, process, process models and generic process models (process ref-
erence models) were discussed. Therefore, the aim for conducting this research
study is to capture OSS migration processes that can be reused by other or-
ganisations and companies embarking on the same type of a project in future,
without having to develop their own processes from scratch. This research study
will provide a set of process reference models comprising of reusable migration
processes.

2.7 SUMMARY

This chapter described the theory behind OSS and process reference models in
Section 2.2 and 2.5 in relation to the first two research questions, as well as the
reuse of processes mapped using a process model tool as a generally accepted rep-
resentation of a process reference model structure. In terms of the first research
question, different concepts of the process reference model structure were dis-
cussed which included the process, process modelling, process structure, generic
process models and the notation. As for the second research question the OSS
concept was discussed from a business perspective to a migration perspective.
The relationship between open standards and open formats with OSS was in-
vestigated to provide a brief definition of each concept. The other two research
questions will be addressed in Chapter 4 and 5 as part of the identification of
OOSM activities. The systematic research approach by van der Merwe and
Kotzé (2008) consisting of five phases for identifying a process reference model
structure was suggested in Section 2.5.2, but only three of its five phases will
be utilised for this research study.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH DESIGN
AND METHODOLOGY

Figure 3.1: Chapter 3 Outline
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide background on the research design used
during the study and to describe the research methodologies that assisted with
reaching the intended results for this specific research study. The main objec-
tive of this study was to extract process reference models for an OSS migration
project from a set of process models modelled using the process modelling nota-
tion. The research design is a platform that defines what information must be
gathered, who from, how and at what stage (USEPA, 2007). The data gathering
methods (or instruments) that will be used must be identified and then then
data obtained must be organised and analysed.

Section 3.2 provides the theoretical overview of the research approach used dur-
ing the study, followed by the description of research methods that were used to
explore research questions and the data collection tools used for gathering data.
In Section 3.3 the theory on the research design approach used in this study
is applied. The chapter concludes with the research methodologies and design
approach and data collection techniques used during the study. The contents of
this chapter are outlined in Figure 3.1 above.

3.2 BACKGROUND

This section addresses different research approaches and methodologies that
could be applicable to the study (see Section 3.2.1 - 3.2.3)

3.2.1 Research Approach

In research, there are several types of research approaches. One approach is the
qualitative study that is referred to by Myers (2004) and Moore et al. (2007)
as a study that involves the collection and interpretation of qualitative or non-
numerical data. It uses interviews, observation and document review to collect
data (USEPA, 2007). These characteristics of qualitative research assist the
researcher to explore and understand people’s views, attitudes and experiences
about a specific situation (Myers, 2004). In contrast to qualitative research,
there is quantitative research which is about measuring the quantity of things
and collecting and generating numerical data (Neill, 2007).

Qualitative study can be time consuming according to Neill (2007), but has
the tedency to be richer and less prone to generalisation because it is meant
to provide complete and detailed descriptions of data. Qualitative research
uses data collection methods to gather data. These data collection methods are
sometimes called research methods. These methods namely, case studies, ethno-
graphic, action and interpretive research, critical social theory, and grounded
theory (Myers, 2004; van der Merwe, 2005) are mostly used in the information
systems (IS) field and are described briefly in the next section.

3.2.2 Research methods

There are a number of qualitative research methods available. Vaishnavi and
Kuechler, as cited by Bechan (2008) described a research method as the set
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of activities a research community considers appropriate in order to gain un-
derstanding of the subject or to produce new knowledge. He went further by
saying a research method is often required within qualitative research to assist
with the progress of doing the actual research (Bechan, 2008). Therefore, when
choosing the research method to use for a specific qualitative study, select the
one that will impact the way in which data will be collected by the researcher.
Qualitative research methods are designed to assist researchers in understanding
people and explain the social phenomena within which they live (Myers, 2004)

In Section 3.2.2.1 until 3.2.2.6 a brief overview is provided of some of the pop-
ular qualitative research methods, while Section 3.2.3.1 describes the method
suggested by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008) utilised for gathering data during
the study.

3.2.2.1 Ethnographic research

Ethnographic research is one of the most in-depth social science research
methods and is commonly used by anthropologists to study cultures and soci-
eties (NCREL, 2008). According to Myers (1999) “all types of ethnographic
research require an ethnographer to spend a significant amount of time in the
field”. To perform research within the field relies on personal experiences, pos-
sible participation and observation by researchers or ethnographers (Genzuk,
2003). Like any other research method, ethnography has its benefits and one of
the main important benefits of ethnographic research is the sense that an ethno-
grapher or researcher is always present during an event to observe everything
that people are doing and saying for a significant period of time (Myers, 1999).
That way, an ethnographer will gain a complete understanding of the scenario,
the people, their behaviours, routines and the dilemmas of their everyday life
that may challenge assumptions.

Ethnography is commonly used in the study of Information Systems in organi-
sations from, for example, the study of the development of information systems
to the study of aspects of information technology management (Myers, 2004).

Ethnographic research was not used for this study because it does not inves-
tigate, it only requires the researcher to spend a meaningful amount of time
engaging in the lives of people they are studying (Smuts, 2008).

3.2.2.2 Action research

Action research is a particular approach of research that is qualitative, in-
terpretive, reflective and experimental and also uses ethnographic techniques
such as: field notes, participant-observation, interviews, audiotaping and col-
lection and analysis of data (Myers, 2004). It is defined by a student from
Kings College London (2009) as research that occurs when a researcher designs
and conducts an experiment in a field, collects data and then gives it back to
the participants for feedback and as a way for modelling the next phase of the
experiment (Kings College London, 2009).
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Action research is commonly applied as a research method in fields such as
organisational development and education, except that in Information Systems
this research method has been largely ignored for a long time (Myers, 2004).

Action research was not used for this study because it combines theory and
practice, that is, the researchers and the practitioners with mutual goals. It ful-
fils the needs of the study subjects as well as new knowledge. It applies theory
with the goal to enhance (Myers and Avison 2002, Kock, Avison, Baskerville
and Myers et al. 1999), as cited by Smuts (2008) and van der Merwe (2005).

3.2.2.3 Interpretive research

Interpretive research involves the exploration of human behaviour, to enable
researchers to gain a better understanding of the processes that may influence
the behaviour (Kings College London, 2009). It also allows them to interpret
any observed phenomena of humans through meanings, languages and other
artefacts (Berntsen et al., 2004).

Interpretive research is often described as qualitative, as it usually involves us-
ing qualitative methods from which to understand the data that was collected
and analysed during the research process (Berntsen et al., 2004). However, the
research is not necessarily interpretive just because the type of data collected is
of a qualitative nature, because there are other ways of using numerical data in
interpretive research. Interpretive research originates from the social sciences
and is widely accepted in Information Systems research.

According to Klein and Myers (1999), cited by Berntsen et al. (2004) inter-
pretive research aims to seek meaning between a social and historical context
to enable an understanding of how the current situation emerged. The research
is assumed to be interpretive only if the knowledge gained was through social
constructions such as language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents and
other artefacts (Berntsen et al., 2004).

There are some elements of interpretive research in this study, although it was
not used as the main approach. Some elements are similar to those of a case
study. For instance, interpretive research uses social constructions such as doc-
uments and shared meanings to gather data that will allow the researcher to
gain knowledge of the study, while a case study uses documentary evidence for
data collection (see 3.2.2.6).

3.2.2.4 Critical social theory

Critical social theory as defined by Leonardo (2004) “is a multidisciplinary
framework with the implicit goal of advancing the emancipatory function of
knowledge”. A critical social theory facilitates by highlighting the relationship
between social systems and people, how they produce each other and then it
strives to finds the connection between the two (Leonardo, 2004). With critical
social theory, the researcher is mainly involved with social activities (van der
Merwe, 2005). Through critical social theory, quality is the key.
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This method was not used because it covers mainly social activities or inter-
actions between explanatory, normative and ideological dimensions of social
and political thought (Centre for Critical Social Theory, 2002) cited by Smuts
(2008).

3.2.2.5 Grounded theory

Grounded theory is a qualitative research methodology that generates theory
from the data (Borgatti, 2001). The resulting theory can be generalised to fit
the data. Such theories emerge from observing a group’s experiences and allow
researchers to add their own insights into why those experiences exist (CSU,
1993). Grounded theory approaches are widely used in Information Systems
research literature because the method is valuable in developing context-based,
process-oriented descriptions and explanations of incidents (Myers, 2004).

This method was not used because it develops theory from data that has been
systematically gathered, grounded and analysed (Myers, 1997, Olivier, 1997)
cited by Smuts (2008).

3.2.2.6 Case study

Holetzky (2003) defines a case study as one of several ways of doing research
which involves a study of a person, situation or a specific case. Other well-
known case study researchers like Robert K. Yin, Robert E. Stake and Helen
Simons have proposed six steps that can be utilised when conducting case study
research (Soy, 1997). For instance,

1. Determine and define the research questions

2. Select the cases and determine data gathering and analysis techniques

3. Prepare to collect the data

4. Collect data in the field

5. Evaluate and analyse the data

6. Prepare the report.

Only step 4 was utilised for this study to gather data.

There are three examples of case studies, according to Yin (2003), explanatory,
descriptive and exploratory:

• An explanatory case study is used in instances where the reseacher may
have little or no control over the phenomenon (or event). The case study
answers questions about how the phenomenon works and why it works
and enables the resarcher to draw conclusions from different theories.
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• A descriptive case study is used to provide a rich, thick and detailed
description or analysis of a phenomenon and its context and assists in
telling a story about the different perceptions of the phenomenon’s context
and less detail about its mechanisms.

• An exploratory case study facilitates in defining the questions or hypothe-
ses for the study, to help understand a problem investigated.

The case study method was considered for data gathering, together with the
systematic research approach discussed in Section 3.2.3 below.

3.2.3 Research Design

3.2.3.1 Systematic research approach (van der Merwe and Kotzé,
2008)

This is a research approach suggested by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008)
for identifying and capturing process model structures, consisting of five phases
as depicted in Figure 3.2.3 below. This is the approach that can be followed by
process model developers during the identification of process models.

Figure 3.2: A systematic research approach [adapted from van der Merwe and
Kotzé (2008)]

This approach, as shown in figure 3.2.3, has one thing in common with a case
study method, that is they both have a data collection or gathering step (see
step 4 above in section 3.2.2.6 and phase 3). The manner in which this step
was used together with all other phases of a systematic research approach is
discussed in section 3.3.1.

The phases of this approach were initially used for the identification and cap-
turing of process models in different educational institutions and are briefly
summarised in the following section.

In phase 1, the definition of scope, the development team or process model
developer is required to define role players and the key personnel that will be
responsible for the team. The field of the study (or working environment) that
will be used for data collection must also be included. Then a feasibility study
with regard to time mangament, human resources and financial implications
must be conducted (van der Merwe and Kotzé, 2008). This is necessary because
the top management has to decide if a project is worth pursuing and must ap-
prove it.
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In phase 2 with the identification of a procedure to derive the process model
structure, the team must select a procedure they will follow to do requirements
elicitation that will help them derive the process model structure. The goal of a
requirements elicitation procedure is to derive the process model structure from
the identified and captured processes. It is not always the case that the team
must derive a new procedure from scratch, they may have the choice of select-
ing existing procedures. There is no doubt that using existing procedures may
save them time but if there isn’t any procedure that meet their requirements
then the team may consider the possibility of having to create one from scratch,
using a standard process model notation and widely accepted guidelines for the
construction of the process model structure. However, the team must select a
procedure that can be represented diagrammatically in a model with a flow of
processes (van der Merwe and Kotzé, 2008).

The data-gathering phase involves the selection of data collection techniques
that are appropriate for conducting the activity. The selected procedure from
Phase 2 must be considered to help derive different process model structures for
any other specific domain. The goal of this phase is to distinguish or identify
the different processes within the organisations that can be captured to derive a
process model structure. However it is best to choose a data gathering tool that
is financially feasible and the data or any other material collected during this
activity must be documented and kept safe (van der Merwe and Kotzé, 2008).

Once the different process model structures have been derived in Phase 3, for
the fourth phase, comparison, the goal is to identify a generic set of process
models referred to as the process reference models. To perform this, a process
model must consist of 10 to 15 sets of processes to complete one single function
and must be utilised to fit this framework of extracting process reference mod-
els from process models. Thereafter comparison tables are used to compare the
results and identify generic processes on different levels (from a higher-level to
lower-level).

The final phase of verification, exercises the results obtained in Phase 4. It
confirms whether the generic process models (or process reference models) are
a representation of what had happened during the process and verifies if they
can work when applied in another field of the same nature. However the results
have to be practised in a domain that was not used in Phase 3, that is during
the data gathering phase (van der Merwe and Kotzé, 2008).

3.2.4 Data Collection

Each of the research methods addressed in Section 3.2.2.1 - 3.2.2.6 uses differ-
ent techniques for collecting data. Data according to Tustin (2006), as cited by
Smuts (2008), can be distinguished as primary and secondary data. Primary
data is data that is observed or collected directly from people, organisations or
research participants’ experiences. Secondary data is the type of readable mate-
rial that has been previously published, archived and can be acquired from data
libraries, books, journals and articles (BusinessDictionary.com, 2007). More
information about the primary and secondary data collection sources of data
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for this research is covered below. These sources of data are the six sources
of evidence specified by Yin (2003) and Stake (1995) cited by Tellis (1997),
Collins-Brown (2006) and Bechan (2008); namely interviews, documents, direct
observation, participant observation, focus group, archival records and physical
artifacts.

3.2.4.1 Interviews

Interviews are a source of primary data that can be used by the researcher
or interviewer to seek data directly from a participant or interviewee by asking
questions. Various types of interviews exist in a research field context. The
three types of interviews are identified as structured, semi-structured and un-
structured.

1. Structured interviews are used for a wide number of reasons and ensure
that each participant is presented with a specific set of questions in the
same order. All paticipants must be asked the same questions in the same
way, as this makes it easier for the researcher to standardise the interview
(sociology.org, 2007). These interviews require a substantial amount of
pre-planning and are conducted in a controlled manner allowing the re-
searcher to explain things that may be confusing for the participant to
understand (sociology.org, 2007). Structured interviews can be time con-
suming if the sample group used is very large, but it is a reliable source
that can be used for contacting large numbers of people quickly, easily
and efficiently (alnresearch.org, 2003); (sociology.org, 2007).

2. The semi-structured interviews are more flexible than structured in-
terviews because the interview process is conducted fairly and openly with-
out requiring an interviewer to ask questions in a specific order. However,
the interviewer has to use an interview guide with a specific set of ques-
tions organised according to a carefully selected topic. This guide must
be well thought out and prepared by the interviewer in advance to enable
both the interviewer and the interviewee to give and receive information
in a focused, conversational and two-way communication manner (fao.org,
1990). Due to the responses of the participant or interviewee, new ques-
tions can be brought up during a semi-structured interview.

3. An unstructured interview is referred to as a spontaneous and non-
threatening conversation between the researcher and the participant, al-
lowing the researcher to ask the participant a set of key questions which
the researcher had formulated in advance
(BusinessDictionary.com, 2007). For an unstructured interview questions
do not need to be asked specifically in an orderly manner, they can progress
based on a participant’s responses. Unstructured interviews are used to
acquire deep knowledge and authenticity about people’s life experiences
(Economic and , ESDS). Therefore Herman and Bentley (1993) say that
there is no one right way to do an unstructured interview; they often
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contain open-ended questions which means discussions may go in any di-
rection. The only important thing when conducting an unstructured in-
terview is to gather and record the information as evidence during the
interview process. These types of interviews are suitable for allowing the
reseacher and participants to ask and answer questions, share feelings, ad-
ditional ideas, thoughts and comments.

Several rules designed for conducting unstructured interviews are given
below, from Herman and Bentley (1993):

(a) Avoid leading questions

(b) Probe beyond the expected answer

(c) Explore inconsistencies

(d) Record participants’ own words.

3.2.4.2 Observations

According to Hammersley (2008), “observation at minimum involves
a researcher watching and listening to actions and events within some
context over some period of time and making a record of what has been
witnessed”. From a research perspective there are two types of observation
which are participant and non-participant. With participant observation
the observer takes part in a situation being studied rather than simply
being there and not participating in a situation like the non-participant
observer (in eLearning UCEL, 2004). Hammersley (2008) further said that
observation, be it participant or non-participant is an alternative method
to the use of interview, documentary or questionnaire data. That is, it
takes place in natural settings other than in laboratories where experi-
ments are conducted.

3.2.4.3 Literature review

As the secondary data collection technique, a literature review is defined
by the Public Health Agency of Canada (2005) as the study of existing
publications, documents or articles that is within the scope of the spe-
cific field of the subject. According to Elvis and Mathur (2008) and the
F D Bluford Library (2005), literature review is used for several purposes:
(1) to illustrate the importance of the topic, (2) to convey the knowledge
and ideas established on a topic to the reader, (3) to keep the reader up
to speed regarding the state of research in the field, and (4) to show the
reader the lack of research on the topic. Literature review keeps one up
to date with the theoretical material.

3.2.4.4 Questionnaire
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A questionnaire is a research instrument used both in qualitative and
quantitative surveys to capture or generate data required for accomplish-
ing the objectives of a study (NMSU, 2008). It consists of a group of
questions that must be answered by respondents prepared in a computer
or printed form (NADbank.com, 2008). Sometimes this set of questions
are in the form of open-ended questions and close-ended questions (ana-
lytictech.com, 1997). According to CSU (1993), by definition open-ended
questions require the respondent to answer in his or her own words and
to even provide an explanation for their answer. Close-ended questions
limits respondents’ answers as it only requires the respondent to answer a
question as “yes/no” or “true/false”.

3.2.4.5 Focus group

A focus group which is part of qualitative research methods, is defined
by AALBC.com (2007), JRS-Consulting (2007) and Kings College London
(2009) as a qualitative research method consisting of a small number of
people, brought together to provide feedback, information, opinions and
feelings on the issue being discussed under the guidance of a facilitator.
These people are chosen based on their ability to provide specialised knowl-
egde or insight to the issue being discussed (University of Texas, 2007).

3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH DETAIL

This section provides detail of the research approach, methodology and
design used in this study. Therefore, the theory discussed in Section 3.2
about the research approach, research methods and data collection tech-
niques will now be addressed in this section, to show how it was applied
to this research study.

3.3.1 Research methods and design applied in this
study

This study leans towards qualitative research, because it is based more on
suggestions than exact numbers (statistics or samples) to enable the re-
searcher to investigate the process models of an OSS migration project.A
case study approach which is a qualitative research method was used for
collecting data. As pointed out in section 3.2.2.6 a case study is referred
to as a study of an event or specific case (Holetzky, 2003). A case study
approach was suitable for this study because the design and methods are
well suited for this research (namely observation, interviews and documen-
tary evidence). These methods gives the case study approach the strength
and the ability to answer the research questions addressed in this study
appropriately (Collins-Brown, 2006). These methods of the case study
approach are also fit for investigating the whole implementation of the
CSIR migration project to OSS from its planning to completion. This
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includes observing the migration right from the working environment, in-
terviewing project managers, project team members and users who were
involved in the migration, and reviewing in detail all the documentation
that had to do with the CSIR migration and other OSS migration projects.

In order to confirm the envisioned research approach for this study, a
systematic approach suggested by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008) as
shown in Figure 3.2.3 in Section 3.2.3.1 was used to identify a set of pro-
cess models within the OSS desktop migration process. The systematic
approach consists of five phases which defines the criteria for identifying
and capturing process models (van der Merwe and Kotzé, 2008), that may
help process model developers to decide how to go about identifying a set
of process models (or process model structure) for a given domain.

Using the phases (or guidelines) from the systematic approach by van der
Merwe and Kotzé (2008) and a case study approach for this study, the fol-
lowing objectives were addressed by this study with regards to the CSIR
migration project to OSS as summarised in Table 3.1. However it is impor-
tant to note that since the scope of this study is only based on a case study
approach, only phase 1, 2 and 3 from the systematic research approach by
van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008) were utilised. Step 4 and 5 were omitted
due to time constraints, but can be covered in future research.

Phase Description
Phase 1:
Define Scope The objective of this study is to suggest process refer-

ence models for a typical OSS migration project that
will constitute the planning of future OSS migration
projects. The CSIR executives and top management
made this phase possible by approving the project at
first and migrating the maximum number of the or-
ganisations desktops to OSS.

Phase 2:
Procedure Selec-
tion

OSS migration projects were not performed as fre-
quently before as they are now, thus none of the pro-
cedures (or documented set of process models) existed
for this type of migrations. Therefore the procedure
utilised for the CSIR migration to OSS was to iden-
tify and capture process models through the usage of
a standard process model notation called IDEF0 to
model the processes.

Phase 3:
Data-gathering Literature review, interviews and questionnaires were

used as data collection tools for this specific study.

Phase 4:
Comparison The set of process models were compared against each

other to extract process reference models which will
hopefully assist project managers and teams in plan-
ning these projects better in future.

Phase 5:
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Verification This phase tests the extracted process reference mod-
els against any other organisation planning to adopt
OSS in future, to verify the effectiveness of the ob-
tained results of the CSIR migration to OSS. The cho-
sen organisation must not be the one that was used
during data collection.

Table 3.1: Identification of process models phases

3.3.2 Data collection and analysis techniques applied
in the study

3.3.2.1 Interviews

During the migration project an in-depth analysis of the CSIR was con-
ducted, to investigate the critical issues that will enable the success or
failure of the OSS migration project. Interviews acted as the primary tool
for gathering information and as part of the process assessment during
and after the migration.

Considering the background about interviews in Section 3.2.4.1, unstruc-
tured interviews were appropriate for this study because the participants
employed by the CSIR were available mostly during working hours to pro-
vide feedback about the migration. The interviews were divided into two
categories, the first one is that of pre-migration interviews which were con-
ducted during the planning of the migration. The other category is the
post-migration interviews which were used to investigate the experiences
and views of migrated users.

Participants who were selected for pre-migration interviews were mem-
bers of the Vula team. They were selected by the researcher to enable
her to understand the process involved in planning and implementing the
migration to OSS at the CSIR. Participants were initially given questions
before the interview session, to enable them to provide useful data and
suggestions during the interview process. The interviews were recorded
and thereafter the data was gathered, analysed and reported using the
approaches recommended.

Participants for the post-migration interviews were recruited by the Vula
project manager, who gave the researcher a list of people to interview.
At this point every participant stated how they were supported during
and after the migration. This included their views, feelings and experi-
ences about the migration. Both pre-migration and post-migration inter-
views were conducted as unstructured interviews to understand the project
team’s viewpoints and the viewpoints of the users (or CSIR employees)
about the migration.

The mode of communication chosen for the interview process was to setup
appointments with the participants via phone and email. Thereafter a one
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on one (or face to face) interview was conducted with the participants.
There was one request made by two participants to be interviewed both
at the same time instead of in a one on one session. Each participant was
asked questions which were designed by the researcher and analysed by
the Vula project manager to tell their case story (or share their experi-
ences) about the migration. Their responses often resulted in complaints,
feelings and additional ideas about how the project team should go about
handling the migration in future. Their thoughts and comments were in-
corporated into the final migration stage and were handled by the project
manager and the team.

Unstructured interviews were appropriate for this study for several rea-
sons explored above and in section 3.2.4.1. By briefly describing each type
of interview it was easier to illustrate why unstructured interviews were
considered for this study.

3.3.2.1.1 Interview process

Designing and validation of interview questions

As pointed out in Section 3.3.2.1, interviews were used as the primary source
of data collection in this study. Two individuals, the researcher and the Vula
project manager worked through the first draft of the interview questions which
were initially compiled by the researcher. Thereafter the Vula project manager
with his experience in OSS projects examined the first draft of interview ques-
tions planned by the researcher. His feedback was then incorporated with the
ultimate draft of the interview questions. The final draft of the questions was
sent to the rest of the project team via email for feedback. The questions were
used for capturing information from the people who were involved in the mi-
gration to OSS at the CSIR. The participants were chosen by the Vula project
manager to be part of the interview sessions and also agreed to participate in
the research study.

A copy of the interview questions used in this research study is provided on
CD (see Appendix D). The questions were organised in this order:

1. First questions focused on pre-migration activities,

2. Post migration questions followed and within this process the recognition
of user experiences were also part of the questions.

The final draft consisted of 14 questions with subquestions included and it
focused on capturing the user’s views, attitudes and experiences about the mi-
gration. These 14 questions sought to help the project managers and the team
to learn from their mistakes and improve their strategy on how to go about
planning, project managing and preparing for the migration project before the
distribution of the OSS desktop (in this case the Vula desktop) to the rest of
the CSIR. These 14 questions mainly focussed on the views and experiences of
users before and after the migration, their reasons for migrating to OSS, the
outcomes from the migration, the benefits gained, obstacles encountered and
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lessons learnt.

The first part of the 14 questions focused on investigating whether the inter-
actions between the project team and users existed, the path the migration
followed and whether the whole process of the migration was fully explained to
users before they were migrated to the OSS desktop. These questions’ focus was
to learn whether users were satisfied or dissatisfied with the proposed strategy,
planning, project organisation and project management of the CSIR migration
project (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001) cited by Ahmed (2005).

The second part of the questions together with three subquestions allowed users
to raise their concerns or even give praises about the material (or documenta-
tion) provided during training sessions and presentations. The training sessions
were conducted to prepare users for the migration and were organised in this
order: (1) first an e-mail was sent to users who were categorised as ready to
migrate by the project team, (2) the categorised users were then provided with
various dates to select 2 days from, based on their availability, (3) after choosing
the dates, users attended the 2 day training.

The third part of the interview questions included a question that asked if
the participant would encourage the rest of the organisation to migrate after
having experienced the migration and its consequences. This question sought
to learn of the user’s satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the migration process.

The fourth part included questions together with subquestions that focused
on the level of productivity after the migration. These questions looked at the
factors that disrupted users from doing their work when using the Vula desktop.
The aim was to learn if the migration increased or decreased users’ productivity
when using the machine loaded with the Vula desktop.

The fifth and the sixth part of the interview comprised of questions that al-
lowed the user to explain what they liked and disliked about the migration and
to give suggestions about what could be done to make the migration better.

The seventh part consisted of a question that presented the user with a choice
between the current Vula desktop and the Microsoft Windows desktop. They
were asked how often they felt like going back to the Microsoft Windows desk-
top after they had migrated.

The final part of the interview questions focussed on learning if the user would
participate in another possible migration project that will be performed by the
CSIR in future.

All responses to the interviews were used as the main source of data for this
research study.

3.3.2.2 Observations
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Observations were used as a viable tool for gaining knowledge about the
processes of the CSIR migration to OSS. They involved attendance of weekly
meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays held by the Vula project team to discuss
the planning and implementation of the migration. Although observations were
time consuming, these meetings enabled the researcher to have an understand-
ing about the migration and decisions that were undertaken concerning the
resources or infrastructure of the organisation, such as the skills and expertise
needed to manage and support the migration.

3.3.2.3 Literature review

In terms of literature review, the data collection was conducted at two points
in the study. The first data collection involved reviewing the previous researches,
documents or publications and migration guides that had to do with general and
organisational OSS migrations. The second occurred when identifying and eval-
uating the work that had already been written about the plans of the CSIR
migration and the processes that had already been carried out successfully by
the project team (these documents can be viewed in Appendix A). Both activ-
ities involved reading and data analysis.

For the first collection, in order to identify the number of OSS projects that
had already taken place, a web search was conducted to identify previously
published literature and new releases of documents about migrations from pro-
prietary software to OSS. Figure 3.3 outlines the search engines and keywords
which were used to find existing literature on these migration projects.

Search Engines:
Google, Google Scholar,
CSIR Database (TODB)

Keywords:
open source software, migration,

case study, Information communication
technolgy

Figure 3.3: Keywords for identifying already undertaken OSS migrations

From a research perspective all literature was examined to:

• Assess whether the migration was indeed undertaken from proprietary
software to OSS.

• Assess whether the migration was successful or not and if not what were
the consequences.

• Name and identify people who were involved in the migration project.
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This search for articles on migrations from proprietary software to OSS
turned out positive with results showing that OSS migrations are currently per-
formed popularily worldwide (see the list of links or websites on OSS migrations
in Appendix B).

3.3.2.4 Questionnaire

First a Vula project website (https://vula.csir.co.za) was created to inform
users (that is employees of the CSIR) of the main reasons for migrating to an
OSS environment. The website was also built to allow everyone within the or-
ganisation to interact and raise their concerns or comment about the migration
project. The project name, project team, those who led the migration project
and championed the migration at that moment were introduced to the organ-
isation. From time to time users were kept informed via e-mails and through
the website by the project leader and executives (VulaWiki, 2006a).

In January 2006 a questionnaire was compiled by the Vula project team to
assess the readiness of the organisation for the adoption of OSS and to identify
the needs of users across the organisation (VulaWiki, 2006a). The questionnaire
which can be accessed via this link https://vula.csir.co.za/
quests/introduction.php was divided into six parts. In the first part the user
needed to fill in their contact information. The second part dealt with Mi-
crosoft Office products. The project team wanted to find out what advanced
features people use within Microsoft Office products which were or were not
compatible with the OSS. The third part asked users about the proprietary
software applications they were using at the time and users were even allowed
to add any proprietary applications that they were using that were not appear-
ing on the list of CSIR standard applications. Part four required the user to
add any OSS (e.g. a Linux distribution) that they were using at the time. The
fifth part required the user to inform the project team about their data stor-
age; that is where do they store their CSIR data or work documents. The final
part allowed the user to give comments and raise any concerns or issues that
may influence them to not migrating to OSS. Appendix B provides copies of
the questionnaire used for assessment during this research, but due to space
limitations these questionnaire copies will be provided on CD.

Each individual within the CSIR was contacted via e-mail and requested to
complete the questionnaire in January and February 2006. The questionnaire
was done online, therefore the responses were viewed by the project team elec-
tronically. In some cases respondents were asked to further clarify their replies
so that they were clearly understood by the project team. The responses of these
questionnaires were then captured and analysed, contributing to the collection
of data for this research.

3.3.2.5 Focus group

This method was advantageously used for this study to validate the collected
data captured during the research. It was used to assess the validity of iden-
tified and captured process models of the CSIR migration to OSS. It is from
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these process models that a set of process reference models were extracted as
a representation of a generic process model structure that can can be used in
future OSS migration projects.

The validation of data was performed by several Vula project team members
and two study supervisors acting as facilitators. First an e-mail was sent to
several members of the Vula project team with expertise in the OSS migration
field, who agreed on a specific date and time to meet. The date for all partic-
ipants to meet was set on the Groupwise calendar for participants to accept.
The objective here was to look at the identified and captured OSS migration
processes and ensure that it really was a representation of what happened in
the CSIR’s OSS migration project.

3.4 SUMMARY

The research methodology and design were the main focus of this chapter,
whereby an approach was applied to enable the process of collecting data, that
is OSS migration process. Therefore the research and methodology which were
of a qualitative nature were proposed as useful instruments applicable for gath-
ering data during the study. Qualitative research methods such as case studies,
ethnographic research, action research, interpretive research, critical social the-
ory, grounded theory and focus groups were also discussed and characterised as
commonly used methodologies.

The research design approach used for this study was a systematic research
approach described by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008), and this approach was
envisaged to address or answer the research questions by means of data collec-
tion techniques applied during the study.

The data collection techniques used included interviews, whereby semi-structured
interviews were depicted as the appropriate primary data collection technique.
Other techniques were observations, literature reviews and questionnaires. The
data extracted from the interviews, literature reviews and questionnaires pro-
vided lessons and knowledge in terms of the processeses that took place during
the migration project, as well as the challenges and successes that contribute
towards an OSS migration project. The data was analysed using a focus group
discussion.
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Chapter 4

DATA EVALUATION
AND ANALYSIS

Figure 4.1: Chapter 4 outline
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The goal of this chapter is to suggest and discuss the overall process model
structure for an OSS migration and to provide a response to the third research
question: What are the key processes within an organisational open source mi-
gration? This chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 4.2 ex-
plores the reasons why the CSIR migrated from proprietary sOftware to OSS,
by analysing the detailed factors which have led to the adoption of the OSS mi-
gration project at the CSIR. Thereafter Section 4.3 summarises the steps which
was followed to capture the processs knowledge of an OSS migration in the form
of processes and subprocesses. Section 4.4 examines lessons learnt by those who
were involved in the project, including the obstacles faced when migrating to
an OSS environment. The chapter ends with concluding remarks. The rest of
the chapter is outlined, as shown in Figure 4.1 above.

4.2 REASONS FOR MIGRATING FROM PRO-
PRIETARY SOFTWARE TO OSS

The migration to OSS at the CSIR was motivated by several factors which were
of importance to the organisation. The main reasons why the CSIR chose to
migrate from a proprietary environment to an OSS environment was because
OSS is: (a) free, it does not come with the expensive costs of buying software
licences, (b) it comes with the freedom of allowing users to modify the source
code to suit their computing needs, and (c) it is reliable and securable and it
is less vulnerable to threats and viruses. The CSIR initiated the project due to
those main reasons and established its own strategy for executing the migration.
More on the CSIR migration plan is revealed in the next sections.

During this migration project the researcher observed the migration processes
in the working environment, under the supervision of Vula team members. This
enabled her to investigate, identify and capture all the processes that took place
during the migration. More details on how the data was gathered to capture
the process models for the OSS migration for this research study, are discussed
in the next Section 4.3.

4.3 OSS MIGRATION PROCESS MODEL STRUC-
TURE

When this research study was conducted initially, the search done presented no
existing procedures, tools or documentation for the OSS migration structure
using process models. Therefore, this section briefly reports on the process fol-
lowed to identify and capture the process model structure for the OSS migration.
It was during this time that the data extracted from the previously described
sources of data collection in Chapter 3 were used to reach the intended results
of producing process models for the OSS migration project.

To choose the tools and the procedures that could be used to capture the pro-
cess knowledge for the OSS migration, the first step was to do data gathering
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at the CSIR to enable the identification and capturing of process models for
the migration (see Chapter 3). The data gathering process began in 2007 and
involved using the following resources to capture the OSS migration processes:

1. The web search of the literature, from the Vula project’s website and other
general websites about migrating from proprietary software to OSS. Exam-
ple of the URL used for the Vula project is: https://vula.csir.co.za/index.php/Main Page

2. The collection of the CSIR migration documentation which was already
in place when data collection was conducted for this study.

Both the website and documentation of the Vula project consisted of planned
stages of the migration, followed by the project team and the progress already
made with regards to the migration. There is a possibility that during the
course of the study there may have been some changes in data gathering dates
due to changes in circumstances, however this has no impact on the data re-
trieved during the stage of data gathering. It is important to note that before
the identification and capturing of OSS migration process models, several inter-
views were conducted with some of the Vula project team members.

The people who were interviewed in order to understand the framework of migra-
tion processes were the following Vula project team members, namely: Thomas
Fogwill, Hennie Bezuidenhout, Randolph Verheij, Christa van der Merwe and
Tlhogi Mokhema with whom the processes of the CSIR migration to OSS were
discussed. The information received from these participants also helped to de-
termine which CSIR units were in support of the migration and which ones were
not. See the different scenarios of interview questions and responses captured
in the two Tables below.
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Interview template for Vula Team members

Unit: Meraka
Interviewed: Hennie Bezuidenhout
Date: 25 July 2008

Question 1: Are there any processes that you feel were omit-
ted from the structure?

Response: Yes, five migration tracks were followed as part of
the plan for this project. It is recommended that
you visit the leaders of each track, talk to them
to find out what each track entails. Then assess
for yourself which processes were included or not.

Question 2: Is this unit currently involved (or in support) of
the CSIR OSS migration project?

Response: Yes, in terms of the Technology and Research
Track our unit is fully committed. Hennie sug-
gested that I talk to Thomas regarding the Tech-
nology Track and talk to Randolph Verheij and
Eric Basson with regards to the Implementation
Track and Maintenance Track of the migration.

Question 3: If YES to Question 2, when is the pilot or migra-
tion planned to take place in this unit?

Response: The pilot for Meraka unit took place in 2008.
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Unit: Communication
Interviewed: Christa van der Merwe and Tlhogi Mokhema
Date: 29 September 2008

Question 1: Are there any processes that you feel were omit-
ted from the structure?

Response: Yes, have a look at the CSIR CEO/President
e-mails and the one that was sent by Raynold
Zondo, even Laurens Cloete to the whole of Mer-
aka. Also read the Sciendaba internal newletters,
Vula wiki website etc. to give you an idea of what
was excluded.

Question 2: Is this unit currently involved (or in support) of
the CSIR OSS migration project?

Response: Yes, in terms of communication, they still sup-
port the migration fully. The release of every
Sciendaba always contains something about the
migration and Tlhogi Mokhema is always invited
to the Vula Leadership committee meetings every
Thursday to represent his unit.

Question 3: If YES to Question 2, when is the pilot or migra-
tion planned to take place in this unit?

Response: The pilot for the Communication unit had been
planned to take place after the CSIR Conference,
said Christa. The conference was hosted from 17
- 18 November 2008. This was to shield the unit
in case something goes wrong while the unit was
busy preparing for the conference, they really did
not want anything to interfere with the confer-
ence, so they prepared to go for training after the
conference to get fully equipped for OSS and the
migration.

These interviews were conducted with the aim of investigating further OSS
migration processes, should there have been any left out.

The following steps, in Table 4.1, were therefore followed to identify and capture
process models for the OSS migration project at CSIR.
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Step Step description Tools / docu-
mentation used

Deliverable

1 Derive the high-level
process model

Process listing with
goals and resources

High-level process
model

2 Refine the high-level
process model to sub-
processes

Subprocess and atomic
process (sometimes
referred to as sub-
subprocesses) listing

Subprocesses and
atomic processes

Table 4.1: The procedure used for capturing OSS migration process
models

As specified in Table 4.1, the high-level diagram is called a parent diagram
and consists of main processes that can be easily broken down into child dia-
grams or lower-level diagrams, that is subprocesses and atomic processes. In this
case the high-level diagram will be called a high-level process model diagram,
while child diagrams will be referred to as lower-level process models diagram,
to make it easier for everyone to understand the whole hierarchy of the OSS
migration’s processes and subprocesses. Subprocesses and atomic processes as
shown in Table 4.1 represent a set of refined diagrams (lower-level process mod-
els), which were extracted from the high-level process models.

The first step in Table 4.1 indicates the extraction of high-level process mod-
els, by listing the key migration processes of the OSS migration project. From
2006 to 2008, which was the time this project was established as a research
project, the aim was to capture the essence of migration processes that other
organisations can learn from. It was during that time of the project that formal
and informal interviews (pre-migration and post-migration interviews) were con-
ducted with involved Vula project team members and CSIR employees. From
the information gathered it emerged that it is important to have a generic mi-
gration process model structure that can assist those planning to embark on the
same type of a project in future.

The second step refines the high-level process model diagram further into lower-
level process models (that means high-level processes into subprocesses, sub-
subprocesses or atomic processes), which in this case include defining, identify-
ing and capturing critical migration tracks which were followed as part of the
migration plan during the project. As specified earlier in this same section, it
was during this process that the Vula project website and documentation were
utilised as resources to collect and confirm all migration processes that took
place. This second step of refining high-level processes into subprocesses, con-
sists of information gathered from those different migration tracks which were
followed during the OSS migration project at the CSIR.

However in this section, only the essence of a high-level process model dia-
gram and second-level of lower-level process models will be described, the rest
of the refined atomic processes (that is from third level, fourth level to fifth
level) can be viewed on the CD provided.
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4.3.1 High-level diagram

In this section the focus will be on the identification of high-level process mod-
els of the OSS migration. The goal of a high-level process model diagram is
to present first the main processes of the migration project. This high-level
process model diagram is presented in Figure 4.2, it consists of the graphical
representation of process names, inputs and outputs of summarised migration
processes. First however, Table 4.2 consists of the diagrammatic description
of each process’s goals, inputs and outputs, to describe the intention of each
process. The format followed in this section is providing the table first, followed
by the process diagram and its associations’ table of processes.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Kick-start the
project (A1)

Input:
CEO Declaration

Output:
Project initiated

To prove the organisation’s
seriousness and commitment
towards migrating to open
source.

Form the project
team (A2)

Input:
Project initiated

Output: Team formed

To make critical decisions dur-
ing the implementation of an
open source migration.

Announce the
project publicly
(A3)

Input: Team formed

Output:
Media coverage

To ensure that the public
knows about this project.

Develop migration
plan, divide the
project into tracks
(A4)

Input: Media coverage

Output:
Migration strategy

To help draw a roadmap for the
current environment to tran-
sitional environment, thereby
sub-dividing the project into
tracks to allow much of the
work to be done thoroughly by
those given the responsibility
for the task.

Communicate mi-
gration plans or
project scope (A41)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Migration track

To create user awareness and
excitement for changing to
OSS.

Identify technology
(A42)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Migration track

To check for alternative OSSs
and the compatibility of such
softwares against the current
ones used by users.

Provide environ-
mental training
(A43)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Migration track

To provide users with the rel-
evant training and build their
skills to make them feel confi-
dent about the migration.

Prepare roll-out
(A44)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Migration track

To prepare users and put
them into action by installing
some OSS-related applications
on their desktops.
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Plan and prepare
maintenance (A45)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Migration track

To continue to provide all the
help needed even after the
completion of the migration.

Migrate scheduled
users to an OSS
desktop (A5)

Input:
Migration strategy

Output:
Users migrated

To deliver an operational
Linux desktop.

Support and main-
tenance (short
term and long
term) (A6)

Input: Users migrated

Output: User support

To continue to provide all the
help needed even after the
completion of the migration.

Document lessons
learnt (A7)

Input: User support

Output:
Migration completed

To provide guidance to other
organisations planning to mi-
grate to other distributions in
future. How to go about the
migration and to avoid any of
the risks involved.

Table 4.2: High-level processes input, output resources and goals
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Figure 4.2: The OSS migration high-level diagram
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As shown both in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2, these are the identified and
captured key migration processes used for deriving the high-level process model
diagram. Each of these processes outlined in the high-level diagram were linked
with their respective input resources, output resources and a goal - some with
mechanism resources and control resources though the focus will be mainly
on input and output requirements. Through the use of these input and out-
put resources linking different processes with one another, the result was in the
high-level process model diagram, the one shown in Figure 4.2. Briefly described
below is the summary of the processes that took place concerning the migration
as depicted in the high-level process model diagram.

It is shown in the high-level process model diagram that an output of one pro-
cess can become an input of another process. For example, for the Kick-start
the project (A1) process, ‘CEO Declaration’ was identified as an input resource
while ‘Project initiated’ was the output resource. The output resource ’Project
initiated’ became an input resource for the next process which was Form the
project team (A2). It is possible to have more than one output in a process.
It is also possible that other refined processes are without an input resource
but this will be revealed as we continue to refine the high-level diagram into
a lower-level diagram (that is second-level) in Section 4.3.2. In this case only
one input and output were shown for each process. It is possible that there was
other outputs for the Kick-start the project (A1) process, which may have been
missed by the researcher, because they were not applied or documented. As
depicted in Table 4.2 each process has its own goal, the goal of the Kick-start
the project (A1) process was to provide assurance to the CSIR employees and
its external stakeholders that the project had begun.

As for Form the project team (A2), a reliable and committed team was required
once the project was initiated. Among the team, a project leader was appointed
to ensure that every member of the team participates and takes responsibility
for the tasks assigned to them concerning the migration. The output resource
‘Project initiated’ of the previously mentioned process Kick-start the project
(A1) was used as the input resource for the Form the project team (A2) process.
Similarly the same procedure was followed for the Announce the project publicly
(A3) process and all other processes that will be mentioned. This process’s goal
was to ensure that the public knew about this project and was kept up to date
all the time with regards to its progress. ‘Team formed’ which was the output
resource of the Form the project team (A2) process became the input resource of
this process Announce the project publicly (A3). Furthermore, ‘Media coverage’
which was the output resource of the Announce the project publicly (A3) pro-
cess became the input resource of Develop migration plan, divide the project into
tracks (A4) process. However, the Develop migration plan, divide the project
into tracks (A4) process was refined further into child diagrams or second-level
diagrams (that means subprocesses), which will be discussed in detail in Section
4.3.2. These subprocesses of the Develop migration plan, divide the project into
tracks (A4) process included amongst others the migration tracks: Communica-
tion Track, Technology Track, Training Track, Roll-out Track and Maintenance
Track.

The input resource ‘Migration strategy’ which was used for the five migration
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tracks, produced the output resource ‘Migration tracks’. This output resource
acted as the input resource to the process Migrate scheduled users to an OSS
desktop (A5) with the goal to allow the migration to be conducted successfully,
without too many obstacles. Once desktops had been migrated successfully and
users had enough training that prepared them for the real-deal in a working
environment, support and maintenance continued to be offered to users on a
daily basis. Migration knowledge was documented and the results will be pub-
licly published at the completion of the project as clearly specified by the last
process on the list Document lessons learnt (A7), encouraging the sharing of
all the lessons learnt with other organisations and businesses that might find it
useful when considering migration to an OSS environment. The output resource
‘Users migrated’ of the Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5) process
acted as the input resource to the Support and maintenance (long term) (A6)
process and ‘User support’ as its output which became an input to the last pro-
cess Document lessons learnt (A7) producing the output ‘Migration completed’.

Provided below in Figure 4.3 is the association table used to diagrammatically
show the relationships between high-level diagram’s processes, their input and
output resources as depicted in a high-level process model.

Figure 4.3: Associations between resources and processes of a high-level process
model

The results in Figure 4.3 represent how the processes in a high-level diagram
are interconnected, whereby an output of one process can become an input of
another without loosing the meaning of the context.
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4.3.2 Second-level diagrams

In this section the goal is to present the refined lower-level process models
(second level process models or subprocesses) of the above specified high-level
process model diagram. Aim being to extract subprocess models linking to the
high-level process model in order to complete the understanding of the OSS
migration processes. The data used here were gathered from the interviews,
questionnaires and literature reviews regarding the migration processes, as a
guideline for the extraction of high-level process models discussed in the previous
section and also in this instance for expanding the high-level process models
further into second level process models.

4.3.2 (a) Kick-start the project (A1) process

From the data gathered during interviews, the Kick-start the project (A1)
process was selected for inclusion in this case to illustrate that it is possible to
derive this process further into subprocesses (see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4). It
is not only this process Kick-start the project (A1) that was refined into subpro-
cesses, other processes also specified in Figure 4.2 were also expanded further
into subprocesses as depicted in a high-level diagram. Therefore due to space
limitations only the subprocesses (or second level diagrams of the high-level pro-
cesses) will be shown, the rest of the levels (third, fourth and fifth) are available
for viewing in the documentation provided in the CD.

Both Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4 presents the captured subprocesses of the Kick-
start the project (A1) process. The link between the input, output resources
and goal for each subprocess given in the Kick-start the project (A1) process
are depicted in Table 4.3.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Plan the migration
(A11)

Mechanism:
Project team

Output: Project plan

To determine whether your or-
ganisation is ready to continue
with the project of migrating
to open source.

Create a brand for
the project (A12)

Input: Project plan

Output: Project brand

To promote and market the
project.

Review work done
by other organisa-
tions (A13)

Input: Project brand

Output:
Documentation review

To familiarise yourself with
what other companies achieved
that have done successful mi-
grations.

Obtain organisa-
tional commitment
to support the
migration (A14)

Input:
Documentation review

Output: User support

To make users aware about the
project.

Do awareness cam-
paigns (A15)

Input: User support

Output:
Project awareness

To remind and motivate users
about the seriousness of the
project.
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Demonstrate to
users the planned
OSS desktop (A16)

Input:
Project awareness

Output:
Desktop prototype

To allow users to have a picture
in their minds about the new
desktop and its changes.

Table 4.3: Refined processes of the Kick-start the project (A1) pro-
cess
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Figure 4.4: Kick-start the project (A1) subprocesses
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To initiate the project Dr Sibisi who is the CSIR President/CEO together with
the CSIR Executive made a decision in June 2006, to migrate the whole of the
CSIR’s desktops to an OSS environment. At this time the announcement about
the CSIR migration to OSS was first heard by everyone within the organisation
and outside. A plan was then drafted by the Vula project team members to
ensure that everything runs smoothly, hence the subprocess Plan the migration
(A11) identifying how the project was initially planned (or strategised). There
was no input resource for this subprocess, only the output resource ’Project
plan’, which became an input for the Create a brand for the project (A12) sub-
process. Establishing a brand name for the project was very important as it
helped with promoting and marketing the project. This naming process was a
task conducted by the Vula project team members. To make it more interesting
they invited users (CSIR employees) to get involved by suggesting names for
the project in the form of a competition. The user that came up with the best
name won a prize and this is how the name ‘Vula’ came about.

The next subprocess followed was to Review work done by other organisations
(A13) with ‘Project brand’ as its input resource. This scenario allowed the Vula
project team to familiarise themselves with what other companies have done to
have successful OSS migration projects. In the process the Vula project team
discovered that there are some crucial procedures to follow when starting the
migration project which included the subprocess Obtaining organisational com-
mitment to support the migration (A14). This subprocess involved motivating
and getting users excited about the migration, while at the same time ensuring
that all users will provide their continuous support towards the project. Further-
more, awareness campaigns were conducted often where people could see and
read about it to advertise the project within the organisation, hence the sub-
process Do awareness campaigns (A15). This included using the Vula project
website and e-mail as a point of communication to the organisation and printing
posters or leaflets about the migration which were placed appropriately in all
units of the CSIR to make users aware about the project. Demonstrations to
users about the planned OSS desktop (A16) were also performed to allow users
to see the prototype of the new OSS environment and to start experimenting
with it.

Shown below are the relationships between the subprocess’s input and output
resources. The association table for the Kick-start the project (A1) process is
given in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Associations between input, output resources for the Kick-start the
project (A1)

4.3.2 (b) Form the project team (A2) process

The next scenario reveals decomposing the process Form the project team
(A2) as depicted in a high-level process model diagram into subprocesses (or
second level). Here a different process from the previous one is used as an
example to illustrate the building of a process model on the second level, (see
Table 4.4) highlighting the input, output and goal for each subprocess of the
Form the project team (A2) process.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Form the project
team (A2)

Mechanism:
Management,
Executive support

Output: Team formed

To help with the planning of
the migration and ensure ev-
erything runs smoothly.

Identify those that
will govern the
project (A21)

Input: Team formed

Output:
Project governance

To select individuals that will
manage or lead the project.

Divide project
tasks within team
members (A22)

Input:
Project governance

Output:
Job description

To ensure that every member
in a team is responsible for par-
ticular tasks given to him/her
and completes it successfully.

Draw a schedule
plan for the migra-
tion (A23)

Input: Job description

Output:
Migration plan

The migration plan will help to
put things in order.

Table 4.4: Refined Form the project team (A2) process
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Figure 4.6: Form the project team (A2) subprocesses
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The Form the project team (A2) process involved having a dedicated team, com-
mitted to planning the migration and ensuring that all the migration challenges
and obstacles are taken care of as early as possible. This was the role played
by the Vula project team during the CSIR migration to OSS. The team with
the help and support of the CSIR President/CEO Dr Sibisi and Executives
first appointed capable project leaders to manage the project. Responsibilities
were shared amongst project members as the migration project was too large
and could not be handled by one person alone. Each member was given a task
based on their work experience or something they felt comfortable with.

Next, each of the subprocesses of the Form the project team (A2) process were
linked with one another through their respective input resources, output re-
sources and a goal. The results are reflected in Figure 4.7 in the form of a
Table.

Figure 4.7: Associations between input, output resources of the Form the project
team (A2) process

4.3.2 (c) Announce the project publicly (A3) process

Furthermore, the process Announce the project publicly (A3) was also ex-
panded into a second level but only resulted in two subprocesses Announce the
project internally and externally (A31) and Invite media (A32). The goal was
to get more and more people informed about this OSS migration project, both
internally and externally. Internally the information was communicated to the
CSIR employees by the Vula project team, using e-mails and Vula project web-
site as resources, while externally the media was invited to communicate the
information to other interested parties outside the organisation that wanted to
follow the project.

Presented below in Table 4.5 are the subprocesses inputs, output and goal re-
sources of the Announce the project publicly (A3) process. This is followed by
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the graphical diagram of its subprocesses in Figure 4.8 and the relationship
among its input and output resources in Figure 4.9.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Announce the
project internally
and externally
(A31)

Mechanism:
CEO/Project team

Output:
Public announcement

To make the open source mi-
gration project public.

Invite media (A32) Input:
Public announcement

Output:
Media Coverage

To get more and more peo-
ple informed about this kind of
technological migration.

Table 4.5: Refined subprocesses for the Announce the project pub-
licly (A3) process

Figure 4.8: Announce the project publicly (A3) subprocesses
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Figure 4.9: Associations between input, output resources of the Announce the
project publicly (A3) process

4.3.2 (d) Develop migration plan, divide the project into tracks (A4)
process

Next the main focus is on the process Develop migration plan, divide the
project into tracks (A4), which is comprised of five migration tracks specified
below. As the subprocesses of the Develop migration plan, divide the project into
tracks (A4) process, these migration tracks were regarded as planned stages for
the migration project, which were then followed when migrating from propri-
etary software to OSS. Without the migration tracks as part of the project,
the migration route could have been much harder for the Vula project team to
execute. The migration tracks are briefly listed and discussed below.

• Communication Track

• Technology Track

• Training Track

• Roll-out Track

• Maintenance Track.

As specified earlier, each of these migration tracks are the subprocesses of the
main process Develop migration plan, divide the project into tracks (A4) shown
previously in the high-level process model diagram in Figure 4.2. Each track
was analysed on its own, with a number of sub-subprocesses (sometimes referred
to as atomic processes) emerging from each. Due to space limitations only a
summary of each migration track on a second-level is provided, the rest of the
details about each of these tracks especially from the third level diagram to the
fourth and fifth can be viewed in the documentation provided on the CD.

(i) Communication Track
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For demonstration purposes we will first focus on the refinement of the Com-
munication Track, see Table 4.6 highlighting the input, output and goal of each
sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes) within the Communication Track sub-
process. The Communication Track in summary is about the open communica-
tion that took place to make users aware about the migration project process
(Figure 4.10).

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Develop a commu-
nication plan (A4)

Mechanism:
Project team

Output:
Communication plan

To outline the communication
approach that will be followed
and to make the migration pro-
cess and progress visible to ev-
eryone who will be affected.

Communicate mi-
gration plans or
project scope (A41)

Input:
Communication plan

Output:
Change communicated

To address the broader scope
of change management, to en-
sure that your main stakehold-
ers and users are well-informed
about the migration.

Create user aware-
ness (A411)

Input:
Change communicated

Output:
User awareness plan

To promote and market the
brand or project and also to
persuade users and gain the
organisational (users’) support
and commitment.

Communicate rea-
sons for change
(A4111)

Input:
User awareness plan

Output:
Change motivated

To motivate users to accept
this type of change.

Address users con-
cerns (A4112)

Input:
User awareness plan

Output:
User issues addressed

To understand users’ worries
regarding the migration.

Create positive mo-
mentum or moti-
vation for change
(A4113)

Input:
User awareness plan

Output:
Excitement created

To make the migration process
and progress visible to every-
one who will be affected.

Build user knowl-
edge or understand-
ing of OSS (A4114)

Input:
User awareness plan

Output:
Skills improvement

To familiarise users with the
open source environment.

Prepare and dis-
tribute necessary
information re-
garding migration
progress to all
(A412)

Input:
Change motivated,
User issues addressed,
Excitement created,
Skills improvement

Output:
Project update

To allow users to have a pic-
ture about the changes taking
place.
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Update users and
top management
internally with
regular feedback
(A4121)

Input: Project update

Output:
Internal feedback
provided

To keep everyone in the organ-
isation within the loop regard-
ing the migration.

Communicate
progress externally
also (A4122)

Input: Project update

Output:
External feedback
provided

To keep everyone especially ex-
ternal entities up to date about
the project.

Table 4.6: Refined sub-subprocesses for the Communication Track
subprocess
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Figure 4.10: Communication Track sub-subprocesses
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The Communication Track, represented in a high-level process model diagram
by the subprocess Communicate migration plans or project scope (A41), in-
volves making users aware about the existence of the project. The goal of this
track was to keep staff members of the CSIR up to date and encouraged about
the migration, thereby communicating all the crucial information regarding the
migration to all stakeholders. The Communication Track was broken down
into several sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes), which included document-
ing the plan for this track and giving users an opportunity to address their
concerns. The users’ issues were submitted and then taken care of by the Vula
project team for resolution. This track was led by a certain member of the Vula
project team, who was appointed by the Vula steering committee to ensure that
users concerns were handled and addressed in an orderly manner. The steer-
ing committee consisted of the CEO Dr Sibisi, the executives and Vula project
managers. Presented below is the table of associations in Figure 4.11, depicting
that a process can have more than one input, like in the case of this subprocess
Communicate and distribute necessary information regarding migration progress
to all (A412).

Figure 4.11: Associations between input, output resources of the Communica-
tion Track
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(ii) Technology Track

This is the track which follows after the Communication Track, the Technol-
ogy Track. In the case of the Technology Track which is represented by the
subprocess Identify technology (A42) in a high-level diagram, the aim was to
provide users with working open source applications that are comparable in
every way to applications running on the proprietary desktop (Microsoft Win-
dows). Therefore this track involved the design of the standard Vula desktop,
whereby the selection and development of new technologies that are OSS com-
patible were considered. It is during this track that many technical aspects were
tackled of planning the OSS desktop for the migration, such as completing an
application inventory of the current Microsoft Windows desktops to help iden-
tify applications currently being utilised by users. A questionnaire was used in
this instance to gather such information (see Section 3.3.2.4). This informa-
tion was then used to help the Vula project team to easily identify the less-risk
users who could be migrated first. Not only was this track about the design of
the Vula desktop, it also involved the conversion of documents from the format
of Microsoft Office to OpenOffice. This step began when Dr Sibisi the CSIR
President/CEO announced the adoption of an ODF on 10 November 2006. The
CSIR’s adoption of ODF as a document standard was a first in South Africa.

Diagrammatic representation of the input and output resources of the Technol-
ogy Track is given in Table 4.7. While, Figure 4.12 below graphically represents
the atomic processes (or sub-subprocesses) of the Technology Track.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Develop a plan to
identify technologi-
cal and business re-
quirements (A421)

Mechanism:
Project team

Output:
Desktop design plan

To determine which OSS desk-
top hardware, operating sys-
tem, services and applications
(relevant technologies) closely
match the existing Microsoft
Windows desktop.

Analyse the current
architecture, infras-
tructure (A422)

Input:
Desktop design plan

Output:
Infrastructure analysed

To address relevant technolo-
gies such as desktop hardware,
operating system, services and
applications that will be in-
cluded in the Linux desktop.

Do an applica-
tion inventory per
user per machine
(A4221)

Input:
Infrastructure analysed

Output:
Application inventory
completed

To help identify and classify
the current desktop services
and applications.

Categorise users
according to
their dependence
on proprietary-
based applications
(A4222)

Input:
Application inventory
completed

Output:
Categorised users

To help the project team
to easily identify the less-risk
users who can be migrated
first.
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Investigate al-
ternative OSS
applications and
assess compatabil-
ity (A4223)

Input:
Categorised users,
Collected questionnaire
results

Output:
Alternative applications
identified

To determine if Linux does
support those applications that
are comparable to the ones cur-
rently used on the Microsoft
Windows desktop.

Identify the graph-
ical desktop,
environment, dis-
tribution and
applications that
will be included in
a standard desktop
(A4224)

Input:
Alternative applications
identified

Output:
Desktop profile

To establish whether Linux can
meet the needs of your users
and to also check whether its
worth being pursued in your
organisation.

Design or develop
pilot-base desktop
(A423)

Input: Desktop profile

Output:
Desktop developed

To ensure that the designed
Linux desktop is a close match
to the existing Microsoft Win-
dows desktop.

Test, customise and
refine (or improve)
the developed desk-
top (A4231)

Input:
Desktop developed

Output:
Desktop customisation

To ensure that the designed
Linux desktop profile meets
users technological require-
ments by matching the
existing Microsoft Windows
desktop profile.

Prepare data centre
servers, network
infrastucture and
support services
(A4232)

Input:
Desktop customisation

Output:
Network servers ready

To ensure that desktops con-
nect to servers, storage, print-
ers, and other network devices.

Establish a legacy
data conversion
centre and ICT
support team
(A424)

Input:
Network servers ready

Output:
Facility established

To convert all the organisa-
tions’ documents, spreadsheets
and presentations to a new for-
mat (ODF).

Table 4.7: Refined sub-subprocesses of the Technology Track sub-
process
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Figure 4.12: Technology Track sub-subprocesses
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As shown in Table 4.7, the Technology Track comprises of the refinement of
sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes) from third to fourth level. In this re-
search study the processes were refined only until the fifth level and not beyond
that. For instance the sub-subprocess Test, customise and refine (or improve)
the developed desktop (A4231) which articulates how the designed desktop was
improved, to ensure functionality of the whole desktop system was refined fur-
ther into the fifth level which can be viewed in the documentation provided on
the CD.

The associations table for the Technology Track sub-subprocesses was too large
to be placed here, therefore it can be viewed together with the provided docu-
mentation on the CD.

(iii) Training Track

The Training Track represented by the subprocess Provide environmental
training (A43) in a high-level process model diagram and involved selecting and
training users who were deemed ready for migration and included the training
of ICT technical staff (see Table 4.8 and Figure 4.13). Like all other tracks
a plan was first implemented for this track, which included: having effecient
resources in place such as a qualified training facilitator and a bigger computer
lab that will accommodate as many users as possible during a training session.
The training facilitator’s responsibility was to teach scheduled users during a
training session about Linux in general and to make it easier for them to adapt
to the new Vula desktop environment. This included encouraging the scheduled
individuals who underwent training not to resist change, but to allow it to hap-
pen and motivate their colleagues to support the organisation by partaking in
the OSS migration.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Provide environ-
mental training
(A43)

Control: Budget

Output:
Training plan developed

To prepare users by building
their OSS knowledge.

Train users and
technical staff
(A431)

Input:
Training plan developed

Output: Trained user

To ensure that both users and
technicians are familiar with
the new environment.

Encourage self-
training or allow
users to experiment
(A432)

Input: Trained user

Output:
Self-training tools

To allow users to train them-
selves about the new Linux
desktop.

Provide practical or
hands-on training
(A433)

Input:
Self-training tools

Output:
Practical training

To equip users with the neces-
sary skills.

Call for early
adopters (A434)

Input:
Practical training

Output: User pilots

To encourage volunteers that
want to migrate.
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Provide exclusive
support to early
adopters (A435)

Input: User pilots

Output:
Short-term support

To provide assistance immedi-
ately to migrated users for a
limited period.

Table 4.8: Refined sub-subprocesses of the Training Track subpro-
cess
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Figure 4.13: Training track sub-subprocess
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When attending the two day training course, the users’ machines were migrated
to the Vula desktop in order to ensure the normal and productive use of the
new desktop upon the return by the user after the training course. The train-
ing course’s focus was to prepare users to proudly own the Vula desktop and
navigate their way on that machine with comfort and ease. Presented below
are the relationship between the Training Track’s sub-subprocesses’s (or atomic
processes’s) input and output resources.

Figure 4.14: Associations between input, output resources of the Training Track
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(iv) Roll-out Track

The Roll-out Track represented by the subprocess Prepare roll-out (A44) in
a high-level process model diagram, involved the preparation and handing over
of an operating Vula desktop to the organisation. This official handing over was
done when users were migrated to the OSS environment, in this case the Vula
desktop. Like all other tracks, a plan describing the strategy for migrating the
majority of users to an OSS desktop was addressed, at the same time ensuring
that the intended expectations were met with regards to the CSIR migration
to OSS. It was during this track (immediately after the adoption of ODF) that
users’ desktops within the organisation were equipped with relevant open source
applications such as the new releases of OpenOffice and Mozilla Firefox. This
was rolled out to the whole organisation to allow CSIR employees to familiarise
themselves with some of these open source applications and to also undergo
training to get used to the look and feel of the whole Vula desktop system.
OpenOffice and Mozilla Firefox applications were replacements of Microsoft Of-
fice and Internet Explorer respectively and were used both on the Microsoft
Windows desktop and OSS desktop (Vula). Hence the activity Equip users with
latest versions of OSS equivalence (A441).

Without the readiness of the network infrastructure such as servers for e-mail or
user accounts or any other support services, desktops will not be able to operate
or connect to network servers, data storage, printers, and other network devices
in either the OSS or Microsoft Windows environment. Therefore, it is essential
to prepare network infrastructure and servers to enable desktops (both Vula
and Microsoft Windows) to interoperate with other desktop operating systems
as well as with directory and authentication services. At the same time desktops
must be managed and supported by qualified personnel (ICT technical staff).
Hence the generic activity Ensure servers, network infrastructure and support
services are ready for migration (A442).

During this track users who were deemed ready for migration or those who
were easily identified by the project team as less-risk users were migrated first,
hence the sub-subprocess Conduct pilot-courses (A443). This small number of
users sometimes referred to as early adopters were prepared for pilots one at a
time. Conducting pilots was part of testing the Vula desktop and its associated
applications, but with a small number of users. These pilots allowed users to
give feedback regarding the new look and feel of the desktop, which in turn
helped the team to rectify all kinds of mistakes. Articulating the procedure
used for scheduling users to undergo training, a refined sub-subprocesses Select
users deemed ready to migrate (A4431) and Schedule selected users for migration
(A4432) provide a description on how these users who were deemed ready to
migrate were initially scheduled for training. Furthermore the sub-subprocesses
also states the aim of the Vula project team which was to achieve the maximum
number of migrations of 40 desktops during a typical week. At first, this goal
was doable. A lot of users volunteered to participate in the migration due to the
excitement they were experiencing about this project. However, as time passed
it was a challenge for the project team to keep to this number of users and their
support from decreasing.
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Clearly articulating the strategy on how desktops were prepared for the migra-
tion is the process Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5), described
in page 98.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Prepare roll-out
(A44)

Mechanism:
Project team

Output:
Developed plan

To describe the strategy for mi-
grating the majority of users to
a Linux desktop.

Equip users with
latest versions of
OSS equivalence
(A441)

Input: Developed plan

Output:
Software rolled-out

To ensure that they get used
to the look and feel of OpenOf-
fice and Mozilla Firefox as a re-
placement for Microsoft Office
and Internet Explorer.

Ensure servers, net-
work infrastructure
and support ser-
vices are ready for
migration (A442)

Input:
Software rolled-out

Output:
Network servers
prepared

To ensure that desktops con-
nect to servers, storage, print-
ers and other network devices.

Conduct pilot-
courses (A443)

Input: Network servers
prepared

Output:
Training strategy
implemented

To prepare users for change
and to allow them to freely
give feedback regarding the
new desktop that will help the
team with rectifying the iden-
tified mistakes.

Select users deemed
ready to migrate
(A4431)

Input:
Training strategy
implemented

Output:
User readiness

To encourage more users to
come forth and migrate and at
the same time increasing the
number of already migrated
users.

Schedule selected
users for migration
(A4432)

Input:
Training strategy
implemented

Output:
Scheduled users

To ensure that the selected in-
dividuals or users are migrated.

Communicate pro-
cess to selected
users regarding the
migration (A4433)

Input:
Training strategy
implemented

Output: Project info.
communicated

To allow users and even train-
ing technicians to know of any
necessary information they will
need in order to complete the
migration.

Assign trained
technical ICT staff
with the respon-
sibility to do the
actual migration or
installation (A444)

Input: User readiness,
Scheduled users,
Project info.
communicated

Output:
Assigned personnel

To ensure that no data is lost
during the migration.
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Migrate scheduled
users to an OSS
desktop (A445)

Input:
Assigned personnel

Output:
Users migrated

To ensure that everything work
efficiently as expected.

Continue with the
conversion of tem-
plates and standard
documents (A446)

Input: Users migrated

Output:
Documents converted

To allow users time to get used
to a new format.

Table 4.9: Refined sub-subprocesses of the Roll-out Track subpro-
cess
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Figure 4.15: Roll-out Track sub-subprocesses
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Due to limited space, the associations table for the Roll-out Track’s sub-subprocesses
(or atomic processes) could not fit. However it can be viewed in the document
provided on the CD.

(v) Maintenance Track

The Maintenance Track, represented by the subprocess Plan and prepare
maintenance (A45) in a high-level process model diagram, involves preparing
how support will be provided to users once they have been migrated (or once
the above steps have been completed) and the user is at ease with operating
the Vula desktop. A plan was put into place for how users who are now utilis-
ing a Vula desktop will be supported and also how the support for the current
Microsoft Windows desktop users will be continued. The goal was to ensure
that everything was ready and continued even after the migration. Therefore
it is crucial that ICT technical staff (or technicians) be trained in advance to
perform this specific job. Table 4.10 identifies the sub-subprocesses (or atomic
processes) inputs and outputs associated with the Maintenance Track.

Process Input/output re-
source

Goal description

Plan and prepare
how maintenance
will be done (A451)

Output:
Plan developed

To determine how the users
who are now utilising different
desktop environments will be
supported.

Table 4.10: Refined sub-subprocess of a Maintenance Track sub-
process

Figure 4.16: Maintenance Track sub-subprocess

Since only one activity is shown in the Maintenance Track, the association
table revealing relationships among the input, output resources of the Mainte-
nance Track was not created.

4.3.2 (e) Migrating scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5) process
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For the Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5) process, various
steps were followed to illustrate the process of the actual migration done on
users’ desktops, performed by qualified ICT technical staff while users were on
training. It is important to note that the project leader initially communicated
all the necessary information to users before they were migrated or underwent
training. The aim was to help eliminate any confusion and surprises which
could potentially affect the success of the migration for scheduled users. These
users were scheduled by making appointments with the individuals through
a Groupwise e-mail to inform them of the dates, times and area where the
training session was taking place. These details were provided in advance to
users, to allow users to choose the migration slots (or dates) that would suit
their availability.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Communicate pro-
cess to scheduled
users (A51)

Input:
Scheduled users with
names, dates per week

Output:
Process communicated

To eliminate any confusion
and surprises which can poten-
tially affect the success of the
project.

Confirm user train-
ing completed
(A52)

Input:
Process communicated

Output: User trained

To ensure that a user undergo
training and that users can
function productively in the
OSS environment on comple-
tion of the desktop migration.

Gain exclusive ac-
cess to collect desk-
top (A53)

Input: User trained

Output: PC fetched

To prepare desktops for instal-
lation.

Migrate desktop
(A54)

Input: PC fetched

Output:
X number of migrated
PCs

To successfully complete the
migration.

Record progress
(A55)

Input:
X number of migrated
PCs

Output:
Total number of
migrated users

To keep track of how many
users have migrated and how
many haven’t migrated.

Release desktop
(A56)

Input:
Total number of
migrated users

Output: PC delivered

To enable the user to pro-
ceed with work and apply skills
learnt from the user training
with possible assistance from
the coaches.

Provide limited as-
sistance and sup-
port (A57)

Input: PC delivered

Output:
Up and running user

To assist users with all aspects
of an OSS desktop, should
there be any problems experi-
enced by users.
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Hand over to ICT
operations (A58)

Input:
Up and running user

Output:
Support services
provided

To provide standard support
and address all issues that
could have arose after the mi-
gration by working hand-in-
hand with coaches.

Table 4.11: Refined subprocesses of Migrate scheduled users to an
OSS desktop (A5) process

Figure 4.17: Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5) subprocesses
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This association table (Figure 4.18) is used to show the input and output
relationship of the Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop (A5) process on
the second level.

Figure 4.18: Associations between input, output resources of the Migrate sched-
uled users to an OSS desktop (A5)

4.3.2 (f) Support and Maintenance (A6) process

After the completion of the migration and training of scheduled users, more
assistance was provided to users by deployed migration coaches who were fully
skilled with the Linux desktop background. They were placed for a period of
two days in respective units to assist struggling users immediately. Thereafter,
once the users were comfortable with using the Vula desktop, the responsibility
was handed over to the ICT support services to continue with standard support
and maintenance on a long-term basis and address all issues that needed to be
taken care of soon after the migration (see Table 4.12 and Figure 4.19).

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Provide ongoing
support services
even after migra-
tion (A61)

Mechanism:
Helpdesk, desktop
support staff (1st line
and 2nd line support)

Output:
Support services

To ensure that everything runs
smoothly even after the migra-
tion.
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Make system
enhancements,
upgrade OSS appli-
cations with latest
updates (A62)

Input:
Support services

Output:
System updates

To ensure that the whole sys-
tem is updated with latest soft-
ware versions.

Ensure there is still
positive and contin-
uous commitment
to change (A63)

Input: System updates

Output:
Continuous project
momentum

To ensure that project keeps
going on and the rest of the or-
ganisation is migrated.

Table 4.12: Refined sub-subprocesses of the Support and Mainte-
nance (A6) subprocess
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Figure 4.19: Support and Maintenance (A6) sub-subprocess

Next is the association table listing all the sub-subprocesses (or atomic pro-
cesses) for the subprocess Support and Maintenance (A6).
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Figure 4.20: Associations between input, output resources of the Support and
Maintenance (A6) subprocess

4.3.2 (g) Document lessons learnt (A7) process

Once all the steps regarding the migration were completed, the Vula project
team thought it was useful to document the lessons they learnt during the
migration. They thought this documentation could act as a guide to those
organisations that may consider migrating to an OSS environment in future, be
it educational institutions or businesses. It was also seen as a good opportunity
for the CSIR to expand relationships and collaborations with different types of
organisations planning to migrate to an OSS environment. The document will
be published at the completion of the CSIR migration and will act as a guide
on how to perform different processes regarding the OSS migration project.

Process Input/output re-
sources

Goal description

Document the mi-
gration and lessons
learnt (A71)

Output:
Migration documented

To guide others on how to go
about the migration and to
avoid any risks involved.

Review and share
lessons learnt with
other organisations
planning to migrate
to OSS in future
(A72)

Input:
Migration documented

Output:
Migration lessons
circulated

To help other organisations mi-
grating to a Linux desktop.
Even if they are adopting a dif-
ferent distribution they could
make use of the document.

Table 4.13: Refined subprocesses for the Document lessons learnt
(A7) process
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Figure 4.21: Document lessons learnt (A7) subprocesses

Listed below in a table (Figure 4.22) are the associated inputs and outputs of
the Document lessons learnt (A7) process.

Figure 4.22: Associations between input, output resources of Document lessons
learnt (A7)
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4.4 FINDINGS

Like with any other type of migration, several problems were encountered when
constructing the high-level process model for the CSIR migration to OSS. The
findings in this section reveal the experiences encountered by the researcher
during the identification and capturing of OSS migration process models.

4.4.1 Lessons learnt from identification of process models

The lessons learned by the reseacher while participating in the OSS migra-
tion project and deriving process models will be discussed. A high-level process
model was done when it was realised that there was a need for process models
that can suggest not only the processes of the OSS migration, but that will also
help to indentify and capture generic migration processes that will assist with
the planning and implementation of an OSS migration project. A decision was
made to limit the scope of the study to process modelling, which resulted in the
research question focussing only on the process model structure of an organisa-
tional OSS migration. Therefore, the lessons learnt that are described later in
this section revolve around the following issues: interviews and interaction be-
tween the researcher and participants (that is Vula project team members and
CSIR staff) during the identification and capturing of OSS migration process
models.

It took a lot more time and resources than expected to extract the process
models for the OSS migration project, because there were not enough examples
showing the process model structure for the migration. That was not the only
problem experienced, Figure 4.23 graphically shows two more obstacles encoun-
tered during the extraction of process models. These obstacles are described
below, to help the reader understand what took place when deriving process
models for an OSS migration project.
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Figure 4.23: Problems encountered during the extraction of OSS migration
process models

As shown in Figure 4.23, a number of problems were identified by the researcher
by being involved in the Vula migration project as an observer when capturing
the migration processes. First it was difficult to get hold of Vula project team
members for interviews and they were the ones that could provide an explana-
tion about the planned stages of the migration and describe how they intend to
execute the migration. The goal for conducting these interviews was to estab-
lish whether or not the interviewed project team member agreed with what had
been documented already about the migration plans. However, every member
of the team were swamped with a lot of work at that stage so it was not easy to
get an appoinment scheduled with them. These members all wanted to ensure
that the actual migration takes place as anticipated on time and successfully.
First an e-mail was sent to schedule appointments with some of the project team
members. See a brief summary of the interview questions and responses cap-
tured in Tables in page 62 and 63 with some of the Vula project team members
who finally made time to talk about their knowledge regarding the project.

It was also difficult at first to get the appointments scheduled with certain
project team members because some were very unsure about my work and rea-
sons for interviewing them. After I confronted them and assured them that
there would be no threating questions directed at them, I was allowed to in-
terview them. The interviews begun with a friendly discussion in which the
respondents were allowed to say anything that was on their minds that could
give a clear description about the migration. This approach was used to keep
the respondents at ease, to show that I was interested in listening to the person
I was talking to and wanted to get as much information about the migration as
possible.

While deriving process models, a tool for modelling the processes graphically
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was put into consideration. At first a feasibility study was conducted on differ-
ent tools that were OSS-related that could be used for modelling the processes.
The tool chosen was DIA and was used to graphically represent the process
models and its subprocess models using a standard process modelling notation
called IDEF0. This application, DIA, already exists on the Vula desktop.

The theory gathered from the interviews about the migration activities was
used as a guideline for deriving process models. The steps specified in Table 4.1
in Section 4.3, which were defined in 2008 for the identification and capturing
of process model structure for the OSS migration were also utilised during the
process. The aim was to ensure that the high-level process model is produced
together with its refined subprocess models. At first following and achieving
those steps in Table 4.1 seemed unrealistic. However, with the assistance of
the tool chosen to graphichally represent the processes, the steps were easier to
follow though it took longer than expected to reach the intended results.

In contrast to the experiences with Vula project team members, scheduling
appointments with migration early adopters for interviews were not much of a
struggle. After being migrated, a 20 minute appointment was set up for few
days after. These appointments were with users who were prepared to talk
about their individual experiences with regards to the migration. Those experi-
ences were then documented and can be viewed in the documentation provided
on the CD.

4.4.2 Time

The time spent on data collection was longer than the time spent on mod-
elling the processes. The process for gathering data was a tedious one because
the longest period was spent on understanding the activities of the CSIR OSS
migration project. This was done by first conducting interviews with different
Vula project team members and it took a lot of time to meet with them and
it was difficult to have appointments scheduled with them due to their workload.

Also, it took a bit of time to get familiar with the different CSIR units which
were in support of the migration project and to realise who were resisting. To
know this was a basic requirement as I had to set up meetings with the unit
champions. The name ‘unit champions’ was used to refer to individuals who
were selected in their different units by the Vula project team to assist with the
units’ users’ issues concerning the migration.They had to ensure that everyone
within their units were familiar with the migration project and up to date with
its progress. In a short period of time the initial idea of having unit champions in
place was scrapped from the migration plan due to several reasons. The name
‘unit champions’ no longer existed and was replaced by the word ’migration
coaches’ and their tasks were more or less the same; to promote the migration
process and provide limited assistance to users.

Though the process took longer than expected, once the data was captured
it took about a year or less to model the involved process models and refine
them into subprocesses and sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes) (that is sec-
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ond level, third level until the fifth level), and thereafter to extract the generic
process models from the captured process models, which will be the next step
discussed in Chapter 5.

At least there were no financial implications with the time spent to model pro-
cesses of the OSS migration project.

4.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter the process models of the CSIR migration to OSS were presented,
with the deliverable being the high-level process model diagram, which was de-
rived further into lower level diagrams. In section 4.4, the interviews which
were conducted with several Vula project team members proved to be valuable
as they provided insight on the whole process which was followed specifically
for the CSIR migration to OSS.

In Chapter 5, the extraction of generic process models (that is process refer-
ence models) will be discussed with regards to the contribution of the evidence
that is found in this chapter, together with the validation or analysis of results
suggested by the field experts of the Vula project team.
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Chapter 5

CONTRIBUTION: THE
GENERIC OPEN
SOURCE PROCESS
REFERENCE MODELS

5.1 Introduction

5.4 Listing of PRMs or generic processes

5.5 Summary

5.2 Overview: process reference
models (PRMs)

5.3 Reflection: Research method followed 
to select PRMs 

5.3.1 Reflection: research approach

5.3.2 Reflection: data collection

Figure 5.1: Chapter 5 outline
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter addressed the third research question for this study: What
are the key processes within an organisational open source migration (OOSM)?
Data gathering was conducted at the CSIR to derive the OSS migration process
models and were modelled using a standard process modelling notation called
IDEF0. This resulted in the deliverable process models for an OSS migration
in Chapter 4 which were further refined into a set of subprocess models.

In this chapter the focus is on the suggestion of process reference models ex-
tracted from a set of process models articulated in Chapter 4. For this chapter,
the research question What are the process reference models that are essential
for an OOSM? is addressed. The purpose is to list the process reference models
identified during the CSIR migration project to OSS. To address this research
question, the generic process model structure for the OSS migration will be
shown and described in this chapter. Section 5.2 of this chapter provides a sum-
mary of what a process reference model is, followed by Section 5.3 reflecting on
the research approach, research method, data collection and analysis techniques
used for this study. Section 5.4 lists the generic process models. The chapter
concludes with a summary in Section 5.5.

5.2 OVERVIEW: PROCESS REFERENCE MOD-
ELS

As specified earlier in Section 2.5, a process reference model is a term used to
refer to a generic process model structure; a library of individualised process
models in a certain application domain showing the graphical flow of processes
and subprocesses as well as their relationship. These individualised process
models can be reused by different organisations and companies to perform their
business functions in a similar way without having to design their own from
scratch (Rosa et al., 2005).

Without the use of process reference models for this study, which are often
used to capture the common activities, roles and resources of any process in a
certain environment and thereafter adapt them in another (Rosa et al., 2005),
it would have been difficult to provide a generic library of process models for an
organisational OSS migration project. Thus the process knowledge gained from
the study enabled the extraction of process reference models for a typical OSS
migration project. These process reference models are outlining all the repeat-
able organisational OSS migration processes (Pawlak et al., 2004), which can
assist other organisations and companies migrating to OSS to do so successfully.
Project managers and their teams can then better execute and plan these types
of projects.
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5.3 REFLECTION: RESEARCH APPROACH
FOLLOWED TO IDENTIFY PROCESS REF-
ERENCE MODELS

This section briefly addresses the method chosen to collect and identify previ-
ously listed process models of the CSIR migration to OSS in Chapter 4.

5.3.1 Reflection: research approach

As previously stated in Chapter 1 and 3, a case study approach was used
for the data collection of this study, together with a systematic research ap-
proach; Five phases can be followed during the identification of a process model
structure and only three of those phases were utilised for this research. The pro-
cess models were modelled using a standard process modelling notation called
IDEF0.

In essence, the TOP-DOWN procedure was used to list all the migration pro-
cesses which took place during the project from high-level process models to
lower-level process models. The TOP-DOWN approach means that the focus
was on identifying the high-level diagram first for the OSS migration processes,
followed by a thorough assessment and refinement of high-level processes into
child diagrams or subprocesses. Thereafter, selecting processes which seemed
generic was the focus of this chapter. In theory the process models which will
be identified in this chapter can be reused, but in practice these generic process
models will have to be tested first against any another environment to see how
effective they are. However, this will be considered as future work arising from
this study. For the present scope of this study, all generic processes were labelled
in the form of red text. Those that are partially generic and non-generic were
labelled in blue text, to be easily identified when discussed in detail in Section
5.4.

5.3.2 Reflection: data collection

The methods of the case study approach which were fit for investigating the
CSIR migration activities to OSS included observing the migration right from
the working environment, interviewing project managers, project team mem-
bers and users who were involved in the migration and reviewing in detail all
the documentation that had to do with the migration, such as the questionnaire
and other examples of OSS migration projects already conducted worldwide.

As stated in Section 3.3.2.1 and shown in Tables in page 62 and 63 pre-migration
interviews were conducted with several senior members of the Vula project team
to help the researcher understand the process involved in migrating users to an
OSS environment. The first interview was with the project manager Hennie
Bezuidenhout, the second with technical leader Thomas Fogwill and the last
interview was with the Communications’ unit managers Christa van der Merwe
and Tlhogi Mokhema. Thereafter post-migration interviews were held with nu-
merous migrated users to note their experiences. All the questions and responses
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of the post-migration interviews are available on the included CD. The inter-
view guide comprised of the following sections: purpose of the interview, names
of the interviewee, interviewer guideline questions and the table for interview
responses. In the documentation provided on the CD, the interviewees elabo-
rated on their experiences, how they viewed the migration project and whether
it benefited them or not.

All the interviews were conducted in person, one on one and were recorded.
Thereafter the responses were documented and the report was given to the ICT
manager to work through, together with the Vula team to implement changes
where necessary. The format and process of the interview was at all times kept
on track by the interviewer.

The questionnaire also contributed to the collection of data for this research,
based on participants’ responses which were then captured and analysed by the
Vula project team. The observations and literature review were also valuable
tools used for gaining knowledge about the activities of the migration to OSS.

After using the CSIR as a case study, it is strongly believed that the generic
process models (process reference models) can be a useful guide to other organ-
isations venturing into the same type of a project. However, this is something
that must be verified by another research study that can be done in future, as
it was not part of the scope for this dissertation. For future research it will be
useful to verify the findings of the CSIR migration to OSS in a similar project
but in a different organisation.

5.4 LISTING OF PROCESS REFERENCE MOD-
ELS

This section provides a list of extracted process reference models which were
captured by the researcher from the CSIR migration project to OSS and were
verified by experts of the Vula project team. It was a great experience to
capture process models comprising of generic migration processes (identified and
documented for this type of a project) and to elaborate on generic migration
activities that can be replicated by organisations migrating to OSS in future.

5.4.1 (a) Identify the high-level process model

Shown in Figure 5.2 is the repetition of a high-level process model diagram
and its set of subprocess models which were refined further (previously described
in Chapter 4). This diagram reveals the extracted process reference models for
the OSS migration in a high-level hierarchy. These process reference models will
be listed and discussed in this chapter and mainly the ones that are acceptable
and applicable when it comes to the OSS migration. Process models highlighted
in red text are the ones which were found to be generic during the study, the
ones in blue text can be generic or non-generic depending on a choice made by
the organisation and those in black text are not generic.
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Figure 5.2: Highlighted process reference models in a High-level diagram
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5.4.1 (b) List of processes

Following this structure, the list of processes shown in the high-level diagram
comprised of a set of 7 processes, where several processes were found to be
generic and some not. Here is a list of those 7 processes:

A1= Kick-start the project
A2= Form the project team
A3= Announce the project publicly
A4= Develop migration plan, divide the project into tracks
A5= Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop
A6= Support and maintenance
A7= Document lessons learnt.

The next step after the listing of the 7 processes was to determine the pos-
sible generic migration processes (process reference models) that are bound to
re-occur in other organisations when it comes to OSS migration projects. Table
5.1 below has listed in detail the 7 processes that are generic and non-generic
and the reasons why each process was considered generic or not.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Kick-start the
project (A1)

Y This activity is generic because it is a process
that must take place in order to initiate or
introduce the project.

Form the project
team (A2)

Y This activity is generic because a dedicated
team is required to plan the migration.

Announce the
project publicly
(A3)

C This activity is neither generic nor non-
generic because not all projects need to be
announced publicly. If you want people to
know about this project then you can inform
the public about it.

Develop migration
plan, divide the
project into tracks
(A4)

Y This activity is generic because some projects
are too large to be handled by just one per-
son. The migration plan is needed in order to
create a platform to run this project from the
start until the end and be able to determine
what infrastructure or resources are needed to
make this project a success.

Communicate mi-
gration plans or
project scope (A41)

Y This activity is generic because this is the
time when the project team will have to en-
sure that the main stakeholders and end-users
are well-informed about the migration project
and are motivated and prepared to move from
the current state to the desired one.

Identify technology
(A42)

Y This activity is generic because a plan is re-
quired to outline the approach used in select-
ing technology and designing a standard desk-
top.

Provide environ-
mental training
(A43)

Y This activity is generic because a plan outlin-
ing how training will be implemented is re-
quired.
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Prepare roll-out
(A44)

Y This activity is generic because this plan will
describe the strategy for migrating the major-
ity of users to an OSS desktop and it will also
address the support structures that have to
be in place in order to enable the roll-out.

Plan and prepare
maintenance (A45)

Y This activity is generic because with a main-
tenance plan in place, preparations must be
done as to how support services will be pro-
vided to users currently using the proprietary
desktop and to users who have just migrated
to OSS.

Migrate scheduled
users to an OSS
desktop (A5)

Y This activity is generic because it explains the
process of the actual migration of the desktop.

Support and main-
tenance (short
term and long
term) (A6)

Y This activity is generic because even after
the migration the current proprietary desk-
top must still be supported as well as the new
OSS desktop environment.

Document lessons
learnt (A7)

C This activity is generic because documenting
projects such as this one can be very useful to
those organisations and businesses that might
consider migrating to an open source environ-
ment in future.

Table 5.1: Process reference models for the High-level diagram

Out of these 7 processes which were identified, 5 processes were considered
to be generic excluding the Announce the project publicly (A3) process and
Document lessons learnt (A7) process. Unfortunately these two were neglected
because they are not crucial processes that every organisation can act upon.
That means it is not imperative for every organisation to publicly inform ev-
eryone about their projects or share lessons learnt about the work they did. To
share information like this is a choice that needs to be made by an organisation.
The rest of the 5 processes which were examined to determin if they are generic
are distinguished below from those that were considered to be non-generic.

The process Kick-start the project (A1) is generic because for every project
an announcement has to be made to declare the project open.

Form the project team (A2) process is hard to ignore, because a project needs
a proper dedicated team in place as it will not be easy for one person to handle
the project on their own. Having extra hands is crucial.

Announce the project publicly (A3) process is not generic due to reasons which
were specified above.

Develop migration plan, divide the project into tracks (A4) process is essential
and generic because without it there will be no platform created to determine
how to run this project from the start until completion. The migration plan is
needed in order to provide or divide tasks equally to each member of the team.
The projects must be divided into tracks and also be sub-divided into several
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tracks or phases. Each track will be led by someone in the team whose passion
or day-job is fully aligned with the that type of assignment. Migration plans
are also needed to determine the kind of infrastructure or resources needed to
make the project a success.

The A5 process which is Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop is also
generic because this stage signifies completion. That means most of the work
regarding the migration has been done and all that is left is to reach everyone
within the organisation to migrate to OSS.

Support and maintenance A6 process is generic because it entails a short-term
and long-term support system plan for the whole organisation.

The Document lessons learnt (A7) process can be generic or non-generic. The
work done on a specific project can be published if one wants everyone in an
organisation to read about it.

After completion of the listing, these generic and non-generic processes of a
high-level diagram are then refined to lower-levels (or second-levels) of the above
specified high-level process model.

5.4.2 Identify and list the second-level process models

As for the lower-levels process models (or child diagrams in second- level)
which consist of the refined processes (or subprocesses) of the high-level process
model diagram, the first process to focus on will be Kick-start the project (A1),
see Figure 5.3. This process consists of the following set of subprocess models
listed below immediately after Figure 5.3; some of them identified as generic
and others as non-generic. Note that only subprocesses highlighted in red text
were considered to be generic, the ones in blue text rely on choices made by the
organisation. Table 5.2 provides various descriptions on why some subprocesses
were found to be generic and others not.
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Figure 5.3: Highlighted process reference models for the Kick-start the project
(A1)
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5.4.2 (a) List of subprocesses for Kick-start the project (A1)

A11= Plan the migration
A12= Create a brand for the project
A13= Review work done by other organisations
A14= Obtain organisational commitment to support the migration
A15= Do awareness campaigns
A16= Demonstrate to users the planned OSS desktop.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Plan the migration
(A11)

Y This activity is generic because a project plan
will help to create a platform to run this
project from the start until the end and also
guide you in identifying some of the pitfalls
that can be avoided.

Create a brand for
the project (A12)

N This activity is not generic because some or-
ganisations will see no need in naming the
project, while others might see it as a good
idea as they will be able to use the brand as a
logo or an icon on desktops and on published
materials.

Review work done
by other organisa-
tions (A13)

Y This activity is generic because in order to
know what you are letting your organisation
into, a detailed investigation has to be done
first. And lot of papers needs to be read and it
includes looking at what others have done and
how they managed to achieve good results.

Obtain organisa-
tional commitment
to support the
migration (A14)

Y This activity is generic because without the
support from users, this can lead to the down
fall of the project. So ensuring that every-
one is aware of this project will enable you to
receive positive support from end-users.

Do awareness cam-
paigns (A15)

Y This activity is generic because the campaigns
will remind and motivate users about the se-
riousness of this project.

Demonstrate to
users the planned
OSS desktop (A16)

C This activity is neither generic nor non-
generic because it is not essential to have a
prototype desktop ready when coming into
consult with users. However, if you do have a
prototype that you can show to users then do
not hesitate to do so.

Table 5.2: Process reference models for the Kick-start the project
(A1)

Subprocess (A11) Plan the migration is specified as generic because without
a plan in place any project might fail, as there will be no guidance or platform
to run this project from the start until the end. Therefore, the migration plan
is a crucial activity at the beginning of the project.

In terms of the subprocess Create a brand for the project (A12), this activ-
ity was found not to be generic because some organisations may see no need in
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naming their project, while others might see it as a good idea to use the brand
name to advertise themselves when seeking funding from other stakeholders.

With the subprocess Review work done by other organisations (A13), the mi-
grating organisation is required to know what they are letting their organisation
into, therefore a detailed investigation has to be done first and lot of papers needs
to be read. That includes looking at what others have done and how they have
managed to achieve good results. This subprocess is generic.

To Obtain organisational commitment to support the migration (A14) it is im-
portant to ensure that everyone within the organisation is aware of the project,
because without the support from users or the organisation’s employees the
project could fail. This subprocess is generic. Users are the main drivers of the
end product because it will be recieved and used by them at the completion of
the project.

Do awareness campaigns (A15). This subprocess is generic but requires proper
planning and time, because the campaigns will act as a reminder and motivation
to users about the seriousness of this project.

Demonstrate to users the planned OSS desktop (A16). This subprocess is par-
tially generic and non-generic because it is not crucial to have a prototype
desktop ready when starting with the project, but should you have a prototype
that you can show to users then do not hesitate to do so.

5.4.2 (b) List of subprocesses for the Form project team (A2)
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Figure 5.4: Highlighted process reference models for Form project team (A2)
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A2= Form project team
A21= Identify those that will govern the project
A22= Divide project tasks within team members
A23= Draw a schedule plan for the migration.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Form project team
(A2)

Y This activity is generic because a dedicated
team with the required skills is worth having
to plan the migration. This team will provide
solutions to arising problems and ensure that
the project runs smoothly.

Identify those that
will govern the
project (A21)

Y This activity is generic because knowing who
does what within the project will make it eas-
ier to divide tasks amongst all the team mem-
bers. As such it is highly important to know
who will lead the project and also the partic-
ular tasks members of a team will be respon-
sible for.

Divide project
tasks within team
members (A22)

Y This activity is generic because every member
in a team will now know the particular tasks
they will be responsible for.

Draw a schedule
plan for the migra-
tion (A23)

Y This activity is generic because a plan will
help to create a platform to run this project
from the start until the end. It will also iden-
tify some of the pitfalls that can be avoided.

Table 5.3: Process reference models for Form project team (A2)

As shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.3 all the subprocesses of the Form
project team (A2) are generic, because the actual migration needs a dedicated
team that can plan the migration and ensure that any obstacles are taken care
of and that everything runs as smoothly as possible. The team must consist
of several members and each member will be responsible for the tasks given to
him/her. This was the case for the CSIR migration project, a committed Vula
Team was formed to take all the responsibility concerning the migration.

This activity is generic because a team with multi-disciplinary skills is a ba-
sic requirement. Most migration projects are too large to be handled by one
person, thus assistance from other team members is of importance. Every mem-
ber in a team must be responsible for particular tasks given to him/her and must
complete them successfully. It could be the responsibility of each individual in
a team to choose tasks that they feel comfortable with or the CEO or even the
project manager can delegate those tasks based on their work experience. Dr
Sibisi did this when he appointed Laurens Cloete as the project coordinator,
who then identified potential candidates to be part of the team.

5.4.2 (c) List of subprocesses for the Announce project publicly (A3)

A31= Announce the project internally and externally
A32= Invite Media.
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Figure 5.5: Highlighted process reference models for Announce Project Publicly
(A3)

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Announce the
project internally
and externally
(A31)

C This activity is neither generic or non-generic
because, as mentioned earlier if you want
other people to know about this project then
you can inform the public about it, if not then
you can just keep mum about it.

Invite Media (A32) C This activity, which is dependent on the
above-mentioned process, is also neither
generic nor non-generic because it can only
take place once you have chosen to inform the
public about the project. You can then invite
the media to write a piece about this project.

Table 5.4: Process reference models for Announce Project Publicly
(A3)

This process Announce the project publicly (A3) on its own is partially
generic and non-generic, hence the subprocesses were highlighted in blue text
for this activity. Furthermore, it is commonly believed that it is not essential to
introduce any project to the outside world or motivate as to the reasons that led
to the initiation of the project. It can be important for projects like the CSIR
migration to OSS to be introduced as part of economical and technological de-
velopment, however this is not a forceful action. Therefore the two subprocesses
that this process Announce the project publicly (A3) consist of were regarded
as a choice that the organisation or individual must make, depending on who is
leading the project.

5.4.2 (d) Develop migration plan, divide the project into tracks (A4)

As specified previously in Chapter 4 this process involves the migration tracks:
Communication Track, Technology Track, Training Track, Roll-out Track, Main-
tenance Track. Each of these migration tracks were analysed on its own, with a
number of sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes) emerging from each. Listed
and discussed below are those tracks’ sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes).

(i) List of sub-subprocesses for the Communication Track

In contrary to the abovementioned process models which were only refined
in the second-level, most of the following process models for the Communi-
cation Track were decomposed further into third-level as shown in the list of
sub-subprocesses (or atomic processes) below immediately after Figure 5.6. In
Table 5.5 is the brief description of generic and non-generic sub-subprocesses
(or atomic processes) that falls under this track.
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Figure 5.6: Highlighted process reference models for Communication Track
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A4= Develop a communication plan
A41= Communicate migration plans or project scope
A411= Create user awareness
A4111= Communicate reasons for change
A4112= Address users’ concerns
A4113= Create positive momentum or motivation for change
A4114= Build users’ knowledge or understanding of OSS
A412= Prepare and distribute necessary information regarding the migration
progress to all
A4121= Update users and top management internally with regular feedback
A4122= Communicate progress externally also.

Here is a brief description of why some of the Communication Track sub-
subprocesses (or atomic processes) were found to be generic and others partially
generic. Note that only processes highlighted in red text were considered to be
generic, the ones in blue text relied on choices made by the organisation.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Develop a commu-
nication plan (A4)

Y This activity is generic because a plan is re-
quired to outline the approach that will be
followed to communicate the project to users.

Communicate mi-
gration plans or
project scope (A41)

Y This activity is generic because this is the
time when the project team will have to en-
sure that the main stakeholders ’end-users’
are well-informed about the migration project
and are motivated and prepared to move from
the current state to the desired one.

Create user aware-
ness (A411)

Y This activity is generic because besides mak-
ing users aware of the project, the team
should use this particular time to achieve buy-
in across the organisation and ensure that
the organisational support and commitment
is gained.

Communicate rea-
sons for change
(A4111)

Y This activity is generic because motivating
and persuading users within the organisation
to support the migration and making them
realise the good investment they are making
by moving to an open source environment is
a good idea.

Address users’ con-
cerns (A4112)

Y This activity is generic because this is the
chance that users will have to raise their con-
cerns about moving to another distribution.
Here the team will have to assure end-users
that their needs will be met where possible.
No one is willing to put themselves and their
work at risk. If other issues raised by end-
users cannot be resolved, talk to them or ne-
gotiate with them.

Create positive mo-
mentum or moti-
vation for change
(A4113)

Y This activity is generic because once users
have been reassured that their needs will be
met, positive momentum will continue to in-
crease for the migration. This kind of aware-
ness will always stick in users’ minds and most
of them will never forget this initiative.
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Build user knowl-
edge or understand-
ing of OSS (A4114)

Y This activity is generic because users who are
clueless about the new open source environ-
ment will be exposed to it and learn more
about it through reading and training.

Prepare and dis-
tribute necessary
information re-
garding migration
progress to all
(A412)

Y This activity is generic because the entire or-
ganisation and everyone that will affected by
the migration will always be informed or up-
dated about the status of the migration.

Update users and
top management
internally with
regular feedback
(A4121)

Y This activity is generic because everyone
within your organisation will be kept informed
about the migration and of any changes that
might be taking place.

Communicate
progress externally
also (A4122)

C This activity is neither generic nor non-
generic because depending on the organisa-
tion’s principles it is not essential to update
everyone outside the organisation about this
project. If the external entities that the or-
ganisation collaborates with will be affected
by this change, you must let them know of
the challenges faced by the organisation with
regards to the migration.

Table 5.5: Process reference models for Communication Track

The Communication Track’s focus is on developing a communication plan.
Developing such a plan takes time and effort, thus this activity is considered
generic because it is crucial to develop a communication plan that fully supports
the migration to OSS. This plan must outline the communication approach that
must be followed, including the major communication venues to be used during
the project for meetings and so forth.

Communication plans can be used to make the migration process and progress
visible to everyone who will be affected and this is where Communicating migra-
tion plans or project scope (A41) comes into place as depicted in Table 5.5. The
purpose of the communication plan is to allow the main stakeholders and users
to be informed about the migration project and to be motivated and prepared
to move from the current state to the desired one. The Communicate migration
plans or project scope (A41) process was further refined into the third-level pro-
cess models which were mainly found to be generic as analysed in Table 5.5.

The next sub-subprocess Create user awareness (A411) is generic because it
is one of those steps that must be taken in order to make users aware of the
project. The reasons that motivated this kind of change to take place must
also be prepared and communicated to the corncerned stakeholders; in this case
the CSIR’s employees. Therefore the generic sub-subprocess is Communicate
reasons for change (A412).

The next generic sub-subprocess Address users’ concerns (A413) suggests pro-
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viding the corncerned parties, that is users, with a chance to raise their concerns
about the movement to another distribution. Remember that not everyone
within the organisation will be happy about this kind of change, therefore it
is best to first listen to users’ aggreviations before continuing further with the
move and reach a compromise where possible.

The sub-subprocess Create positive momentum or motivation for change (A414)
is also generic. Once users are reassured that their needs will be met, excitement
generated for the project sticks in users’ minds and most of them never forget
about this initiative and continue to offer their support. At the same time it
must be noted that not everyone will support the migration, therefore it is im-
portant to train all of those who don’t know this new environment. To get users
to know or understand how to operate the new distribution the sub-subprocess
(A415) Build users’ knowledge or understanding of OSS is relevant. Then ev-
eryone within the organisation must be kept up to date with all the necessary
information regarding the migration, therefore sub-subprocess Prepare and dis-
tribute necessary information regarding migration progress to all (A416) and
sub-subprocess Update users and top management internally with regular feed-
back (A417) are generic. As for reporting progress outside the organisation, it
is a choice that must be made by organisational leaders based on business needs
and collaborations with its stakeholders.

(ii) List of sub-subprocesses for the Technology Track

The same procedures applied in the Communication Track were also used
for the Technology Track, where the focus was not only based on second-level
process models, but also on the third and fourth-level as shown in Figure 5.7.
However, due to limited space only the Technology Track’s sub-subprocesses on
third and fourth-level are analysed in Table 5.6, the rest of the details can be
viewed further in documentation provided on the CD.
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Figure 5.7: Highlighted process reference models for Technology Track
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A421= Develop a plan to identify technological and business requirements
A422= Analyse the current architecture and infrastructure
A4221= Do an application inventory per user per machine
A4222= Categorise users according to their dependence on proprietary-based
applications
A4223= Investigate alternative OSS applications and assess compatability
A4224= Identify the graphical desktop, environment, distribution and applica-
tions that will be included in a standard desktop
A423= Design or develop a pilot-base desktop
A4231= Test, customise and refine the developed desktop
A4232= Prepare data centre servers, network infrastucture and support services
A424= Establish a legacy data conversion centre and ICT support team.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Develop a plan to
identify technologi-
cal and business re-
quirements (A421)

Y This activity is generic because a plan is re-
quired to outline the approach used in select-
ing technology, designing a standard desktop,
putting in place the architectural or network
infrastructure and other technical aspects or
developments that may be needed for the mi-
gration.

Analyse the current
architecture and in-
frastructure (A422)

Y This activity is generic because it will help you
to understand the current proprietary desk-
top and to determine which operating system,
desktop hardware, applications, and services
closely match the open source desktop envi-
ronment.

Do an applica-
tion inventory per
user per machine
(A4221)

Y This activity is generic because it will help to
identify the currently used applications on the
existing proprietary desktop, in order to know
what kind of technological and business appli-
cations must be included in the open source
desktop environment to match the current en-
vironment.

Categorise users
according to
their dependence
on proprietary-
based applications
(A4222)

Y This activity is generic because it will help the
project team to easily identify less-risk users
who can be migrated first and have a plan
in place for individuals who will be running
critical, in-house or special proprietary-based
applications.

Investigate al-
ternative OSS
applications and
assess compatabil-
ity (A4223)

Y This activity is generic because once the alter-
native applications and their functionality are
compatible with the current ones used on the
proprietary desktop, then it is easier to deter-
mine the matching applications that must be
included on the open source desktop.
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Identify the graph-
ical desktop,
environment, dis-
tribution and
applications that
will be included in
a standard desktop
(A4224)

Y This activity is generic because here you will
be making a final decision about which distri-
bution and associated applications best sup-
port your business objectives in terms of in-
teroperability, certification, product support,
ease of installation, software management,
and open source innovation. The above re-
sults will determine which route to take.

Design or develop
a pilot-base desk-
top (A423)

Y This activity is generic because this is the
desktop that will closely match the existing
proprietary desktop and will contain every
OSS-related application that is critical to ev-
ery user’s work to enable them to continue
with their work without any disruptions.

Test, customise and
refine the developed
desktop (A4231)

Y This activity is generic because continuous
tests or improvements will ensure that the
developed open source desktop functions well
and meets users’ requirements.

Prepare data centre
servers, network
infrastucture and
support services
(A4232)

Y This activity is generic because once the open
source desktop has been developed, e-mail
server, temporary backup facility for data mi-
gration and network infrastructure also need
to be ready to support open source desktops.
This is to ensure that desktops connect to
servers, storage, printers, and other network
devices. Everything must operate smoothly.

Establish a legacy
data conversion
centre and ICT
support team
(A424)

Y This activity is generic because the adoption
of an ODF standard means that all docu-
ments, spreadsheets and presentations needs
to be converted to an OpenOffice document
format (ODF) and tested by a small conver-
sion support team to ensure that all docu-
ments meet an open document standard.

Table 5.6: Process reference models for Technology Track

From the above evaluation of the Technology Track, there are many technical
aspects to be considered when planning an OSS desktop migration. Therefore
a plan for the Technology Track is essential in the initial stage, as it is required
to address things like the design of the standard desktop, architectural and
back-end implications of the migration and also to outline the approach used
for selecting technology and to cover any development of applications that may
be required. Hence we declare the sub-subprocess (A421) Develop a plan to
identify technological and business requirements as generic.

In this regard after doing all the planning, the analysis of the current desktop is
required to determine which operating system, desktop hardware, applications
and services will be included in the Linux desktop environment and evaluate how
close a match the new environment is to the existing Microsoft Windows desk-
top. It is also recommended that first a study is done of what other companies
have done to have successful migrations and that their work be used to guide
you in planning the migration for your organisation. For these reasons and more
which are provided in the documentation on the CD this sub-subprocess (A422)
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Analyse the current architecture and infrastructure was found to be generic.

Following the planning and assessment is the sub-subprocess Do an application
inventory per user per machine (A4221), it involves completing an application
inventory for the current desktops. This sub-subprocess is highly recommended
as it will help to identify and classify desktop services and applications. This
basic set of desktop services and applications include amongst others an office
or productivity suite, faxing, file, scanning and printing services, e-mail, calen-
dar, virus scanning and spam filtering, POP, IMAP, DMS, instant messaging,
audio or video playback, browser, etc. At the CSIR a questionnaire was used
to gather information of applications utilised by users at the time. In some
instances a program can be written that will enable one to search and extract
the information from the user’s desktop applications.

After completing an application inventory of the current desktops, it is also
recommended that users must be categorised according to their dependence
on Microsoft Windows-based applications; sub-subprocess (A4222) Categorise
users according to their dependence on proprietary-based applications. This cat-
egorisation will be based on a collected inventory of desktop applications done
in the previous processes. This will help the project team to easily identify the
less-risk users who can be migrated first.

As part of planning a desktop migration, it is important to determine if the
OSS environment (Linux) supports the applications that are comparable to
the currently used ones on the Microsoft Windows desktop. Then it is easier
to determine the matching applications that must be included on the Linux
desktop. Sub-subprocess (A4223) Investigate alternative OSS applications and
assess compatability.

The following sub-subprocess Identify the graphical desktop, environment, dis-
tribution and applications that will be included in a standard desktop (A4224),
was considered generic and critical because it involves making that final deci-
sion about which distribution and its associated applications best support the
business objectives in terms of interoperability, certification, product support,
ease of installation, software management and open source innovation. This is
a critical point which will determine the design of the future desktop that will
cater for the organisation’s needs and it will be expected to meet users’ needs
in the same way that the previous Microsoft Windows desktop used to.

To design an OSS desktop takes times and effort, therefore it is important to
first determine which desktop hardware, operating system, services and appli-
cations will be included on the OSS desktop profile and how close a match that
profile must be to the existing Microsoft Windows desktop. Every application
that is most relevant to users’ work must be included on this desktop. That
includes OSS alternatives of applications that are found within the Microsoft
Windows environment. Sub-subprocess (A423) Design or develop a pilot-base
desktop.

Once the desktop has been designed and put together, continuous tests and
improvements must be performed to ensure that the developed Linux desktop
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is well-functioning. A lot of time must be spent on developing this desktop as
users want a 100 percent working desktop that will enable them to do their work
without any disruptions Patience and cautiousness are highly recommended in
this instance. Process (A4231) Test, customise and refine the developed desktop.

Once the OSS desktop has been developed and continuously tested, additional
factors such as an e-mail server, temporary backup facility for data migration,
network infrastructure may also need to be considered. These services must
be prepared to support OSS desktops, that is to ensure that desktops are con-
stantly connected and communicating with servers, storage, printers and other
network devices. Backup systems must be kept up to date to ensure that users’
data is stored and kept safe at all times and there will be a backup in case
something goes wrong. Without these kinds of resources in place, the migration
on the technological side may be doomed. Process (A4232) Prepare data centre
servers, network infrastucture and support services.

Remember that migrating to an OSS environment involves the adoption of an
OpenOffice document format (ODF). This means that all documents, spread-
sheets and presentations must support this open standard by being converted to
a standard format of OpenOffice and tested by a small conversion support team
to ensure that all documents meet open document standards. Sub-subprocess
(A424) Establish a legacy data conversion centre and ICT support team.

The processes of the Technology Track, described above, were all considered
to be generic as shown in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.6, because they were all iden-
tified as critical steps required to be taken by skilled migration project team
members, when they design and develop an OSS desktop system that will suit
users’ needs within the organisation.

As it was specified in the previous chapter the sub-subprocess (A4231) Test,
customise and refine the developed desktop, was also refined further into a set of
atomic processes. From this set of atomic processes, the generic ones were iden-
tified and can be viewed in Table 5.7 and also in the documentation provided
on the CD with more details.
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Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Perform testing
(A42311)

Y This activity is generic because perform-
ing tests will ensure that everything runs
smoothly. This is a vital process that will
determine whether the developed desktop is
ready for use. If not, more tests have to be
conducted until everything works as required.
If the developed desktop works perfectly it can
be rolled out into a production environment.

Set-up a test lab
(A42312)

Y This activity is generic because the proposed
open source desktop and its associated appli-
cations must be tested in a development lab, or
in a pilot or limited production setting before
rolling it out into a production environment.

Test the operating
system (desktop)
and associated
applications (soft-
ware, hardware,
legacy systems
compatability)
(A42313)

Y This activity is generic because these kinds
of tests will ensure that the developed desk-
top and its associated applications work as re-
quired and also ensure that they connect or
communicate with the systems used within the
organisation such as e-Procurement, ERP, HR,
Workflow systems etc.

Conduct pilot tests
(A42314)

Y This activity is generic because doing these
kinds of tests will help to identify potential
areas such as those that would need to be cov-
ered in a user training manual or that the help
desk and support staff will need to be aware of.
Therefore, the training and instructions man-
ual prepared for users and technicians can be
updated as needed during testing.

Ensure functional-
ity and efficiency of
the whole system
(A42315)

Y This activity is generic because with every-
thing working as expected, it means the en-
tire organisation will be faced with no or little
disruption when it comes to doing their work.

Table 5.7: Process reference models for Testing and customising
the desktop (A4231)

This sub-subprocess briefly articulates how the designed desktop is improved,
to ensure the functionality of the whole OSS desktop system. Once the initial
stage of planning and assessment have been done, the proposed OSS desktop
and its associated applications must be tested in a development lab or in a pilot-
limited production setting before rolling it out into a production environment.
Doing these kinds of tests can help identify potential areas that the project
team will need to be aware of before distributing the OSS desktop to the entire
organisation. In this instance, a group of people (or real users) will be used
for pilots. This group of real users must include those that are familiar with
the OSS desktop and even some that are not familiar with the new desktop.
They will all undergo a training session whereby they will try out the new OSS
desktop, analyse the system carefully and provide feedback that must be taken
seriously and handled by the project team to provide solutions.
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(iii) List of sub-subprocesses for the Training Track

Figure 5.8: Highlighted process reference models for Training Track

A43= Provide environmental training
A431= Train users and technical staff
A432= Encourage self-training or allow users to experiment
A433= Provide practical or hands-on training
A434= Call for early adopters
A435= Provide exclusive support to early adopters.
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Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Provide environ-
mental training
(A43)

Y This activity is generic because a plan outlin-
ing how training will be implemented is re-
quired. A budget must be in place to do this
task, as this is one of the activities that will
be cost-effective to the organisation. The time
factor must also be considered, as users will
undergo a 2-day training session so it is im-
portant to have a strategy in place to ensure
that this will not affect business productivity
in any way.

Train users and
technical staff
(A431)

Y This activity is generic because it will help
users to familiarise themselves with the new
desktop, the same applies to the support ser-
vices team. The support team must be able
to relate to or understand calls for assistance
regarding open source and resolve such prob-
lems.

Encourage self-
training or allow
users to experiment
(A432)

Y This activity is generic because equipping
users with the necessary material such as the
LiveCD starter-pack / kit will enable them to
experiment or teach themselves about the new
open source desktop. At the same time they
will be able to install applications on their own,
but if they struggle the support team must al-
ways be prepared to provide them with help.

Provide practical or
hands-on training
(A433)

Y This activity is generic because this type of
training will allow users to physically use the
machine/desktop in order to learn and under-
stand all the things that are critical to enable
them to perform their jobs whether it is in
OpenOffice or on the Internet. What matters
is that they must be able to do their work with-
out any disruptions.

Call for early
adopters (A434)

Y This activity is generic because the more users
you have volunteering to migrate, the better
the migration for the rest of the organisation
will go.

Provide exclusive
support to early
adopters (A435)

Y This activity is generic because once the early
adopters have been migrated and trained,
short-term support must be provided to them.
This is to ensure that they are on track with
the open source desktop and being helped by
the support team with any difficulties they
come across.

Table 5.8: Process reference models for Training Track

Providing training (A43) is an essential part of the track, thus this subpro-
cess is generic because it involves having the training plan in place, outlining
how training of users, ICT technical staff and general training on OSS will be
implemented. However, it is important to first find out if there is a budget set
aside for training, as this is one of the phases that will be of cost to the organi-
sation. Also time must be considered, if users must undergo 2-day training. A
strategy must be in place to ensure that this will not affect business productivity
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in any way.

Train users and technical staff (A431). This sub-subprocess is generic because
it will help users to familiarise themselves with the new OSS desktop. The
same applies to the support services team. In order to provide user support,
the support services team (technicians, help-desk staff) must be certified or
have the required certification to perform OSS-related problems experienced by
users. Therefore, technicians must also undergo a 2-day training course to be
trained on an advanced level of the OSS (Linux) in order to understand every-
thing about open standards and OSS. They must know how OSS differs from
Microsoft Windows, be able to relate to and understand calls for assistance re-
garding OSS and resolve such problems.

Encourage self-training or allow users to experiment (A432). This activity is
considered generic because equipping users with the necessary skills such as, al-
lowing them to install applications on their own and providing them with help
in areas where they could be struggling, will enhance users’ knowledge of OSS.
This means providing users with all the material they need to teach themselves
about the new OSS desktop such as LiveCD starter-pack or kit. However, users
must undergo formal training first and after being trained they will be given
the material.

Provide practical or hands-on training (A433). By practical training we mean
allowing users to physically use the machines (or desktops) in order to learn
all the things that are critical to them when it comes to performing their jobs.
These users must know everything in detail so that when they go back to their
offices they are capable of conducting what they had learnt during the training
session.

Call for early adopters (A434). This sub-subprocess is generic because the more
users volunteer to migrate, the better the chance of having the rest of the or-
ganisation migrating to OSS too. However, ensure that even after the migration
the early adopters get assistance from the support team and deployed migra-
tion coaches, should they experience any difficulties with the desktop, hence the
process Provide exclusive support to early adopters (A435).

(iv) List of sub-subprocesses for the Roll-out Track
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Figure 5.9: Highlighted process reference models for Roll-out Track
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A44= Prepare roll-out
A441= Equip users with latest versions of OSS equivalence
A442= Ensure servers, network infrastructure and support services are ready
for migration
A443= Conduct pilot-courses
A4431= Select users deemed ready to migrate
A4432= Schedule selected users for migration
A4433= Communicate process to selected users regarding the migration
A444= Assign trained technical ICT staff with the responsibility to do the ac-
tual migration or installation
A445= Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop
A446= Continue with the conversion of templates and standard documents.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Prepare roll-out
(A44)

Y This activity is generic because this plan will
describe the strategy for migrating the major-
ity of users to an open source desktop and it
will also address the support structures that
have to be in place in order to enable the roll-
out (e.g. how users will be prepared for the
open source migration, how back-end systems
such as servers, HR, ERP systems etc. will be
upgraded to enable the migration).

Equip users with
latest versions of
OSS equivalence
(A441)

Y This activity is generic because it will encour-
age users to use Open source applications like
OpenOffice instead of Microsoft Office and get
used to its look and feel.

Ensure servers, net-
work infrastructure
and support ser-
vices are ready for
migration (A442)

Y This activity is generic because once the open
source desktop has been developed e-mail
servers, backup facilities and network infras-
tructure must all be ready to support open
source desktops, to ensure that desktops con-
nect to servers, storage, printers, and other
network devices.

Conduct pilot-
courses (A443)

Y This activity is generic because putting a good
training programme in place and communi-
cating properly all the necessary information
to users will prepare them for this type of
change.

Select users deemed
ready to migrate
(A4431)

Y This activity is generic because it gives man-
agement within each unit (including unit rep-
resentatives or group leaders) the responsibil-
ity to nominate or select users who are deemed
ready for migration and encourage and sup-
port them to undergo pilot training. Bear in
mind that some users will volunteer as early
adopters, so the more volunteers you have for
each training session, the more the number of
migrated users will increase.
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Schedule selected
users for migration
(A4432)

Y This activity is generic because it prepares
users for the real deal. Set up appointments
for each individual on Groupwise for when the
desktop will be collected, the date and time
for the training and the eventual date for the
delivery of the migrated desktop.

Communicate pro-
cess to selected
users regarding the
migration (A4433)

Y This activity is generic because its purpose is
to ensure that users who have been selected by
their respective unit managers for migration,
understand the whole process of the migration
and the relevant information that they might
need to complete the migration. This infor-
mation will be discussed with them or given
to them (such as the time and area where the
training session will be taking place and so
forth).

Assign trained
technical ICT staff
with the respon-
sibility to do the
actual migration or
installation (A444)

Y This activity is generic because who will be re-
sponsible for installations is a critical decision.
Some users will prefer to migrate themselves.

Migrate scheduled
users to an OSS
desktop (A445)

Y This activity is generic because during this
activity the proprietary desktops will be mi-
grated to the new open source desktop while
the user is being trained to use the new oper-
ating system productively.

Continue with the
conversion of tem-
plates and standard
documents (A446)

Y This activity is generic because the adoption
of a new document format standard indicates
that a large number of documents and tem-
plates must be converted and be used regu-
larly within the organisation, to allow users
time to get used to a new format.

Table 5.9: Process reference models for Roll-out Track

The first aspect to focus on in this regard, is that of planning the strategy
for migrating the majority of users to an OSS desktop. The plan must also
address the support structures that have to be in place in order to enable this
migration and its installations. This plan must be like a roadmap showing how
users will be prepared for the OSS migration, how other systems such as servers,
HR, ERP systems etc. will be upgraded to enable the migration and also how
users will be supported during and after the migration. Without this kind of
structure in your plan, it will be a bit difficult to satisfy all the requirements of
users during the migration.

Due to adoption of ODF it is essential and highly recommended to equip users
within the organisation with the latest versions of the OSS such as OpenOf-
fice and Mozilla Firefox. That way they will be able to experiment with the
readily available applications installed on their machines. Therefore, this sub-
subprocess is considered generic because it will encourage users to use OpenOf-
fice instead of Microsoft Windows Office and so get used to its look and feel.
The same applies to leaving Internet Explorer and starting to use Mozilla Fire-
fox.
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Once the OSS desktop has been developed, it is essential to keep on track with
e-mail servers, backup facilities and network infrastructure to ensure that all the
resources are ready to support OSS desktops. That means desktops must con-
nect to servers, storage, printers and other network devices, interoperate with
other desktop operating systems as well as directory and authentication services.

Conducting pilots can be a dreadful process, but will definitely allow users
to easily navigate their way on the new desktop. Thereafter the users will give
feedback regarding the new look and feel of the desktop and this feedback will
help the project team to rectify any kind of mistakes that could have been iden-
tified by users during the pilot session. This activity is found to be generic.
Putting a good training programme in place and a good presenter to communi-
cate properly all the necessary information to users will prepare them for this
type of a change. It is recommended to have 1 to 2 days training focusing on
OSS and OSS desktop courses. At the same time the team must ensure that
there is a place where training will be taking place ( be it a lab or any area
that is big enough to accommodate the users scheduled for training) and that
it is fully equipped with all the required resources such as desktops set-up for
training.

When doing pilots, it is recommended to take a small number of users at a
time. It is better not to force users to go for this kind of training, but to allow
them to volunteer. This sub-subprocess is generic because it gives management
within each unit (including unit representatives or group leaders) the responsi-
bility to select users who are deemed ready for migration and to then encourage
and support them to undergo pilot training.

Once management has selected individuals deemed ready for migration, an ap-
pointment is set up with each individual on Groupwise for the collection of the
desktop, the training and eventual delivery of the migrated desktop. The inten-
tion is to focus on commitment from management as well as the individual ready
to migrate. This stage is considered crucial for the success of this migration.

It must be ensured that the relevant users scheduled for migration, who are the
main stakeholders in this regard, and management are aware of all the project
information they need to know to prepare them for the migration. Ensure that
they know when they are scheduled for training, how their cooperation will be
needed and when will they receive their migrated desktops. Once the selected
users know this information, this communication channel can be used to update
other users, executives and everyone else about progress regarding the migration.

In this sub-subprocess, (A444) Assign trained technical ICT staff with the re-
sponsibility to do the actual migration or installation, lies the critical decision
of who will be responsible for installations. Some users prefer to migrate them-
selves, while in other cases it is the responsibility of the support staff to do the
installations. However, the most important factor is to ensure that the involved
ICT support staff is properly trained to do the installations and to resolve any
technical-related issues that might be experienced by users. Additionally users
can also be trained to do their own installation. Whoever does the migration
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should do so with care to ensure no data loss during the migration.

When migrating scheduled users to an OSS desktop, the responsibility to do
the installations will be that of ICT support staff. During this sub-subprocess
(A445) Migrate scheduled users to an OSS desktop, a certain number of Mi-
crosoft Windows desktops will be migrated to the new OSS desktop while the
user is being trained to use the new OSS operating system productively.

When the CSIR adopted ODF, Dr Sibisi who is the CSIR President/CEO pre-
sented talks on ODF and the adoption of the ODF policy, announcing that all
the documentation of the organisation must adhere to this new standard doc-
ument format. This activity is considered generic because the adoption of a
new document format standard means that a large number of documents and
templates must be converted. Users must be allowed time to get used to a new
format.

The next track, Maintenance, is simply about the preparation of putting to-
gether the maintenance plan and it reveals how support services will be provided
to the entire organisation. This is followed by the sub-subprocess of Scheduling
Users for Migration (A4432) and after that the process of Migrating scheduled
users to an OSS desktop (A5).

(v) List of sub-subprocesses for the Maintenance Track

Figure 5.10: Highlighted process reference model for Maintenance Track

A451= Plan and prepare how maintenance will be done.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation
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Plan and prepare
how maintenance
will be done (A451)

Y This activity is generic because with a main-
tenance plan in place, preparations must be
done for how the support services will be pro-
vided. Support must be provided to the users
currently using the proprietary desktop, but
also to users who have just migrated and are
now using the open source desktop. Users’
problems must be resolved without a lot of
delays.

Table 5.10: Process reference models for Maintenance Track

Once a number of users have been migrated, a plan must be put into place
as to how the users who are now utilising a different desktop (OSS environ-
ment) must be supported while still continuing with the support of the current
Microsoft Windows desktop users. With a plan in place, support services can
be provided to both the users currently using the Microsoft Windows desktop
and to users who have just migrated and are now using the OSS desktop. This
plan will ensure that all users’ problems are resolved without a lot of delays.

5.4.2 (e) List of sub-subprocesses for Scheduling selected users for
migration (A4432)
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Figure 5.11: Highlighted process reference models for Scheduling users for mi-
gration (A4432)
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A44321= Develop migration process
A44322= Data collection and user categorisation
A44323= Identify and schedule individuals for migration.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Develop migration
process (A44321)

Y This activity is generic because this plan will
explain the exact migration process, that is,
how users will be trained and thereafter get
migrated from a current desktop to the open
source desktop.

Data collection and
user categorisation
(A44322)

Y This activity is generic because it is one of the
vital processes that will determine whether
the user is ready to be migrated or not. In or-
der to consider a user for migration, a trained
coach will first check the list of applications
currently used by the specific user, then there-
after make a decision as to whether this user
is fit for migration or not.

Identify and sched-
ule individuals for
migration (A44323)

Y This activity is generic because once the above
activity has been completed and a decision is
made, those users that have been selected for
migration will undergo a 2-day training course
while their machines are being upgraded or
loaded with the open source desktop.

Table 5.11: Process reference models for Scheduling selected users
for migration (A4432)

The plan for this process consists of the exact migration process scenario for
how users will be trained and thereafter get migrated from the current desk-
top to an OSS desktop. At the CSIR the plan was performed in the following
manner: initially the Vula Leadership team presented and explained the migra-
tion process to the Executives (OPCO) and after that the responsibility resided
with Unit Leadership to populate the 40 migration slots per week, with the
users which they elected fit for migration. CSIR Leadership determined the se-
quence in which their respective Units were migrated within known constraints
and guidelines.

A few weeks prior to the scheduled migration, user data was collected by means
of a collection tool or face to face interviews. User data refers to the check-list of
applications that was handled by migration coaches. The coaches were trained
to determine whether a user can be migrated or not and they stated reasons
for their decisions. Information relating to applications used by the user was
applied to place them into categories and these catogories were migrated at dif-
ferent stages of the Vula migration project. This sub-subprocess is considered
optional and can be bypassed by the respective management teams associated
with the Units during the identification of individuals for migration.

5.4.2 (f) List of subprocesses for Migrate scheduled users to an OSS
desktop (A5)
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Figure 5.12: Highlighted process reference models for Migrating scheduled users
to an OSS desktop (A5)

A51= Communicate process to scheduled users
A52= Confirm user training completed
A53= Gain exclusive access to collect desktop
A54= Migrate desktop
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A55= Record progress
A56= Release desktop
A57= Provide limited assistance and support
A58= Hand over to ICT operations for long-term support.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Communicate pro-
cess to scheduled
users (A51)

Y This activity is generic because it will help to
eliminate any confusion and surprises which
can potentially affect the success of the
project. Thus, the process of the actual mi-
gration of the desktop as well as the expec-
tations from the owner will be communicated
to all the users.

Confirm user train-
ing completed
(A52)

Y This activity is generic because it confirms
the completion of open source desktop train-
ing underwent by selected users scheduled for
migration. Once training has been specified
as completed, the user’s desktop can be mi-
grated. The initial goal of training is to enable
selected users scheduled for migration to fa-
miliarise themselves with the new open source
desktop and allow them to function produc-
tively on completion of the migration and also
on the return of their desktop.

Gain exclusive ac-
cess to collect desk-
top (A53)

Y This activity is generic because once the desk-
tops have been collected, they will enable or
serve as a reminder to ICT technicians of the
type of a job they need to do on those ma-
chines, if the desktops are not collected then
this can potentially affect the success of the
project.

Migrate desktop
(A54)

Y This activity is generic because it explains the
actual process of how the desktops that have
been brought in will be physically installed
and started up, at the same time allowing the
ICT technicians to perform various activities
related to the actual migration on those desk-
tops.

Record progress
(A55)

Y This activity is generic because once the above
mentioned activity has been successfully com-
pleted, a database containing all the relevant
information regarding the migration will be
updated accordingly. The database will con-
sist of the number of users that have migrated
and those that have not done so with specific
reasons given.

Release desktop
(A56)

Y This activity is generic because it has to do
with the delivery of the desktop. The desktop
can only be delivered to the office of the user
after the completion of the 2-day open source
desktop training.
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Provide limited as-
sistance and sup-
port (A57)

Y This activity is generic because it explains the
process of how users will be assisted after the
migration by appointed, skilled coaches when
experiencing any problems. This assistance is
especially for those that will be struggling to
utilise the new desktop and cannot apply the
skills they learnt from training. Thereafter,
the user will continue to use the desktop as
per normal daily use.

Hand over to ICT
operations for long-
term support (A58)

Y This activity is generic because this is where
the ICT support line will continue to carry
out their responsibility of supporting all the
users within the organisation.

Table 5.12: Process reference models for migrating users

Forty users per week can be regarded as a quite large number for migration
per week but that was the number chosen by the Vula project as its goal to meet.
Other organisations may consider migrating a smaller number of users per week
as their goal. Prior to the actual scheduled migration date, the process of the
actual migration of the desktop as well as the expectations of the owner (or user
of the desktop), were well communicated to all the users whose desktops were
collected and prepared for migration. The intention was to eliminate any con-
fusion and surprises which could potentially affect the success of the project. In
addition to erasing any confusion, a desktop document drawn and agreed upon
by the whole project team, describing the full functionality and shortcomings
of the new OSS desktop was used give to the users. Therefore this subprocess
(A51) Communicate process to scheduled users is considered generic because
communicating the actual information to users deemed ready to migrate is of
importance, in order to erase any concerns or confusion they may have.

Once that is done, it is essential to ensure that users undergo training before the
desktops can be migrated. Once training is specified as completed, the user’s
desktop can be migrated. The goal is to ensure that scheduled users familiarise
themselves with the new OSS desktop and allow them to function productively
with the return of their desktop.

The next step involving the beginning of the actual migration will be to fetch
the desktops of those users scheduled for migration. The collected desktops
will enable or serve as a reminder to the ICT technicians (or ICT support staff
responsible for the installations) of the type of job they need to do on those
machines. Failure to collect desktops on time can potentially affect the success
of the project and users’ productivity.

After the collection, the desktop is brought to a pre-determined location where
ICT technical staff will perform various activities related to the actual migration
on it.

The total number of migrated desktops must be kept as a record on a database,
to measure the progress or the increasing number of users being migrated on a
weekly basis.
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After the completion of the 2-day user training, the desktop is delivered to
the office of the user as per scheduled appointment for delivery. Upon receival
of the desktop, the machine will be physically installed and started up. The user
can now proceed to apply all he/she learnt during the user training in his/her
daily work. Once the desktop has been turned on the user must sign a document
to show that the desktop was received in a good condition. During this time
the users will relocate their data to their desired data structure.

After completion of the above, the user proceeds to use the desktop for nor-
mal daily use. It is expected that more assistance will be required initially for
a maximum of 2 days, during which time migration coaches will be deployed in
the respective units to assist immediately, should there be any problems expe-
rienced. The coaches is fully skilled to assist with all aspects of the Vula desktop.

Once all the above steps have been completed and the user is comfortable using
the Vula desktop, the responsibility for support is then handed over to the ICT
2nd line Operations group (or ICT support staff) as part of their standard sup-
port portfolio. The ICT support staff will continue to do their normal jobs of
supporting all the users within the organisation as they used to, but this time
with additional knowledge of an OSS environment. The support services will be
part of the maintenance plan discussed in the Support and maintenance process
below to reveal how the support services will be provided to users once their
desktops have been migrated to OSS.

(v) List of subprocesses for Support and maintenance (A6) process

Figure 5.13: Highlighted process reference models for Support and maintenance
(A6) process
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A61= Provide ongoing support services even after migration
A62= Make system enhancements, upgrade OSS applications with latest up-
dates
A63= Ensure there is still positive and continuous commitment to change.

Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Provide ongoing
support services
even after migra-
tion (A61)

Y This activity is generic because even after
the migration the current proprietary desk-
top must still be supported including the new
open source desktop environment.

Make system
enhancements,
upgrade OSS appli-
cations with latest
updates (A62)

Y This activity is generic because it will ensure
that all systems are updated with latest ver-
sions of new software releases.

Ensure there is still
positive and contin-
uous commitment
to change (A63)

Y This activity is generic because there will still
be a large number of users left to migrate,
so keep the momentum high and ensure that
those that have already migrated are happy
using the new desktop, as you would not want
anyone to sabotage all the hard work you have
done thus far.

Table 5.13: Process reference models for Support and maintenance
(A6) process

Even after the migration the current Microsoft Windows desktop must still
be supported with the new OSS desktop environment to ensure that
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users’ problems are resolved without much delays. That means the Helpdesk,
ICT technicians or support staff must be fully equipped or skilled to perform
the tasks of resolving issues related to the OSS environment. They form an
important team that will need to run around and help users with their requests
for help.

Systems enhancements is another factor that cannot be avoided during the
support and maintenance process as it has to be done regularly to ensure that
all the applications run as expected. That means all systems (e.g. servers, HR,
ERP systems etc.) and its associated applications must be up to date with
the latest versions of new software releases and running efficiently so as not to
disrupt or affect the organisation’s productivity in any way.

Bear in mind there will still be a large number of users left to be migrated.
So it is advisable to keep the positive momentum high and ensure that those
that have already migrated are happy in terms of using the new desktop. You
would not want anyone to sabotage all the hard work and successes that have
been achieved thus far, especially by those that have already migrated. What-
ever mistakes are pointed out by the early adopters must be tackled as soon
as possible to deliver good results and to avoid discouraging not yet migrated
users.

5.4.2 (g) List of subprocesses for Document lessons learnt (A7)

Figure 5.14: Highlighted process reference models for Document lessons learnt
(A7)

A71= Document the migration and lessons learnt
A72= Review and share lessons learnt with other organisations planning to mi-
grate to OSS in future.
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Process Name Generic
(Y/N/C)

Motivation

Document the mi-
gration and lessons
learnt (A71)

C This activity is neither generic nor non-
generic because not all companies will choose
to document their projects. However docu-
menting projects like open source migration
can be very useful to organisations and busi-
nesses that might consider migrating to an
open source environment in future. The docu-
mentation will guide them on how to go about
the migration and help to avoid any risks in-
volved.

Review and share
lessons learnt with
other organisations
planning to migrate
to OSS in future
(A72)

C This activity is also neither generic nor non-
generic because it is a choice that can be made
by the company. Sometimes sharing this in-
formation will create opportunities for com-
panies to expand their relationships and col-
laborate or have talks with different types of
organisations planning to migrate to a new
environment or distribution in future.

Table 5.14: Process reference models for Document lessons learnt
(A7)

The migration document can be a very useful document to the organisations
that might consider migrating to an OSS environment in future. This documen-
tation will guide them on how to go about the migration and to avoid any risks
involved with the process. In return this document will create an opportunity
for the CSIR to expand its relationships with other organisations, collaborate or
have talks with different types of organisations planning to migrate to an OSS
environment.

With so much experience gained during the migration of such a big organisation
to OSS, the CSIR is set to act as a guiding example to other organisations. The
CSIR can show them that this type of migration is doable. An organisation like
the CSIR will feel very proud to provide a helping hand and the information
that will help other organisations to migrate to OSS without any hassles. Even
if other organisations are adopting a different distribution they could still make
use of some of the data stated in this document. The documentation will basi-
cally provide anyone interested with project stages which were followed as part
of the CSIR migration to OSS, especially those that were identified as generic.

5.5 VALIDATION

To analyse or verify the results of data established in the above Section 5.4,
a focus group discussion was conducted with several Vula project experts to
ensure that the extracted process reference models are a representation of what
happened in the OSS migration project. In addressing these process reference
models for an OSS desktop migration, it is possible to generalise the findings
by saying the extracted process models are reusable or can be reused by or-
ganisations and companies embarking on a similar type of project. However, it
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is important to test the findings of this research study in other environments,
in order to establish that the findings of this research can be generic in other
environments.

It is also possible that any other organisation might consider taking a differ-
ent route from the one suggested here to plan and complete its OSS migration.
It is however recommended that an organisation do its own research first and
align the emerging results with the organisation’s needs before beginning with
the project. If the organisation lacks the time, resources and skills needed for
this kind of a project, it is wise to consider other options such as relying on
consulting organisations that have fine-tuned the migration process, the CSIR
being one of them.

5.6 SUMMARY

This chapter provided a conclusion to the two research questions namely:

1. What are the key processes within an organisational open source migra-
tion?

2. What are the process reference models that are essential for an organisa-
tional open source migration?

These two research questions addresses the generic OSS migration process
models (or process reference models for an OSS migration) which were the focus
of this research. However, it was concluded that the process reference models
for an OSS migration that were suggested in this chapter, can be tested for
reusability against other case studies of the same nature to prove their validity.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

Figure 6.1: Chapter 6 outline
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the conclusion for this study and to
summarise the experiences and findings of this research study. This chapter
is organised into four sections. The first section provides a summary of the
chapters for the research study. The second section provides the results of
this study and a summary for each of the research questions is given. The
third section provides the summary of the contributions made by the study and
the fourth section provides recommendations to organisational project leaders
and teams considering a migration to the OSS environment. The fifth section
provides further suggestions for future research and the dissertation concludes
with the closure in the sixth section.

6.2 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

This study consists of six chapters and one annexure provided on a CD.
Chapter 1 provides introductory material to the study, highlights the back-
ground of the study and gives an overview of the problem and purpose for this
research, namely, regarding the process reference models for an OSS migration.
Chapter 2 explores the theoretical overview of the usefulness of OSS and process
reference models, as well as the role they both continue to play in an organisa-
tional context.
Chapter 3 provides background on the research design and methodologies used
during the study, including an overview of qualitative research methods, that
were used to collect the CSIR OSS migration data.
Chapter 4 focusses on establishing and discussing the process model structures
for an OSS migration.
Chapter 5 focusses on the analysis of data articulated in Chapter 4, through the
extraction of process reference models from a set of captured process models.
These process models are identified from a case study (CSIR as the studied envi-
ronment) through research participant interviews, questionnaires and literature
reviews and are validated through a focus group discussion.
The study concludes with Chapter 6 and one annexure consisting of the ques-
tionnaire, interview data, documented migration processes data, as well as ver-
ified process reference models, which are all included on the CD.

6.3 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this research study is to suggest a set of process reference models
for an organisational OSS migration, which were identified using the systematic
research approach by van der Merwe and Kotzé (2008). The process reference
models were extracted from a set of process models, using the process modelling
notation called IDEF0. This research was initiated to provide a reusable set of
process models that can be used to plan and execute an OSS migration project.
Many organisations and companies are migrating to OSS because of financial
considerations. The process reference models identified in the research study
intends to assist project managers and their teams to understand the process
of migrating from proprietary software to OSS. The aim is that the process ref-
erence models be as generic as possible, once tested in other environments, so
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that it can be easily adapted by not yet migrated organisations. The study was
conducted at the CSIR within the South African context. Due to the shortage
of skills and a competitive industry when it comes to OSS adoption in South
Africa, the CSIR embarked on this project.

In order to ensure that open source technologies and software tools are adopted
and given support in South Africa, organisations are urged to be inspired by
the project of the CSIR migration to OSS and apply the lessons learnt onto
similar projects in future. As stated in previous chapters, OSS is perceived to
be better than proprietary software because of three important reasons: it is
cheaper, customisable and secure.

The study is classified into four research questions addressed below:

• What is the use and value of a process reference model?

• What do we know about open source migration processes?

• What are the key processes within an organisational open source migra-
tion?

• What are the process reference models that are essential for an organisa-
tional open source migration?

The first research question, What is the use and value of a process reference
model? was answered in Chapter 2 by the theoretical overview of a process
reference model structure to obtain information on the usefulness of extracting
generic process models from processes modelled with a process modelling tool.

In the second research question, What do we know about open source migra-
tion processes? several case studies of organisations that have migrated to OSS
are reviewed. These case studies expose OSS migration projects which have
already been performed worldwide. South Africa will not be the first nation
to adopt OSS, but in previous projects the migration processes have not been
documented.

The third research question, What are the key processes within an organisa-
tional open source migration? addresses the processes that took place during
the OSS migration, using the CSIR as a case study for extracting such data.
The migration processes varies from technological processes, communication
processes, implementation processes to administrative ones. Research question
3 is answered by the identification and capturing of process models representing
the processes of an organisational OSS migration.

The fourth research question, What are the process reference models that are es-
sential for an organisational open source migration? reveals the possible generic
migration processes (that is process reference models) which were extracted from
a set of process models identified during the CSIR migration project to OSS.
These process reference models are regarded as those that are bound to reoccur
when it comes to OSS migration projects in other organisations.
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6.4 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

This study makes two contributions. Firstly, it identifies and captures OSS mi-
gration process models. Secondly it suggests a set of process reference models
extracted from those captured OSS migration process models. This set of pro-
cess reference models is a generic process model structure that will assist project
managers and teams involved in OSS migration projects to plan and execute
this type of projects better in future.

These process reference models were validated using a focus group discussion,
which was conducted with several Vula project experts to assess the validity of
captured OSS migration process models. The objective is to ensure that the
captured OSS migration process models is a representation of what happened
in the CSIR’s OSS migration project. These process reference models will in
future be tested against other case studies of the same nature to prove their
validity.

6.4.1 Lessons learnt

The main lessons learnt from this research study are:

• That it is important to encourage the adoption of OSS within organisa-
tions and government departments due to the cost reduction and security
benefits associated with OSS (Cerri and Fuggetta, 2006; Dudley et al.,
2006; GoOpenSourceTaskTeam, 2003; Hoe, 2007; Opensourceafrica.org,
2007; Simon, 2005; van Reijswoud and Topi, 2003).

• That it is important to capture OSS migration process reference models, as
they will give the advantage of reducing mistakes associated with this kind
of process if done the same way each time (Barn, 2007; SmartDraw.com,
2009; Tyrrell, 2000).

• That the shifting of users’ mindsets should be considered when migrating
from a proprietary to an OSS environment and it must be ensured that
users are receptive to change Ahmed (2005); Dudley et al. (2006).

• That there should be support available from multiple vendors in terms of
OSS, open standards and open formats to reduce the risk associated with
vendor lock-in (Cerri and Fuggetta, 2006; Fuggetta, 2004; Shewale, 2009;
Simon, 2005).

• That an OSS migration project can take time, hard-work and skills to
complete (Ahmed, 2005; Belle et al., 2003).

• That you need buy-in from the decision makers, that is, top manage-
ment (CEO, Executives and managers). They will play an important role,
according to their leadership styles, in bringing about change in an organ-
isation. That way they will have an effect on the success of a migration
project (Ahmed, 2005).

• That providing training is essential for the success of a migration project
(Ahmed, 2005; Horstmann, 2005; van Reijswoud and Topi, 2003).
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• That it is imperative to capture the migration process for future reference
in a way that can be easily adapted by not yet migrated organisations,
without having to design their own from scratch (Rosa et al., 2005; van der
Aalst et al., 2003).

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

As an outcome of this research, at least two recommendations can be made to
emerging OSS migration project managers and teams.

The first recommendation is that the suggested process reference models listed
in this research study must be tested in a similar kind of environment (at about
4 to 5 companies) before it can be adapted by organisations and companies
migrating to OSS in future.

Another recommendation is that the questionnaire developed during the project
can be used in a similar study of emerging OSS migration projects.

6.6 CLOSURE

Thus, this study supports the fact that a process reference models structure
for an OSS migration can be established to reduce the uncertainty and fear in
organisations planning to migrate from proprietary software to OSS, because
there will be a document that can serve as a guide to help with the planning
and implementing an OSS migration project.
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Appendix A: Picture of CSIR Documents

Figure 6.2: Examples of the CSIR documentation for the OSS migration project

Appendix B: List of publications and links on Open Source

It is important to note that the links listed above were last visited on April
24, 2009.

Organisation Name Links
Women’sNet organisation moves
to OSS. It was founded in 1997
with the aim of empowering
Southern African women to use
ICTs.

www.womensnet.org.za

Open Source Software Migration
at the Orwell High School in UK

http://www.osor.eu/case studies/open-source-software-
migration-at-the-orwell-high

Migration to OSS at Beaumont
Hospital Dublin in Ireland

http://www.osor.eu/case studies/docs/beaumont-hospital-dublin

Open Source Software Migration
in the Belgian City of Schoten

http://www.osor.eu/case studies/open-source-software-
migration-in-the-belgian-city
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Other case studies can be found
at: • http://www.tectonic.co.za/view.php?id=1877

• http://www.tectonic.co.za/view.php?id=1407

• http://www.opensourceafrica.org/default.php?view=
case studies

• http://www.li.org/success/

• http://www.opensource.org/advocacy/case studies.php

• http://www.itpapers.com/cgi/SubcatIT.pl?scid=262&wc=3

• http://www.redhat.com/solutions/info/casestudies/

• http://www-3.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/
topstoriesFM?

Table 6.1: URLs or websites of already migrated organisations

Appendix C: Questionnaire

This questionnaire consists of six parts as pointed out in Section 3.3.2.4 and
it is provided on the CD with all the questions which were included in the
questionnaire.

Appendix D: Interview Questions and Responses

Provided on CD.

Appendix E: High-level and refined levels of the CSIR migration to
OSS

The focus of Appendix E is on documented migration process models for
the OSS migration project. Due to space limitations only a few of the graphic
representations of the processes, subprocesses and atomic processes (or sub-
subprocesses) were presented, the rest of the data gathered can be viewed on
the accompanying CD. These processes and subprocesses inputs, outputs and
goals were highlighted in the form of a table. In addition, a brief description
of each of the processes and subprocesses were provided after the graphical
representation of the relevant process.
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